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Joward hails new University king and queen
~ onte Geddis and LaChan d<:t Jenkin s w a l k away with Mr. and Miss Howard titles

.a.II Jenkins, Miss School of Communications and LaMonte Geddis, Mr. College of Arts
and Sciences show their winning smiles following Tues day's pageant.

lrlalenne Carthon
I

Ilg> Staff \\tile<

I 11acwumer. are.. LaMonte
1111

LaCll,nda Jen~ins.

Geddis.
a
four1h-ycar
clemenrnrv education major. and
Jenkins. :1 :-ophomon hn,adca,1
journalism major. were the two
winncrrnfthiswcck's 1995 Mr.and

Mr. lloward Pageant, "Euphoria."
Defined
oy
the
1995
Homecoming Steering Comrnillcc
as a feeling of happiness,
confidence and well-being. many

said eup hor ic was a befi11 in,g
characteristic for each of this year s
contestants.
"Th<: compelit ive &prrr l,
crcal 1v11y. and energy the
contestants had was the spirit of
lloward Universit)"' said Shawn
Barney. president of the lloward
University S tudent Association.
" Mr. and Miss 1-loward wi ll both do
a good job."
To many in the audience, Geddis
trul y had that euphoric spirit. From
the origina l poem he performed
during the talent portion, entitled
''Phenomenal Man;· 10 his response
in the Quest ion and Answer
porli?n, Geddis was a crowd
favonte.
" I believe L~Monte deserved it,"
sa id Danlad i Whit1cn, who
represented the College of A llicd
Heallh. "He just stood out. He is
Mr. Howard," added Whillcn, a
junior physical therapy major and
first runner-up to.Geddis.
SRntoria Bell. a junior medical
technology major, agreed with
Whincn.
Geddis, a Campus Pal and
resident assist:101 at Mer idian Hi ll
Hall, is also founder of Operation
SJ.M.B.A. (Safe in my Brother's
Arms), a men1oring program for
~oung boys. Many people believe
Geddis. a native of Queens, New
York, is an exemplary Howard man
and will make an exce llent Mr.
I loward.
.. I knew LaMontc Geddis was
gonna win,·• Bell said. ··1 just knew.
but as far as Miss lloward jwas
concerned ]. it was kind of open."
Bell added, acknowledging that the
women'; compet ition was stiff
throughout the pagean1.
Dressed as Marcolm X, Jenkins
inspired the audience with an
effective deliverance of an
excerpt from one of his speeches.
wh ile first runner-up Ra,h1da Syed,
:\tis..~ Colleg~ or ArL~ and Scicnes.
mo,ed the audience with her rich,
passionate voice as she

sang Rachel le Ferrell's •· Peace
on ~art!1". ~econd runner-up lyra
Manan1. Miss School of Business,
performed :1 rhytmic African dance.
" I real!.,y thought it was a toss-up
between 1yra, Rashida and
LaChanda." sa id junior
broadcas t
major
Melinda
Spau lding. "They were all very
talented and wortl1y of the crown.
but
was up 10 the judges to decide
and they chose LaChanda. I'm
happy lor her." Spau lding said.
A~cording to the juclgcs, 1he
dec1s1on was not an easy one 10
make.
" It was very tough competition•·
said judge Yolanaa Sampson, 'a
1990 Howard graduate and Miss
Black World 1995. "Only one could
be chosen and everyone e.~uberated
the qualities of Miss Howard."
added Sampson. who owns
Puppe111inment puppet company.
Judge Thefaro Richards, who
recentfy received the 1996 Miss
Black World crown, said she could
understand what each contestant
was going through.
'Tfclt l11at all of the participants
were vcrx good rcprcse111atives of
I loward. said Richards, a junior
engineering major. ·•1 just competed
lin a pageant ]. so I could relate.
Overall. l was pleased with
everyone. They were very creative
an~I poised. It was tough.' Richards
stud.

Overcome by excitemen t,
Jenkins, who hails from Sugarland.
Texas. had ve ry few words 10
cxprcs~ her ela11on following her
crowning.

" I feel great. I'm so excited."
said Jenkins. who has competed in
pageants since the tender age of ten.
· 1 think this is a wonderful
oppor tunity for me and I look
forward to representing the
University."
Jenkins has proven that she has
the skills to be in a leadership
position. She is current ly president

of the A,:inenburg Honors Program
and social events coordinator for
HUSA. Durio_!; her freshman year,
she held the 11tle of Miss 1l1bman
Quadrangle 1994.
Like Jenkins, Geddis has high
expectations for the upcoming year.
"I hope that l 'm able to live up
to the prest igious legacy of Mr.
lloward. I' m not going to say, 'I'm
going to try to do my best," Geddis
said. ·•1 am going to do my best."
The outgoing Mr. and Miss
Howard, Adrian Jackson and 'fasha
I-lard)\
were both pleased w ith the
results and honored to pass their
crowns on 10 Howard's newest king
and queen.
"I wasn't even j:0ing try to
predict the outcome,' said Jackson,
a first-year graduate student in the
School of Communications. " In
this case, LaMontc Geddis is an
adequate candidate. I've known
him as a Campus Pal and a resident
assistant, so I know about his
leadership qua Iit ies," added
Jackson, who was also a Campus
Pal and RA.
Jackson also said that Geddis is,
in a way, is keeping in tradit ion.
·•1t is really significant that I
pass it on to him !because] Cbidiadi
Akoma, (Mr. floward f994J who
was a Campus Pal, passed it on to
me and [now] I'm passing it on to
LaMontc," Jackson said.
'·I'm really proud of LaChanda .
I think she wi ll do an outstanding
job," said Hardy. a senior broadcast
Journalism major. Hardy. who
competed in th e Miss Afr ican
American Collegiate Pageant last
summer, knows lhal Jenltins has a
long, but fufi lli ng road ahead of her.
''I really enjoyed my reign. It
enabled me to redefine womanhood
for myself and to grow spirituall y.
I'm proud to have passed the crown
on to LaChanda and I hope that
she will have a sim ilarly rewarding
experience," Hardy said.

;U
nivers ity president remembers homecomings past
&tMonlca M. Lewis
Hitop Staff Wnter

man} first-year students.
acti_ntic.scan be a very exciting
le ttmc.
\llb H. Patrick Swygert. his first
Uuncrsit1 Homecoming. in October
~L ns ius1 ihat.
11111 lime of great excitement." sa id
. •ho last summer returned to his
atrto<erve as it's 15th president. "It
}llagrot time. Homecoming was very
•fatinly affair."
liygtrt, who earned both his
q,ad,ql( and law degrees from Howard,
~•lime of the year 1s always special.
•tbtfim homecoming, according to
,ll!l,lhl will always stand out.
Jlilg_ his years as a Howard student,
gqueens were crowned following
~ l-'N1de election, Swygert saicf.
•ere first chosen 10 be queens of
campus organizations. including
sororities and residence halls.
11'e_queen election) probably held as
arntment and interest as any oth er
oacampus.~ Swygert said.
li1 bc1bman. Swygert was not yet
......_•1th many orgamzations, so he and
"'!'!ludCnt,decidcd to band together
~te their own candidate for the
\ llllwn.

dcaded to sponsor a cand idate and

she eventually won:· he sa id. According 10
Swygert. tl1e vic tory was a 'b ig
accomplishment for th e young students
because 1hc1• were not yet invo lved in campus
activi ties. E,·cntuall,. Swygert went on to
make a name for himself at Howard, holding
memberships in bo th the Campus Pals
organization and the Omega Psi Phi fra tern ity.
I le also served as president of Cook I Jail and
as a sports reporter for The Hi lltop. Swygert

"I'm looking for war d to
seeing that spirit that is
a part of Howard
University."
-H. Patrick Swygert
said that,. 34 years later. he and ~is classmat<:S
st ill rcm1111scc about the c lcct1011 and their
upset victory.
" I was kind of a rallying point for us. It was
a way for us to identify w ith Homecoming.''
Swygert s_aid: :rhis determi natjon, he said.
was also s1gn1f1cant as he_ and his classm~te_s
rallied together for other issues, such as c1v1 l
rights.
Much to his delight. Swygc.rt had the
opportunity of seeing the 1961 l\11ss Howard .
W1lh1a Montei th, during an alu_m ni recel)tion
ealier this week at the Washington Hilton
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Hotel. At the time.or her crown ing. Monteith
was an honors student and a member of the
Universi ty 's debate team.
"She' ll always be our queen,'' he said.
"She'll just always be very special to us."
Swygert said today's homecoming events
are on a much bigger sca le beacuse the
concept or homecoming has grown.
"Today, from what I can sec on campus, it 's
si mpl y bigger." Swygert sa id. acknowledging
that the growth of homecoming has, in a way.
changed t he fes ti v iti es. rn 196 1, t he
homecoming football game was played in
what was known as Un iversity Stadium. In
1992. the game was moved to Robert
Fitzgerald Kennedy Stadium to accommodate
the nigh number of spectators.
"When the game was on campus, all events
before and after it were on the Yard ," Swygert
said. " You cou ld kind of see evcryonc. l>ut
Greene Stadium can nol accommodate the
number of people who come to homecom ing
now. That's a pa rt or the price you pay in
terms of growt h. You don't wan t to get
smaller. You want to grow.''
Overall, Swygert said homecom ing is the
time of year to gain more school sp irit and to
get together with friends.
" I've really been look ing forward 10 thi s
week. As an old grad, I'm looking forward to
seeing 1ha1 spirit that is a part of Howard
University.'' tic said. ·'Theres rea lly a lot of
spi rit on this ca mpus and that's very
encouraging.''

Thirty-four years ago this week, Howard University held it'
annual Aomecoming festivities. 111ke a look at yesterday and today.
That Was Then ...
-The Bison football team hosted the Hampton Pirates in th
Homecoming game at University Stadium.
-The Homecoming theme was '·The Roaring 20's,"
-James Farmer, N'at ional Director of CORE' was the ''Cal l 10 Chapel'
pcaker.
-The Homecoming Queen, Wilma Monteith, was crowned in
eremony held in Ranldn Chapel.
-Olona Lynne was lhe featured performer in the newly initiated
Homecoming concert.
:rhcre was a Homecom ing dance. entit led, "The Prohibition Ball."
-Edward R. Batten was the Homecoming Steering Com mittc
hairman.
-Dr. James Nabrit was president of Howard University.
-Homecom ing tickets were priced between Sl.75 and $3.00.
...This Is Now
-Tomorrow at 1:00 p.m., the Bison will host the Morehouse Tigers at
RFK Stadium.
-The 1-lomccoming theme is "Positive Vibrations: 111c Spirit Awakens.'
-The Reverend Calvin Bulls was the "Call lo Chapel'' speaker.
-For the first time in the University's history; Mr. and Miss Howard wcr
rowned on the same night at Cramton Auditorium.
-Last night's concert featured hip-hoppers Method Man, Rackwon, Old
DB and Enck Sermon.
-There is no dance. but there are more than a dozen parties to chaos
from .
-Steffanie Carr is. for the second time in three years, the Homecomin
hnirwoman.
-H. Patrick Swygert is in his first yea r as president of Howar
University.
-1-lomccom in tickets are riced between $3.00 and $30.00.

Calvin Butts urges students to
rise to the defense of Blacks
By Awanya Deneace Anglin
Hilltop Staff Writer

During his sermon last Sunday,
the Reverend C1lvin Butts urged a
packed Andrew R:rnkin Chapel
audience to rise to the defense of
Blacks in hopes for a more
prosperous future.
According 10 Bulls, minister of
New York's historic Abyssin ian
Baptist Church, today's generation
lacks leadership and nee<rs to "stand
on a more solid foundat ion than
that of the slave master."
11 istory. Bulls said, has a way of
revealing itself.
"[Buq in almost all occasions. a
Black perso n has rose [10 the
defense of blacks]."
Buns used memorable moments
in sports history to cite how black
peop le have worked hard 10
represent their race. From boxer
Jack Johnson, who became the first
hlack boxing champion, to Jesse

Owens, who defied Hit ler and went
on to win several Olympic gold
medal~ in the 1930's.
Butts also touched on last week's
Mi llion Man March , sayi ng the
concept was good. but morn needs
10· improve the image of the black
race.
,
"The march made us feel good,
but th at !feeling good ] is not
enough," Su11s said.
Another topic Bulls touched on
was educa1ion, sayi ng it was a
necessary component in "fighting
the system:·
"Eduation is the cornerstone for
democracy. There can be no civil
dcmocra';r
withou t sound
education. Bulls sa id.
He added that spirituality was
abo a necc.ssisity in the struggle for
equality.
·'f Pcoplcl need the power and
spint of Goa and not cute words or
Masonic law:· Butts said.
Bulls, who openly denounces
gangsta rnp because of lhc negative

Rev. Calvin Butts

messages it sometimes conveys,
left the aud ience on a positive note.
"As a people, trouble just don't
last at:~ays 1r1cr(? is a brighter day
ahead, l:luns said.
According to Dean Bernard
Richardson. dean of the Chapel,
Butts is a highly-rega rded man of
Goel.
"(He] is one of the most
ou tstan~ing preachers in th is
nation," Ricllardson said.
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Latino students address can1pus race issue~
By Alla R. Hashim
Hilltop Staff Writer
Several Puerto Rican students
lire ca ll ing on the Howard
community to recognize the aspects
of the diaspora, the La tino
community ana the social divisions
on campus that should not ex ist.
When Roberto Ramos, a
second-semester sophomore, first
came to Howard as a freshman,
many people looked at his light
complexion and straight ha ir and
often asked him, "What arc you?"
Ramos also said that when people
found out that he had a Launo
background, he was also asked why
he cliose to attend a historically
Black college.

Ramos wa nts 10 stress t he
importance of "recognizing our
brethren." He secs no need for the
quest ions and speculation he must
face beca use he fee ls c lose ly
relat~d to African Americans.
"Th e o nly d iv ision between
Latino and North American people
of African descent is language,"
Ramos said.
"We are separated by the boat
tliat carried our ancestors. One went
to Puerto Rico and the other boat
came here."
He is also very confident about
his decision 10 come to Howard. He
sees it as a natural decision that
should not be questioned.
''I am a t Howard Universi ty
because more of my people are
here," Ramos said. "Where else
would I go?"

University doctor
works on · diabetes
·research project
Researchers look for new ways
to handle 'at-risk' patients
By Natasha Lindse y
Hilltop Staff Writer
In Februar)\ Howard University
and MedAltantic wi ll begin a
massive research project cxpforing
diabetes in the African-American,
Hispanic a nd Native-Amer ican
commun ities.
The University will be one of24
academ ic and research centers
across the nation involved in the
seven-year, Nat ional lns1 itu1es of
Health-sponsored study.
Dr. Chcctum, chief of
endocrinology and metabolism at
the HowarcfUniversity Hospital
and College of Med icine, will be
studying the effect of diabetes in
African Americans, Hispanics and
Nat ive America ns in th e
Washington, D.C.• area as part of
the stucfy.
"We wi ll be e ntering into a
landmark research investigation
that is significant for Afr ican

sched uled to begin u ntil next
February, the research and planning
stages of the p roject have been
going on for over a year, Chccium
said.
Diabetes is a metabolic disorder
where the body is u nable to
properly use sugar for fue_l. T~e
absence of a hormone called msuhn
prevents the body from using the
sugar. As a result, a diabetic must
iafo insul in injections in order 10
p ropcr·ly burn sugar for energy. Less
than the normal amounts of sugar
can causes a person to feel weak,
hungry and le thargic.
Africa n-American, Hispan ic
and Native-American adults at high
risk of developing 'Type II diabetes
arc who the program w ill be
d irected to. Women who have a
history of gestational diabetes.
individ ua ls who arc obese a nd
those who have the inability to
handle sugars normally, but are not
considered diabetic are a few of
the groups that the study will be
look111g for.

"The study will sponsor 4,000 individuals who will
help determine ifpeople are at risk of developing type
two diabetes (11011-insulin dependent). "
-- Dr. Cheetum, Chief of Endocrinology and
Metabolism, Howard University Hospital
Americans and Hispanics because
diabetes affects these two groups
more than a ny other," Cheetum
said.
T he thousands of rat ie nts
involved in the study wil receive
full medical evaluat ions. They wi ll
be divided into groups and receive
d iet and exercise th erapy and
informat ion while receiv ing
per iodic re-eva luat ions ,mil
assistance. The goal of the study is
10 learn more about adult-onset
diabetes.
"The study wi ll sponsor 4,000
indiv idua ls who will he lp
determine if people arc at risk of
developing type two diabetes (noninsulin dependent)," Chcetum said.
Chcetum s.1 id 1lia1the research is
of special importance to members
or
the
African-Amer ican
community, which is al special risk
of developmg the d isease, a risk
factor itself for several other serious
conditions.
"Because 90 percent of African
Americans that do develop diabetes
develop the type 2 disorder, ii is
important to study th is type of
diabetes because the complicat ions
associated with this disorder such
as loss of vision, loss of kidney
funct ion and amputations, strokes
a nd heart attacks can be
devastating," Chec1um sa id.
A lthoug h the study is not

"We hope 10 find one of 1hc
therapies that we use in the program
will be shown to be better than the
current ly accepted methods of
handling people who are at risk for
developing d iabetes," Chee tu m
said.
Cheetum majored in c hemistry
at Pennsylvania State University.
He attrib utes his affin ity fo r
c hemistry 10 his in terest in a career
in endocrinolog(.
"Because o my ap titude in
c hemistry, I was a11racted to that
area of medicine that dealt with
d isorders t hat were based on
chemica l imba lance a nd from
which is a professionally rewarding
field of medicine," he said.

Victor Felix is another Puerto
Rican stude nt on campus. Feli x
thoug ht that com ing to Howard
woulcl be like being with fami ly.
" I g rew uj) in C"onnecticul with
a lot of African A mericans and
Pue rto Ricans," Felix said. "We
were tight and I always knew that
we were brot hers- the same
people."
Although these students live side
by s ide w it h people whose
ancestors o nce shared the sa me
cont inent, Africa, they ca nnot
overlook the d ivide that Ramos
a11ributcs lo lack of knowledge and
some people's refusal to recognize
1he lruth.
Felix believes one problem that
causes a d ivide on campus is that
people do not know from whom
Latmo a nd, in h is case, Puerto

Rican people descend.
"N111 e1y-five percen t of all
Puerto Ricans a re non-Wh ite,"
Felix sa id. "We descend from a
mixture of African slaves, l'aino
(Indians), and Spanish people."
Felix believes that the presence
of Latino stu dents al Howard
benefits everyone.
"Howard 1s s upposed to be 'the
Mecca.' So if we arc, why not
recognize all the people of African
descen t?" Felix sa id. "We must
recognize Latino people who arc
also of African descent. 11 wi ll
enrich a ll o r our African culture."
Nelson Santiago, a sophomore
English major, bc l icvcs th a t
diversity at Howard is in everyone's
interest.
·
"We are all the same people, a nd
it just adds n avor to our he ri tage,"

Sant iago said.
These students do not expect lo
c hange the world; t_hcy j ust wanl 10
b ring the trut h to light.
Ra mos wants to walk across
campus and have people understand
that his mixed blood ,s no d ,ffercnt
t ha n the Native-A merican and
White b lood that often runs thrqugh
the veins of most African
Americans.
''There is no u nivers.il term for
Black" Ramos said. " ls there s uch
a th ing as purity of race?"
Ramos and his family ha-:-e a
c lear understand ing of his nuxcd
li neage. He docs not forget the
Yoruban slaves that once walked on
the g ro unds of Pue rto /<ico. .
Instead he relishes 111 h is mixed
her itage, appreciat ing who he is
and calling o n others 10 end the

barr iers created bY. slav
hundreds of years of sepa
In 1995, Howard grad114
total of 34 Latino s1uaentsf
undergraduate school and61
gr;1dua1c class.
Roberto Ramos, Victor
and Nelson San1 i;1go all ·
is time for people 10 wake
Howard's campus a nd m the
" I welcome the opportu ·
people to come and speak
Ramos said. "Challenge 111
questions so 1ha1_1hings_m~
to light. We arc d1v 1dea in h
Howard's campus- and
division is difficult, reco ·
not."

Students oppose n ullifyin
district bound8ries th
benefit ininority voters
8>.'. Alain Joseph
Hilltop Staff Writer
The 1982 amendment to the Vot ing Rights
Act rcqui!ed states_ to draw d_istrict boundaries
to max1m1ze mmonty lcg1slat1vc rcprcsenta11on;
now that right is being taken away.
"What we a re looking at today is t he
possibili ty that I cou ld become the second
African American of the 20th century to be
expelled [from represent ing Georgians in
Congress] for no other reason than the color of
my sk in," said Congresswoman Cynth ia
McKinney, a democrat of Georgia's 1101district.
The United States Supreme Court ruled that
Georgia's 11th distr ict was unconst itutional.
The cfecision was based on the unusual shape of
the I Ith district. The district, which presently
has a 64 percent Black majority, wi ll be redrawn
to increase the number of Wh11e voters.
Many found the court ruling a grave injustice
10 minorities_. _It is o\)v ious to.Taft Thomeson, a
graduate poh11cal science maJ0r that the ·white
power structure" is trying 10 reclai m all of the
privileges it once had before the 1960's.
McKinney who has represented her district
since 1989 believes that democrats ,ire not
comfortable with being represented in Congress
by three Black representatives. McKinney
considers the ruling a "double standard" in
terms of what constitutional d istricts are and

"What we are looking at today is the possibility that I could bee
the second African A merican of the 20th cen tury to be expelled f
representing Georgians in Congress/ fo r 110 other reason than the c
o1,r mysk"m. "
-- Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney (D-Ga.)
what they arc not.
lllino,s' 6th district, despite its unba la nced
shape has not been challcngca. It is a district 1~a1
has a White majority of95 pcrce111. After lookmg
at Texas' 6th district, also with an unusual shape
b ut w it h a W hi te ma keup of 9 1 perce nt,
McKinney concluded ·'the redistricting battle
that the Supreme Court has embarked up,on this
nat ion is all about shade and not shape.'
Robi n Johnson, a senior majoring 111 pol itica l
sc ience sa id that in the I 960's Blacks and
minorities made several advances in overturn ing
many racist laws; now she feels differently.
··Everything we [m inorities and Blacks] work
so hard for is being brought to nothing."
Siudcnts also reel that the rooti ng o ut of
Black leaders is a concocted scheme to seize
power.
··Georgia is a solidly democratic and wha1·s
happening is the rcpubhcans are preparing for an
all-republican Congress in 96,"

Rois Beal. a junior majoring in
literature sa id.
··11 is all a plan to decrease the
Blacks," said Anthony Estelle, a sop
majoring in electrical engineering.
This issue is another example of
racism. Several minority districts a
nation are being challenged.
Louis Guch1e1arez is a L1tino represc
whose dis1ric1 may also be consi
nnconstitutional.
In 11:xas 1hc selcc1cd minority distr
also be ing invalidated on 1hc basis ol
··physica l composition." . . .
Eddie Bernice Johnson~ d1s1nc1 of
Tuxas has been declared uncon,titutiond
'The Bo11om line is that if a majorit)
is majority Black it is subject to tie
unconsti1u1ional. lf the district is majori~
there is nothing wrong i1," McKinney

Drug abuse lecture series encourage
students to be role models for youth
By Venus N. Watkins

Hl(ltop Staff Wrtter

series' theme, emphasized th e
program ·s in1cnt to get smdems
mvolved with the youth in their
communities.
For the pas1 wee k, med ica l
experts and professionals have
lectured Howard stu dents abou t
types of add itive drug,s, degrees of
addi1ion, effectS o f various cfrugs o n
1hc physical and psycho logica l
aspects of the user, and programs
used 10 combat these addictions.
Jack E. Hcn ningfie ld , c hief
clin ical pharmacology branch of
the National Institute on Drug
Abuse/Addict ion Research Center
a nd one of the sponsors of the
event, focused his lecture o n the
effects of nicotine addiction. He
emphasized that since most people
do not view nicotine as a drug, 1t is
di fficult to convince them about its
addictive qualities.
·· When cocaine and heroine
addicts were asked which drug they
felt were the hardest to kic k, they
said nicot ine. People fail to realize
that when you inhale a substance
into the lungs you arc sending a
volatile bullet through your system.
You a re destroymg th e ma in

n:l!O!JrC<' of fresh o~ygcn- you're
rummg o ne of your mam combatant
of the body," He nni ngficld said.
Hcnn ingficld said that studies
revea le d
1hat
nicotine
is
d ecreasing ly used by African American males; howcvc:r, there i~
a national increase among AfricanAmer ican women and children. He
said in a study by the NI DA, there
has been a 30 percent increase
among c hildren betw.:cn the ages of
14 a na 18.
Henningficld blames thi~
increase on the accessibility of the
drug. He sa id, "Nicotine is easy and
c heap to obta in but it is very
difficult 10 find treatment."
Whil_e education is _key to d rug
prevention, treatment 1s necessary
for tbosc already addicted 10 the
var_io us d rugs they have been
tak111g.
And rew Krid ler. a cert ified
counselor at the Drug In formation
Refe rra l ce nte r be lieves that
treatmen t cannot be successful
without money.
"Because we arc under-sta £fed
and arc not allotted the necessary
facilities
to
do
proper

detoxification,,. admini,t
quick solutions. They cram
worth of rehabilitation into
which ultimate ly dri,cs
back 10 subsrnnce abuse."
said.
I le continued 10 say lhJI
is the only way that proper
and programs can be
.
proper 1tea1mcnts can be
Hcnningfield agrees 1M
wcccssfut rehabi litation
be acquired, adminil.tnlliOOI
focus on prevention. lie
first pince to start is public
adding that advertising
shou Id he the rnnin area.1
While continues to be!"
early education is the
dissem inate preventive in
regarding drug u,c.
She said college stu
realize their influence on
generations. TI1rough
s.:ries, Wh ite hope~
education process can
"I see d rugs rui n l,()
it is important that we
active and save some,"

3. Wome n with gest a tj ona l
diabetes .

Students
attending
the
Substance Abuse a nd Prevention
lecture series Tuesday found that
quitt ing drugs "cold turkey" is no
easy task.
The series. which was sponsored
by the National h1s1itulc on Drug
Abuse, Howard University College
of Medicine Center for Drug Abuse
Resea rch a nd Depart ment of
Physical Education and Recreation.
was developed when Jean White.
coordinator and Howard University
1>rofcssor saw the destruction that
a rugs were causing in her
community.
She beli eves that co llcg_e
stude nts shou ld work in their
communities to educate younger
children about drug abuse a nd
prevention.
"Young c hildren idolize college
students. so they should serve as tl\c
connecting link to health issues and
education about drugs," White said.
" Make A Difference! Get
Involved ! Save A C hild!" t he

4. Africa n-Ame rican, Hispa nic and Native-Ame rican adults
who are at hlg h risk of develop in g diabe tes.

Philosophy club dispels myths, change imaf

Who is eligible:
1. People who are obese.
2. Peop le who can not han dle
s ug ars n ormally.
<

Support the
Bison in
Saturday's
game against
the Tigers! !!

By Natasha Lindsey
Hilltop Staff Writer
PhilosoJ.>hY club members do not walk athc
Yard" reciting the words of Co nfucius or
Socrates, nor ullerances of, "I think, therefore I
am."
The club, composed of 25 members and its
president for the second year, Michelle Virgo,
wants students to look at the philosophy club in
a new light.
"We want to try to make the philosophy club
more practical a nd yet offer. some critical
thi nki ng," sa id Virgo, a j unior majo ring in
philosophy.
The club in previous years has been active but
not as active as its members would have liked.
This year's philosophy club is working hard 10
battle the stereotype that the philosopliy club is
a group of stude111s discussing the meaning of
lifc. Instead, they want to show that this club is
just like any ot her on campus.
"We want to try to do more functions s uch as
poetry readings, a tutoring service and look at

o th e r ph ilosophers besides Socrates and
Co nfuci us and discuss more Afr ican
philosophers," Virgo said.
" I wanted to be a free thi nker and joined the
club because I wanted to be around people who
I think can he lp me reach my goa ls," said Ivon
Alcimc, vice president of the club a nd a ju nior
majoring in philosophy.
Alcime has the same objective for the club,
and he wan ts to try a nd s how a different
perspective.
"TI1crc's a misconception about philosophy,
people think it's abstract or 'dead man's theory,'
it 's not restricted 10 o ne definition. Ph ilosopby
can be defined in a way we want," Alcimc said.
Alcime has plans for the club this year. His
first plan is 10 bring students from all majors 10
join the club.
The cl ub is work ing o n do ing more
community outreach activ ities and liav ing a
stro nger commun ity base.
Afcime also has p lans to help Mcward. He
wou\d l_ikc to see the philosophy c lub purchase
a bu1ld111g on campus and become responsible
for_ its upkeep, th us sav ing the Un ivers ity
mamtena ncc costs.
" Instead of paying tho usands of doll ars for

ma intenance we'l l do it and 1he school
money and allocate those funds for so
else:· Alcime said.
''Philosophy is a discipline of rcnec1it
a memberof1 he club it teaches you howtifl
argue and do it very well . Throush the
have a venue to discuss my opmions."
Rogers said.
Rogers is a third-year transfer s1uden1
do_uble majoring in p hilosophy and p'
Science.
He, li ke V irgo, wants 10 show t~
phil osop hy club is more th an disc
thoug ins or statements by other people,
club offers a variety of- for its mcm~
The p hilosophy club was created b~!
Locke w hen he was a student at Howard
L~ckc returned to the University, he oo
w uh the club. Alt houg h the club may
been to adivc ~n past years, it now "
promote a new image.
" It 's 1101 the type of club with n
geeks discussing hqw ma ny angels can.
P.' n, or somcth111g h kc that," Rogers sullike any group on campus. ll1c club is
ph1 losopliy majors only. Everyone is we
come check us out."
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PUS PLUS

rhere's n~thing embarrassing about trying to eat!'

tudents use food s tamps to balance .high cost of college

llJIIIIOllth, Nicole Jackson.
••wucher in the mail. She
10 1hc local currency
-,aadcashCS in 1hc voucher

••8'

i!IIIIIDP5·

_, is not 1he 1ypical food
fsdpienl: she is a Howard

dY i!Udcnt.

. .

-•junior film maior 1s no1
, Many 01hcr Universi1y
1111 receive food siamps

t,:
liblS apply ror food s1amps
..- rtasons. Independent

• 61d thal receiving food
pallows 1hcm 10 use 1heir
lids for 01hcr bills. For
_.i!UdcnlS, paying 1ui1ion
~ allllin on 1hc family's

.., itmi,ing food stamps
• • burden of college for

•'.611) lla\t it like 1hat, where

dCIIUld ghe me money all
.,1n1111,.orking and times
rid." said Jackson, who
•Ir ilod ~,amps a year and

,.

Students can apply for food
stamps by p ickin g up a
verifica1ion form in lhc financial
aid office. The form allows their
financial informa1ion 10 be
released _so the Department of
Social Services. In 1urn, 1hey
evaluate how much financial
assistance that studcnl is given
and de1crmine whe1her he or she
is eligible for food s1amps.
In addition 10 · 1he verification
form, studcn1s m'us1 have a recent
bank account statemen1, social
security card, current accura1c
record of charges and cred i1s to
their s1udcnt accoun1. proof of all
gran1s, loans, and scholarships,
documcnlation of 1hc source and
amount of all personal loans,
contribulions, temporary or
permanent work through a
federally funded work-study grant
or 1wcn1y-hour work week and
proof of residence. After
ga1hcring
1hc
necessary
paperwork, s1udcn1s go the
Dcparimcn1 of Social Services
located al 645 H. St., N.E.
According 10 1he financial aid
dcpartmcnl, 1his is 1he only way
s1udents can obtain rood slamps.

Bui Jackson avoided financial
aid and went di rec1ly to 1he
Deparimcnt of Social Services. She
received her food stamps on the
same day wi1hou1 ga1hering all 1he
paperwork.
" I decided to jus t go to Social
Services because I didn't wanl to go
through the ·hassle of getting all
that informa1ion. A 101 of 1hc s1uff
financial aid wants you to gel for the
forms requires you 10 go 10
financial aid, studen1 accounts and
the bursar. I didn'1 feel like gelling
the run around and waiting for
months to get the papers I need
just so I could cat. Going 10 Social
Services saved me a 101 of time,"
Jackson said.
Although receiving food siamps
could be beneficial, some s1udents
wouldn't apply because 1herc is a
stigma auachcd 10 food stamps
recipients.
"My friends and I 1alk about
applying ror rood slamps all the
lime. But I know I would never do
it. It would be 100 embarrassing to
hand 1he grocery store clerk rood
stamps. People look down on
people who use food s1amps. I
wouldn'1 wan1 anyone thinking I

was poor and couldn't afford food,''
said Josie Brill., a sophomore
majoring in biology.
Jackson doesn'I 1hink that
receiving food stamps is
embarrassing at all and ignores 1hc
ncga1ivc images people have aboul
1hosc who use them.
" I don'1 care wha1 people think .
I have 10 cal and 01hcr people aren't
going to put food on my iablc,"
Jackson said.
Some s1udcn1s feel thal it is
wrong for s1udents 10 receive rood
stamps.
"TI1ey (s1udc nts) arc jus1 1aking
away food from people who arc
really needy. If you can afford to
pay for college, then you should be
able 10 pay for food," said Althea
Gibson, a junior majoring in
physical lherapy.
Bui other s1udents 1hink Ihere is
nothing wrong with s tudents
getting food stamps.
"Al 1his poin1, many s1uden1s,
like myself, have worked at least
five jobs throughou1 their Jifc1ime
and have paid an excessive
amount of iaxcs. The govcrnmen1
owes us somclhing in our 1imc of
need," sa id Desiree' Brown• a

~urse enlightens students on the
tight Knowledge' of the Earth
By Lisa Prince
Hilltop Staff Writer
1111111

Utu\er~ity offers mnny courses with ins1ructors who have

altldarul weahh of knowledge. From biology 10 Greek literature,
IIIIVlffl i1 all.
t1111il1
~llta,uncs al Howard prepare s1uden1s for 1he real world wi1h real

illad uibula1ion$?

l!ibUbi:rnaclc Minis1ries and 1he Nubian Nation wanl 10 make
zl!Jilomd arc dcdica1cd to better preparing studcn1s for life.
'llflaltht Nubian Nat.ion pu1s all 1hc pieces 10 1hc puzzle of our

• qether;· said Tony McEachcrn. president of the Howard

atlHTM. which was established in spring 1994. "No1 focusing on

1•1111 all issues.''

•1m1 and the Nubian Na1ion was es1ablished by the mas1er and

lllakisalfectiona1ely called by his students, Dr. Malachi Z. York.
lll
11171'lxk, who is fluent in Hebrew, Greek, Arabic and translates
I.Illies, began Pure Ansaar Sufi, which was based in New York.
•llaiving an official charter in 1970, York changed 1he name 10
tllliliCommuni1y.

•aessage spread and membership increased, York changed the

•teamcn1 one.
ltjaJ99S, !ITM and the Nubian Na1ion has over 112 labernacles

•a.23 ~ales and five countries.

. . . said 1ha1 the main purpose of HTM and the Nubian Nation
1k planet back to iis peaceful s1a1c.
11110agc·,cryone- White, Black, Hispanic, Asian- is the key
IOapeaccfol stale. This unity will no1 be es1ablishcd unless
ii oa !tie same knowledge paucrn," McEachern said. "That
le !tigh1 Knowledge pauern. One that deals with faclS instead
• lgliorancc serves no pan in 1he Right Knowledge purpose

HTM and 1he Nubian Nation I JU chap1er has es1ablished classes called
Righi Knowledge Fellowship.
·
The pu~ofthcsc classes is to leach 1hc pure ways of life and religion.
According 10 Nelson San1iago, a sophomore majoring in English, has
seen a change in the way 1hc cnaptcr teaches.
''In the pas1. 1hc information was cooed or 1old in a more passive or
sub1lc manner," Sanliago said. "Now lhc informn1ion is 1old more blun1ly.''
Every week, HTM discusses a new issue, such as "Where is the Devil
today?" and leaches 1hc righ1 knowledge or the topic.
Even 1hough York is 50 years old, hcnas wri11en over400 books wh ic h
arc used in 1hc right knowledge classes.
Vic1or Felix, a junior majoring in African-American s1udies. has been
following the 1cacllings of York smce 1993.
He said the Nubian nation es1ablished the name "Nubian" based o n lhe
various cultures and colors of 1heir members.
"Negro means dead-black and we will nol be associated with anything
negative. The adjective "black "docs not rcpresen1 every shade of our race.
so we decided on "Nubian·• because ii represents everyone, all shades and
it also means 'new-beings'," Felix said.
IITM and the Nubian nation have purchased 476 acres in Ea1onton, Ga.,
o n which they have developed their own hospitals, schools and wildlife.
"We sell our own line of coloring books, accessories, collec1ible$,
jewelry, jackc1s, T-shirls, oils, soaps, and a series of reference books,''
McEachern said.
"We also do tutoring, mentor ing and take part in e nviro nmental tasks,
such as picking up trasll.''
Every session on is videotaped in order 10 successfully teach the
1eachings of York. .
.
. . . .
According 10 Santiago, HTM and 1he Nubian Nation 1s d1s1mct from
the Nation of Islam teachings.
"We arc not a men-based group. We do nol segregate ourselves from
our women, pulling them in a more inferior posi1ion than ourselves,"
San1iago said. "We do nol call ourselves 'God' while our women are
referred to as 'Ear1h .' Men and women stand 1oge1her in HTM and the
Nubian na1ion."
.
Classes are held every Thursday al 6:30 p.m. in Douglass Hall.

sophomore majoring in broadcast
journalism.
Brown plans to apply for food
s1amps soon.
Jackson offered advice to Brown
and others who wanl 10 apply for
food s1amps.
"lltkc the ini1iative and go 10

Social Services because if you wait
and go through Howard, you'll
never cal. And don't be
e mbarrassed. There is no1hing
embarrassing abou1 trying 10 eat."

,)
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n

d

*Names have been changed.
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Modern languages
department
introduces Japanese,
Korean courses
By Lylah Holmes
Hilltop Staff Writer
Japanese and Korean' arc two
new languages offered in the
Modern Languages Dcpartmenl
this rail al Howard.
According 10 James Davis,
Chair of the Modern Languages
Departmcnl, it is vital to 1hc success
of Howard s tuden1s to be exposed
to a variety of cullu.rcs and
languages.
"We wan1cd to be able 10 offer
the oricnial languages 10 our
s tuden1s at Howard. It is important
that they, like other s tudents around
1hc counlry, arc exposed to 1hem for
a number or reasons. Those arc
considered cri1ical languages in 1he
I 990's and beyond. Howard
studcn1s should have the op1ion of
s 1udying
those
importan t
languages.''
Professor or 1he courses,
Gretchen Cook. said the new
classes belier prepare Howard
students for lhe competitive world
after gradua1ion.
"In this compe1i1ive, economic
environmcnl, I 1hink it is very
importan1. especially because
Howard
Universi1y
is
a
predominan1ly African-American
university, 1hat African-American
students have 1his as an addilional
skill to be able 10 markel
1hcmsclvcs out there in the work
world," Cook said.
The Dcpar1men1 of Modern
Languages has received a number
of requests over the years for
Japanese classes. Recently the
department received a grant for
SS0,000 from the Korean
Founda1ion which enabled them 10
fulfill these reques1s. Currently the
Japanese and Korean classes are
pilol classes, but Davis hopes 1ha1
1here is enough demand to expand
1hc classes.
"Through the years we've had
rcqucs1s for Japanese from s1udenis,

the heavy demand came from lhe
School of Business. We hope that
enough interest is built from lhis
first year 10 carry ii out to the upper
levels."
This is lhe firs1 year Howard has
offered a Japanese and Korean
language course. Even1 1hough 1he
languages arc not offered as a
major, 1hc depanmenl is hoping 10
offer addi1iona l classes next
semester.
An his1ory major Jade Harris
said i1 is impor1an1 10 be able 10
communicalc wi1h the Japanese 10
gain their respect from a business
s1andpoint.
"Japan is an up-and-coming
nation and is very powcrfu I. The
J apancsc arc prominent in business
and many of 1hem speak English, so
ii 's good business sense to learn
Japanese. If you're interes1ed in
knowing more aboul 1he world you
need 10 know more than European
languages."
According to Shannon Wells, a
senio r international business and
marke1ing major, learning Japanese
is more 1han just words spoken.
"Based on their culture, 1hey
love for people 10 build a trust
fac1or. The 1rust fac1or begins wi1h
1heir language. If you have the time
10 learn 1heir language, the
Japanese feel that you're trying to
do something for them and 1hey'II
do what they can for you.''
Choosing a well-educa1ed
African American 10 instruct the
Japanese course was an importanl
fac1or in 1he search for a qualified
professor. And Davis said Cook
was the key 10 bridging the gap
belween cultures.
" I felt that ii was extremely
impor1an1 1ha1 an African
American leach the course at
Howard Univcrsi1y. Many students
think tha1 Japanese is ex1remely
hard For 1hem 10 see that one of
their own, in a sense, could master
the language is an important
factor."

·tation class offers studen ts peace of mind
&, Kenyatta Matthews
Hilk)J> Staff Writer
Dawnyel Pryor entered the
class in room 20 I at Douglass
l~ugh1 she knew 1he basics of

lht mcdita1ion was supposed to
g and spiri1ual. I knew thal
was importan1. I didn'1 really
was much more 10 it ," sa id
llOphomore majoring in Engl ish.
the hour was over, Pryor had

allowing you 10 be your true self so you can
work beyond your limitations," 1eachcr Ur
Aua Hchi Mciu Ra Enkami t said.
The first s1ep, Introd ucti on 10
Mcditalion, explores the posi1ive and
nega1ive aspects of diffcren1 meditation
processes. Enkam i1 said everyo ne has
exper ienced medita1ion throug h the two
most
common
medita1ivc
stales,
daydreaming and sleep. Enkamit said most
people canno1 control these meditatio ns.
"Daydrcarhin g is the mos1 c?m~on
examp le of uncon1rollable mcd1tat 1on.
You're irying to study for a 1es1. You're

said
To delve inlo mcdita1ion, the mcdilalor
mus1 be aware of his or her seven spiri l
levels. According 10 Enkamit, 1hc spiri1 is
1he vehicle of expression for everybody
and 1hereforc is essential for mcdi1a1ion.
The sp iril levels range from physical as the
lowes1 and the different levels of the mind
as the highest.
Becoming aware of 1hc seven sp iri1
lev els req uires 1he knowledge of the
consciousness.
"There is only one consciousness for
everyone and cvcrylhing. This is the

,.

"Even if you don't agree with everything
!hat is being taught, i t 's still an interesting
and e~lightening experience .. ''
·Dawnyel Pryor, sophomore English major
~lbou1 every1hing from the seven

II.th spiri1 10 the electromagnetic

8 body
.Ii!

possesses.
~ledilation class, sponsored by the
K.K organiza1ion. is an eight·
-~:step series designed to cx1e nd
,ij"""the sludcnts' view of who 1hey
'- tlable 1hcm 10 Jive as 1hcir 1ruc
.,_~reach beyond 1heir limitation s of

~~·
~ong as you focus on your
~•1, you'll always be limited.
on breaks those barr icr s by

reading and find 1ha1 you've only read ha lf
the page. It 's due to 1hc fac1 1ha1 you were
in a mcdita1ive state and cou~dn',~
comprehend whal your eyes were seemg,
En kami1 said.
One step in controlling meditat ion is
idcnlifying who is meditating.
Id e ntifying 1hc mcditalor involves an
acccprnncc of 1hc mental, sp iritual, and
physical being as one. .
"T here is n o separation betwee n 1he
mind and 1hc body. T he phys ical rea lity of
1he mind and body arc co nnected," Enkamit

essence of the world v iew. Conscious ness
is. It simply is," Enkamit said.
The medi1a1ion class, held every Tuesday
at 6 p.m. in room 20 I in Douglass Hall , is
open 10 anyone willing to expand their
mind.
Pryor said everyone s hould experience
1hc class.
"Even if you don' t agree wi th everything
that is being 1aught, it's s 1ill an in1ercs1ing
a nd en lightening experience. It made me
wan l to learn more about medita1ion a nd
the 1hings 1hat go a long with it."

,
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PY HOMECOMING!!!
Annual Gosp el concert awakens the spirit
By Denise Alexander

Hilltop Staff Wrtter
Alumna Kelly Jones travelled
· from Columbia, MD. John Moore
and his 12-ycar-old da ughter
Keisha ventu red from Ba ltimore.
And Howard st udc nt Kenya
Hailey wa lked from the Howard
Plaza Towers.
T he reason these four and
others cong regated was to
experience the uplift ing tunes
prese nted by t he "Posit.ive
Vibrat io ns"
Homecoming
S teering Com mittee on Sunday.
Hai ley remembers growing ~p
in Seattle where gospel mus ic
was a strong influence in her life.
She said the music was listened to
more than just Sun day morn ings,
but everyday, which is why the
concert was a must for her to
attend.
"I
always attend t he
homecoming gospel concert. It
just ~eems like the perfect war to
begin
t he
homecom ing
festivities," Hailey sa id.
Approxi mately 100 alum_ni,
st uden ts
and
community
members attended the concert,
held at Cramto n Auditorium.
Throughout the evening, a sense
of comaderie flowed through the
audience.
" l was so pleased that I was
able to come. I sat nex t to three
sisters that I didn' t know but
throughout the concert we were
hugging and laughing with one
another," junior Curiya Gayden
said.
At exactly 7:05 p. m., the house
lights dimmed and prayer began,
accompan ied by 'amens" and
" hallelujahs."
Immedia tely
follow ins the prayer, the Howard
U ni vers it y Comm uni ty Cho ir

made its grand appearance. It was
the first time that the choir had
sang at a homecom ing gospel
concert.
Third year choir member Dana
Corpening said that despite the
fact that sl1e was infor med about
the performance on ly a we<?k
prior to the concert, she was st ill
exci1ed and anxious to get on the
stage.
•· I had been waiting for th is
night to come all day. There is
some1hing j ust powerful about
Black people singing for t he
Lord," she said.
All seventy membe rs of the
choir, new and old, entered from
the lobby into the audi torium
where the audience stood wait ing
and antic i~aling. As the choir
began to sing shouts of pra ise,
support came from the aud ience.
"The Commun ity Choir was
great. It was like their voices were
trying to l ift the roof of off
Cramton," Hailey sa id.
The HCC ended t he ir
performance w ith a sou lful
rend iti on of "Anyway You Bless
Me I'll Be Satisfied," w hi ch
prompted many people to dance
in the aisles.
Following t he HCC, local
group Freddie Jackson and
Agape sang. T he group was the
1993 recipient of the Quaker Oats
Gospe l Competition.
.
"My favorite part was when
the !lroup asked for fu ll audience
pa rticipation. They taught the
audience new dance steps,"
Moore said enthusiastically.
But wit hout a doubt, the main
auraction was headli ner Vicki
Winans, of the famous Winans
clan. Her stage prese nce
produced loud shouts and
hysterical claps from and ecstatic
audience.

She opened by say ing, " I'm
here because somebody has got to
know about Jesus." Winans spoke
10 the audience abou l her life,
ranging from the deta ils of be ing
on welfare to what it was like to
be a par t of a fam ily of 12
siblings.
One of the most memorab le
moments of the eve nin g was
when she recounted the story of
how her brother was shot and
killed, w hich brought tears to
Winans's eyes.
" I began to cry whe n she
started cryi ng. S he was just that
easy to relate to," Ha iley said.
Sen ior Avanta Coll ier found
the concert spiritually soothi ng.
"I thought it was a spiritually
uplifti ng concert. It was just a
shame fhat more people did not
turn out," she sa id.
Co llier's concern regarding
allendance was shared by many.
Some attribute the low turnout to
the $10 admission price.
Homecomi ng
treasurer
Emm in Richardson said that a
charge was i mp leme nted 10
balance ou t for the free
homecom in g events l ike the
Yardfest and Miss/ Mr. Howard
pageant.
·'We realize t hat the cost
probable deterred some students
from atte nding. bu t we were
hoping we could make it up with
community auendance," he said.
But those who attended th e
concert lefl wit h pos iti ve
v ibrations and an earful of
motivationa l, inspirationa l songs.
"It did not matter if there were
ten or a hundred/eople at the
concert. It fulfille its purpose,"
Hai ley sa id.
Vickie Winans

Howard alumni come home for ROTC h omecomin
By Alexis Joi Henry

Hilltop Staff Writer
Howard Un iversity alumn i
Togo D. West Jr. and Rodney A.
Co leman joi ned in t he
ce remonies for the university's
Reserve Office r 's Tra ining
Corps (ROTC) Ho mecoming
and Open House.
The
i nvited
guests
part icipated in breakfast and
lunch programs and toured the
un ive rsity's ROTC facilities
T hu rsday.
The day began with a
breakfast
program
and
ce remo ny i n the Ar mour J.
Blackburn Center. ROTC units,
as we ll as in div iduals, were
presented with awards for the ir
serv ice to the commun ity.

Coleman was on ha nd 10
prese1l1 an award and West was
the guest speaker.
Other
Howard ROTC alumn i in
addit ion to Junior ROTC units
from 19 local high schools and
ele mentary schoo ls were also
in attenda nce.
Captain Tyro n Eason, the
Army coordinator for t his
year's homecom ing and open
house, said West and Coleman
were asked to join in this year's
celebratio n because they arc
both in high ranking civ il ian
positions. According to Eason,
West holds the highest ranking
c ivilian position behind t he
Pres ident of the U. S. and the
Secretary of Defense.
"They're both Howard
graduates and they're both in
pretty high positions. Also Mr.
West and Dr. Swygert (lloward

pres ident] were classmates.
Mr. Coleman participated in
last year's ROTC at the ribbon
cutti ng ceremony 10 open the
newly renovated Doug lass
Ha ll," Easo n said.
West, an ROTC Army
graduate, spoke at the breakfast
program. West graduated from
Howard in 1965 wi th a
bache lor's degree in electrical
engineering and he earned the
J uris Doctorate degree with
cum laude honors in I 968, also
from Howard. West has served
as Secretary of the Army s ince
11993.
Sworn in as the 16th
Secretary of the Army on
November 22, West manages an
annual budget of $60 billion
and manages a work force of
just over one millio n soldiers
and 270,000 civilians.

Junior ROTC Cadets be ing evaluate d during drill competition.

Lt. Col. Ae ros pace , profes s or of Military Science, Ums tead Cole man a nd Lt. Col. Fields,

profes s or of MIiita ry Sc ience .

Co leman has served as
Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force fo r Ma npower Reserve
Affairs, In stallat ions, and
Env ironment since 1994. He
graduated from Howard wit h a
bache l or's
degree
in
architecture in I 963.
Co leman is respons ib le
for form ulating pl a ns and
programs for the Air Force
Manpower Re:;erves and Guard
Forces, Insta ll at ion
a nd
E nvi ronmen t, mi li tary and
c ivi l ia n
personnel,
occupat io nal healt h, medica l
ca re, and counter drug
activi ties.
T he breakfast was
followed by a review of the
Jun ior ROTC cadets in front of

the Blackburn Center. Also a
dr ill competition and special
appearances by t he U.S. A i r
Force Honor Guard, t he
Mi litary Air Force Wor king
Dogs, and t he U.S. Air Force
Si nging Sergeants.
To make Thursday even
more spec ial, a m ili tary
helicopter was s1a1ically
disp layed on the tail end of t he
foo t ball field behind the
scoreboard.
An armed
personnel carrier was parked on
campus also on disp lay. The
high school cadets will be
compet ing against each o ther
in a dr ill compe t it ion.' The
compet ition was judged by
Howard's
ROTC
cadre
instructors.

Howard's own
students genera ll y enj
day.
''A lot of it is
recrui ting. It's a major e
recruit or give the you ng
a taste of w hat it is like
cadet on a coll ege ca
T his year's (eve nt ) is
bigger than last year's,"
2 Lt. Nikki Credic who~
the Air Force ROTC.
·• 1 t hink last year's
cou ld have bee n better.
didn't have use of the
because of Ma ndela's
said C • 2 Lt. Breanne Pe
" I was i mp r essed will
Ju nior ROTC's dr ill.
were very disciplined."

Rhythm and Poetry Cipher s tirs creativity,- energy
BY. Chana Garcia

Hilltop Staff Writer
Creative poetry, energy fi lled rhymes
and a positive vibe were the ingredients that
made this year's fourth Rhytbm& Poetry
Cipher successful.
Through abstract art, rhythmic dance
and performers like 3LG, the audience was
given a little taste of true tUpHop culture.
Acco rdin g to coord in ato r Renee
Toussa int, the ci pher, which was held
Monday in the ballroom in the Armour J.
Blackburn center, was a way to bring

Howard students together.
''This is just another attempt to uni fy us
culturally," he said. ''The whole thing was
done to show everyone that within all of us
we can implement whole institutions that
will benefit us, our children and future
generations."
For many students, the cipher succeeded
in doing just that. The range of different
talents and performers, some of wh ich
included a Capoeira select ion, rhymes
from Freestyle Onion, and a performance
by Sister Griots, proved just how diverse
Howard is.
"The selection of artists was excellent,"

Alexis Jackson, a volunteer for the cipher,
said. " It's a symbol of the unity at Howard
and a chance for us to unite as one."
Un ity through a common interest,
HipHo_p, is what the cipher has been trying
to achieve. Accor<ling to Toussaint, this
year the response and the organizing has
been at it's best.
" It (Rhythm&Poetry] was much better
this year because of the organizat ion," he
said. "Instead of talking about planning, we
actually did it."
The organization was the key to making
the Rhythm& Poetry Cipher work. For
many of the performers, this year's planning

also allowed the program to run more
smooth ly.
"It was better than last year because it
was better organized. I was entertai ned "
Jamal Sally, a member of FNC (Fort
Coippany), said. "E".erything. they did was
positive. f sensed a vibe of unity in the air."
. For !llOSt people who .attended t he
cip her, mcludmg the orgamzers, positive
vibes were not on ly presen t but a lso
cre~te~. T!1e cip.he~ got one step further 10
ach1evmg n's m1ss10n of promoting unity.
"The Rhythm &Poetry went ver y
beaut ifully," Kam ilah Forbes, a s taff
member, said. "The purpose of the cipher

-N-

was to get people together throug)J
and by creating a vibe that every
feed off.''
As for future ciphers, the only
add to the cultural conscious VI
continue the idea of positive vi
beyond Homecoming.
"We can't really improve the
because ~ve have the talent and then
the element of spontaneity," Forbel
" Al I we can hope for is that events
nature w ill forever continue."
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GOP )prop.o se budget cuts,
District retains honie rule
By Sadarle Chambliss

Hilltop Slaff Wrtter

Last week, Senior House Republicans
abandoned initial plans to cut the pay and perks
of D.C. school board members, eliminate rent
· ' control and proceed with a package of other
initiatives that city officials said violated home rule.
However, they still intend to cut the District's 1996
budget by $250 million.
The new agreement was made last w~ek ~t a
meeting between House Speaker Newt Gmgnch
(R•Ga.), House Appropri~tions D.C.
subcommittee Chairman Rep. James T. WJlsh (RN. Y.), other House GOP leaders and D.C.
financial control board Chairman Andrew
Brimmer. Although this was a District-related
meeting, convened by Gingr,ich, neither Del.
Eleanor Holmes Norton ·(D-D.C.) nor Mayor
Marion Barry (D) was invited.
During the meeting, Walsh agreed to
compromise by concentrating solely on District

spending, after city officials complained t_hat the
initial plan proposed a.llowed Congress to mtrude
in city affairs.
"1'11e mandate Republicans got was to cut the
size ofgovernment, not to legislate for the District,"
\½llsh said. "We asked the D.C. government to cut
$140 million last year, and they didn't do it. We're
coming back to get it."
.
Brimmer, who previously opposed cutting the
budget any more than the control had
,recommended, said he had no choice but to go
along. Brimmer said he was pleased 1ha1 House
leaders were not imposing decisions through the
budget and that they deferred to the board on the
details of spending reductions.
"This is an addition to the control board's
authority;' he said.
.
District officia ls sa id they had not been
consulted about the meeting or its agenda, prior to
its occurrence. But \½llsh said that Brimmer's
support would neutralize any opposition to the bill:
" I have confidence this is an agreement we can
take 10 the House floor. With Brimmer's support,

it will make it a lot easier," he said.
\½llsh will ask the board to study pelicy issues
he wants to include in the budget bill, such as
reducing the school board's pa)\ cutting losses at
D.C. General Hospital and eliminating rent control.
The board then will advise Congress on how to
proceed.
The Senate has passed a separate version of the
D.C. budget that included less of the disput~d
provisions than did !he H~~se plan. The Ho_use bill
would have a spend mg ce,hng of$4.87 btlhon; the
Senate plan would allow $5.1 biDion for 199~.
\½llsh insisted that th.c city spend less in 1996 than
in 1995.
Differences in the House and Senate versions of
the bill must be worked out in joint committee
conferences. According to Brimmer, if additional
cuts are needed, the control board will consult with
D.C. officials, but will reserve the right to make
final decisions.
The decision is a victory for local officials who
appealed to Gingrich 10 uphold his pledge 10
respect home rule.

Annual Ebony Fashion Fair
dazzles the District of Columbia
BY. Yvonne Smith
Hilltop Staff Wrtter

The world's largest traveling
fashion show made its way to the
nation's capital last Sunday. With 13
professional Black models from all
over the country cascading down the
runway, one lively commentator from
Silver Springs, Maryland, and a
prominent jazz pianist from Chicago,
Dlinois, there was no mistaking this
year's Iheme for the 38th annual Ebony
Fashion Fair- "The P01ver of Colot"
For over two hours, the Concert
Hall at the John F. Kennedy Center
for the Performing Al;ts turned into a
sh01vcase where Blade beauty, brains,
and bodies was bolder than ever.
D. C.'s own Nia Phillips was
among the 13 models transforming
the creativity and vision of world
famous designers into works of art.
Modeling materials from American
designers such as Bill Blass and
Givenchy to French designers like
Yves St. Laurent and Nina Ricci and
Italian and Br itish designers
Valentino and Lezlie George, each
model's entrance was a show-stopper.
The "ooos and aahs" from the
audience assured the models that the
more colorful the outfit, the more
exciting the show. The loud bursts of
sereanis from the left side of the stage
meant it was okay to modestly reveal
almost every part of the body. These
unveilings kept the audience on the
edge of their seats.
Another highlight 9f lhe show was
the creative commentary of Pamela

Fernandez, a Silver Springs native.
She is described by the Fashion Fair
magazine as "one who ignites the
stage and dazzles the audience with
her obvious intell igence, her unique
entertaining ability, as well as her
grace and charm."
"She makes the show even more
exciting than it already is,'' said one
audience member.
Theodis Rogers, Jr., the music
director for the event, was another
fascinating compo nent of the
program. He not only arranged the
mus ic, but cond ucted as well.
Rogers' music played a key part in
selling the mood as each attire
revealed itself. His interpretation of
Michael Jackson's "You are not
Alone" added a re lax ing, yet
romantic look to the evening wear.
While the Fashion Fair offers
plenty of entertainment and fashion
ideas, it also gave something a lot
more valuable. Ebony Fashion Fair
has contributed over $42 million to
charitable organizations, since 1958,
with one of its largest contributions
going to the United Negro College
Fund. Each city visited by the
Fashion Fair has a co-sponsor, a
charitable organization that benefits
from the sh01v.
The Washington, DC Chapter of
The Butterfly chiffon gown designed by Hanae Mori .
the CQntinentalsSocieties, Inc. is the
public serv ice organization pediatric ward.
years old and 5'9" in height <without
respensible for the DC Fashion Fair
The Ebony Fashion Fair will cover shoes). Male.~ must be 6 0-6'4".
Fashion Sh01v. They have spensored J75 cities in the United States before Interested persons should send a
the show for the past 34 years and it closes on May 19, I996.
resume and three photographs to:
have provided donations to several
For ticket information, 1:all 3 I2Ebony Fashion Fair
community prqgrams, including 322-9332.
820 South Michigan Avenue
Howard University Hospital 's
Female Models must be 18-30
Chicago, Illinois 60605

Greetings, Alumn•
Welcome back to Howard Un iversity. Whcth~r you recall
the "Capstone" or the " Mecca,''' the fac( remains th~t .
returning to the greatest institu!i on of h1g_her education
world. As alumni, we are especially eqe~g1zed by th~ re
an illustrious alumnus: President H. Patrick Swygci::t.
As president of the Howard U. Alumni C lu,? (!WAC)
District of Columbia, my th eme ha_s bee_n Come ~
Howard." My members have taken this seriously, as e~,.
by our commitment to the students, programs and acttv1
the Un iversity. We meet and hold aJI of our events o~ the
or in the facilities owned or operated by Howardttes. ~
encourage others to support the University in this same m_
either throug h our club or !ndi"'.idually. lo fact, 1f
organizations booked the Umvers1ty venues at the
HUAC-DC does, we would probably still have a hotel!
The past year was a very active one ~o~ ~UACsponsored events to support c~mpus acttv111es and
scholarships. Our annua l events included a ~barter Da~
in March and a scholarship dance following graduat1
sponsor alumni theater nights to increase attendance
dynamic performances of the Depart'? ent of Theatre Arla
we support the activities of the At_hleuc D~partment. .
The HUAC-DC merrlbership 1s also firmly comou
supporting the needs _o~ cu_rrent stud~nts. The ~ur~t
encourage alumni parttc1pat1on f?llo_w~ng graduatto~ ~s. to
alumni involvement as a serious ind1v1dual respons1b1lity;
graduate should feel inspired to support the l!niversi?
number of ways after graduation. Most alumni return
Homecoming have heeded this call in m~ny ways. All
should take the occasion of Homecoming to reaffirm
individual commitment to the University. Recent statistics
shown Howard to have an alumni giving rate of about five
For an institution with the size and complexity Howard U ·
has this is a deplorable showing of support. The low giv'
doe's not allow for a positive image of alumni concen
commitment when the University's budget is again revi
Congress. Believe me, I've heard all Qf the reasons why
do not give. It's time to get over the petty issues and pe
slights of the past and focus on our Alma Mater. If not no',\\
Let the HUAC-DC be your focus for alumni involvem
meet every fourth Monday, September through April, in the
of the Blackburn Center at 6:30 p.m. There is no mee ·
December and the May meeting is held at a local restaurant
month has a theme to make the meetings socially enjoy
well as productive. In a vol unteer operation such as the
club, there is a great deal of effort that is required of
provide assistance to the campus community and pros
students seeking to attensJ Howard. lf you are an alumnus
currently active, please consider increasing your partici ·
our club; your skills are most definitely needed. Annual
only $15.
We kic k into gear at Homecoming-this year we
sponsoring a dance at the Foxtrappe on Saturday, Oct. 28
9 p.m. to 2 a.m. With the cost at only $10, this dance is
th e reach of all alumni. Please plan to attend-you can pay
door.
·
For additional information, contact HUAC-DC at P.O. B<K
Howard University, Washington, D.C. 20059, (202) 635
Yvette Murphy Aidara
Classes of 1971 and 1973
President, HUAC-DC

Wonder Plaza businesses discuss possible homecoming profit
By Afoma Agbim

Hilltop Slaff Wrtter
Tina McClellan, an employee of Blockbuster Video
on Georgia Avenue, normally has a 10-minute bus ride
to work. However, this week, she had to adjust her
schedule by at least one half hour 10 accommodate the
inevitable inflection in traffic brought on by Howard
University's homecoming.
Unlike several other stores in Howard's Wonder Plaza,
t.he video store makes little money at this time of year. ·•1
tell you, there won't be anyone here," McClellim said.

Pointing toward Georgia Avenue she said, "but out there
will be packed."
Out on the" Ave.," street vendor Muuaquiy 's blaring
samples of music sets the mood that homecoming week
evinces. "I m1ght do some vending up there [Howard's
campus]," he said. According 10 Muttaquiy, the
government prohibits vendi~g on the Wonder Plaza
section of Georgia Avenue. Usually the police look the
other way, but when an event such as homecoming is
scheduled, the law is enforced. For Muuaquiy and his
colleagues, this means relocat ing to ·a spot less central
10 the fest ivities and, therefore, less profitable for the
vendors.

Tonya Edmunds, an employee at The Sperts Zone
and a longtime member of the Howard community,
renccted on pnst Howard homecomings. During the
1992-93 homecoming she recalled that gunshots drove
panicked students into the store. However, she indicated
that the shop would fill up without any such frighten ing
incentive. She recounted different ways the Sports
Zone contributed 10 this day. "One year. we gave out
free hats and th ings; we've put ads in the paper, and this
year we supplied outfits for the fashion show," Edmunds
said.
In Payless Shoe Store, saleswoman Gladys Anaza
shows a customer the plain fabric heels that many female

Howard student crowned Miss Black World

Thefarro Richard, Miss Black World 1996.
By Melanie Jackson

Hilltop Staff Writer

Thefarro "Tuffy" Richards, a student at HO\vard
University, recently captured the crown at the 2nd
annual Miss Black World pageant. Held in the
District's Constitution Hall, Richards and 39 other
women of color competed for the title last Saturday.
"Miss Black \¼>rid promotes you~g, beautiful,
Black women;' said Richards. "Participating in it
was a way for me to represent the strength of Black

women."

•

Thefarro, orTuffy as she is called, has no doubts
about what she wiU do with her winnings from the
competition. The chemical engineering major
works two jobs to put herself through school, and
she Ls already headed to the student accounts office
with the bulk of her money.
Although the cash will certainly come in handy,
Richards expressed a deeper incentive tor entering
the competition. She feels that the pageant provides
a forum for Black women from all around the world
10 showcase their talents, style, and grace.
"I don't think Black women are repre!;ented
enough," said Richards. "We arc doing positive
things but I don't see them in the media."
The pageant was hosted by Gina Claytor Moore
and Shemar Moore, who plays "Malcolm" on the
soap opera ,;The Young and the Restless.". The
event included talent; swimsuit, and evening gown
competitions. For entertainment the crowd was
treated to a show that included University Records
recording artists "Legacy" and comedian Michael
Estime, a Howard University School of Fine Arts
graduate.
· Aside from being a competition for Black
women, the Miss Black World pageant is unique
in other aspects. The contestants, who are recruited
internationally, are welcome to participate even if
they are married and/or have children. Although
many pageants have an age limit around 24, the
competition is open to women ages 18 to 34 with
a High School diploma or its equivalent.
THc unique structure of the pageant was
fashioned by its creator, Robert Thylor. Tuylor, an
alumnus of Howard, wanted a pageant for Black

women t.hat would be open to more women and
eventually become the largest in the country.
''We hope 10 be as big as the Miss America
pageant someday,'' said Daria Williams, the
international director for the pageant. " We have
trouble getting ~ponsors, so Mr. Thylor has 10 come
.out of his peckcts for a lot of the expenses," she
added.
While the pageant is not a scholarship endeavor,
it does provide financial assistance to its winnecs.
A prize of $10,000 was awarded to the winner,
$5,000went to first runner-up Jacklynne Fletcher,
Detra McTier received $3,000 as second runnerup, and $1,000 wen1 to Bcuy Toylor, who placed
third. There were also two other cash prizes of
$1000 awarded 10 the contestants with the best
essay and the most notable community service.
Each contestant'received 50 percent of the revenue
they raised selling ads, which is another .llSpect of
the pageant that sets it apart from others.
'1:'he money is used by the recipients in different
ways," said Williams, a senior marketing major at
Howard. "Some women use it 101vard school, some
want to start their own companies. No matter what
the situation, it's put to good use because it helps
these women recognize their goals."
The Toxas native will also use her title to raise
awareness about her platform- homelessness.
Although she does not yet have an official agenda,
she appreciates the opportunity she has been given
to serve others.
"The entire pageant was a positive, beautiful
experience,'' Richards said. "it's definitely time for
America to start paying attention to Black women."

students have purchased to dye to match their
"And," she says smi ling. "We've sold a lot of st
The manager, who has been with Payless during
homecomings, did not find that their sales wac
i.nfluenced by the occasion and the people that
ii. "Most students will buy more expensive
elsewhere," she said. ''So, no, we're not a
homecoming."
Unfortunately, for those students and neighbas
do choose 10 shop at Payless, the store will be ·
of business once its le;isc ends in about two
Howard Univen;ity, which owns the Plaza, will m
the shoe store's lease.

Weekend Report
Friday's Weather
Partly Cloudy
l,;o~-43
High-64
Saturday's Weather
Scattered Showers
Low-45
High-64
Directions to Game:
RFKSrodium
By Metro: From Shaw-Howard University:
the yellow line to L'Enfant Plaza.
From L' Enfant, take the Blue Line (Addis<m
Ro~d) or the Orange line (New Carrollton) to
Stadium-Armory Metro. The last train leaves
Stadium at 11:35 'p.m.
By Car: 'Hike Florida Ave. to Benning Rd.,
Make a right onto 13th St., N.E. Toke 13th St.
East Capitol and make a left onto East Capitol
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HOWARD UNIVERSITY

~ARD UNIVERSITY STUDENT A SSOCIATION

OFFICE OF T HE PRESIDENT

Dear Student Body & University Community,
I hope this letter finds you in a joyous and festive spirit indicative of a
Homecoming celebration.
For those that have passed through Howard's doors
this should be a time reminiscent of gloriqus days gone by at H. U. While
alumni rekindle old acquaintances and present students cultivate new ones, I
ask that each one of use take a moment to reflect on how far Howard has come
but yet still how far we must go.
Since my last formal correspondence with you, the Howard University
Student Association (HUSA) has labored successfully on a number of
initiatives.
Since September we have CO-sponsored and sponsored events and
programs such as: the 1st Annual Midnight Madness Basketball Game
(to kick off the hoop season); an Affirmative - Action Conference;
,
Security
Forums; and even Shuttle Service to the Homecoming Game.
We have tried (and are still trying) to tackle tough issues such as adequate
Security at Drew Hall, the Phone Charge for local service, and
Requirements for Graduation with Honors among
others.
In addition, as many of you are well aware ,we have received national
attention for our advocacy efforts with the Million Man March and our
national rallies on Capital Hill against cuts to higher education. Personally, I
have been afforded the opportunity to talk about Howard and black folks
internationally, nationally and locally on the
B.B.C.
(British
Broadcasting Company); Nightline, Newsweek, U.S. News & World
Report, as well as other radio shows, talk shows, periodicals, and media outlets;
Howard has been knocked so long, that it's time we knock back.
I would also like to commend Mr. H. Patrick Swygert on his unyielding
fervor to make Howard the place it once was and soon can again become. The
administration as a whole has availed themselves as instruments of change .
and they too should be applauded. Student organizations have also rallied in
support of each other to make this first year of • the Howard Renaissance, a most
prosperous one.
Most importantly the student body has been very supportive
of my office and I am sure will continue to do so.
Although we have done well as a family, there is so much more we can
do. Howard will only reach it's full potential if all of it's students, alumni,
faculty, and staff merge together in support' of this common effort. If we are
to put a halt to our institution's degeneration then we must accept
responsibility for transgressions of the past in order to improve the future for
those that are yet to come.
~r~•e~a~s~eL~S~tO~Pll-~b~yl'.-~y~o~u~r!,_Js~tuu~d~e~n~ti,__~A~s~s~o~c~ia~t~io~n-~<~H~U~S~Au)____;O~f~f~ic~e,:::_~t~o___.f=i=n-d'--"'out

~wuhuautL~isL~~~o~inn~~----o~nu=.:--=--~t~h~e~r£e~'sz__~af_..~•o~t~,:-:--3.R~e~m~em!.!.Ub~e~r-~if........~w~e~•r~e~~~-p~a~rt.:....~o=f-,--, the
"""s.2.Ul.lU..O:D.._Jtt:.UL..Jljllr1..t........:!l.L-uh~e~-IL!..Jl.~le~mL!!1..:.·:..:·-:..!o:.!.!huia!..!nu.J'-...!m
7 uf.2s-'--~U!J!-1:-__,J,l.J·u:..uh~ us.

..
\

~amey
HU~A President.,.•·

6th Street, N.W., Suite 201
gton, DC 20059

(202) 806-7011
Fax (202) 806-954~
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Foriner D.C. Dlayor· recalls her !tenure
By Janelle Lynette Thompson
Hil~op Staff Writer
Dressed in a pair of jeans and a
tank top, covered by a flannel shirt,
this Howard University graduate,
Sharo11 Pratt Kelly, comfortably sat
on a leather couch in her den and
reflected on homecoming and her
four-year tenure as mayor of
Washington, D.C.
"Homecoming was very festive
and everyone dressed to the nine,"
Kelly said. " People had more than
one outfit for homecoming
Weekend."
Howard 's homecoming is still
fun, but some of the excitement has
been taken away because the game
is played off campus at RFK
Stadium.
. "The games were always played
at Greene Stadium- and the entire
campus was like a great parade;' she
said.
.
.
Kelly graduated wtth a bachelors
of arts degree in political science in
1965 and from Howard's Jaw school

in 1968. She said this was a time
when civil rights had become a
prominenl issue in the country and
political and socia l apathy was
virtually dead on campus.
"There was a mixture of energy
on campus, " Kelly said. "Many
students were enthusiastic about
civil rights."
Kelly bad worked as an attorney,
but no job was as demanding as
being mayor of the nation's capital: ,
Although Kelly had no desire to be
a professional politician, she had
strong views on the city, the youth
of D.C. and the district in the 21st
century.
"Instead of fussing about the
problems ofD.C., I decided to make
a difference and run for office,"
Kelly said.
Kelly, who was elected mayor in
1990, had several obstacles to
overcome wHile she was in office,
such as being a Black woman with
a lot of power and a city that wasn't
willing to deal with the "agents of
change."
" It was hard tryi ng to keep

Howard alumna and former D.C. mayor, Sharon Pratt Kelly.

coalitions to~ether because people
broke down into their own interest
groups. I tried to push change for
new technology and to get D.C. as
a state."
She married her husband, James
Kelly in 1991. But because there
were ~!ways problems and issues i.n
the district tha t demanded her
attention, it was very bard for Kelly,
the mother of two daughters, to be
attentive to her family.
" My family was used to me being
around and I wasn't while [l was]
mayor," Kelly said. "Fortunately,
my husband knew what he was
getting into before he married me
and was good about everything."
Kelly believes in the youth of
D.C. and says her biggest
accomplishment was Initiatives for
Youth, a program designed to give
less-fortunate children hope for the
future.
"My best times in office was
seeing the en thusiasm in the
students, our future;; Kelly said.
"And the worst times was walking
into a school and getting booed."

Unlike so many alum
Alpha Kappa Alpha So
member contributes fin
the University and to the law
"We have a strong alumni
the alumni need to give
support our own school."
For the future, Kelly
Howard will be an intelle
point for all disciplines. She
University is located in a p
access to congressional I
addition, she believes, at
new ideas need to be e
developed and expressed.
"Howard should be a
where all the talent in
pulled together. It should
lightning rod:'
Life after the mayoral job
about a change for Kelly,
defeated by current mayor
Barry last year. She se
speaking circuit at
University in Cambridge,
Also, she is currently writing
on racial issues and in ~
would like to have her own
television show.

Howard's homecoming is the h'.ot spot around the count
By Steven Gray
Hilltop Staff Writer
As the Howard University
community gears up for this
weekend 's homecoming activities,
students at colleges across the
country are wishing they were here.
Tanahia Burkett, a freshman at
Xavier University in New Orleans is
one of those wishful college students.
"Fve always wanted to go to a

Howard homecoming. I heard that it
is the bomb,'' Burkett said. "xavier's
homecoming is Nov. 6 and students
on campus just aren't as hyped as kids
at schools Iike Morehouse, Hampton
and Howard are about homecoming."
Tradi tionally,
Howard's
homecoming is marked with fashion
shows, concerts and class reunions.
It's the time of year that alumni and
others from across the country flock
to what is called "the Mecca" of
African-American education. This

year's homecoming is oo exception.
A gospel concert featuring Vicki
Wmanskicked Homecoming '95 off
on Sunday. Concerts featuring the
Fugees, Wu Tung Oan, Method Man,
Onyx, Pat.ra and funkmaster George
Clinton are scheduled to keep
Howard students, alumni and
students on their feet
"At my school, the Black Student
Alliance is working with the campus
fraternities, sororities and other
student organizations on campus to

put on events like step shows, a jazz
mixer and pre-game tailgate pany,"
said Crystal Thomas, a freshman at
Wake Forest University in North
Carolina. ''But our homecoming is no
where near Howard's level. There is
no competition."
Students at Hampton University
are looking forward to their
homecoming. But Justin Harrell, a
sophomore chemical engineering
major, said nothing tops the
reputation of Howard's homecoming.

" 1've heard that Howard always
has great concerts and an awesome
fashion show, Harrell said. "Although
we don't have any on-campus
concerts like at Howard, the
homecoming concerts are in town."
Coincidentally, Hampton's
homecoming falls on the same
weekend as Howard's.
For Morgan State University
freshman Angela Pope, homecoming
at her school on Oct. 14wasnot a big
deal.

" Because I'm a fr
homecoming wasn't really a
It's totally different from
school homecoming:' she
Pope said that in high
homecoming revolves a
homecoming dance but
college, homecoming is j
pany.
"You need money at all ·
said. U my funds are
·
headed for Howard!"

Dole's returned contribution a mistake
By Cathleen Harrington
Hilltop Staff Writer

Sen. Robert Dole (R•Ka.) said, " Had they consulted with me on
the matter, I would have accepted the donation."

Sen. Robert Dole (R-Ka.) recently
annouoced that it was a mistake for his
campaign staff to return a $1,000
contribution from the Log cabin
Group, a gay Republican political
organization.
"Had they consulted with me on
the maner, I would liave accepted the
donation," he said.
The incident began June 19, when
the group responded to a form lener
sent by the Dole campaign asking for
contributions. The contribution was
made public by a July Federal Election
Commission. Republican candidates
were under increasing pressure by the
Christian Coalition to refuse money
from organizations that did not share
their political ideas.
A Detroit newspaper reponcr
mentioned to Dole's office that she
would be writing a story on Dole
receiving the gift from Log Cabin. She
was informed two days later that the
contnoution had been returned.

Panel to examine racial divisions
By Jonathan L Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer
Since the Million Man March in
Washington, several national
lawmakers arc trying to organize a
commission on race relations in the
United States.
"I, for one, fear for the future of the
country. lbday, more and more, the
country is divided against itself," Rep.
Charles Schumer (_D.N.Y.) said. He is
one of the organizers for the
commission.
The other congressional members
supporting the proposed commission
include Black Democrats Eleanor
Holmes Norton, (D.C.), Charles
Rangel (N.Y.) and John Lewis (Ga).
lewis refused 10 attend the historic
march because he said it -divided
Americans.
"When I came here 32 years ago, as
a participant on the March on
Washington in 1963, that march was all
inclusive. I do not support people who
describe others as bloodsuckers:' Lewis
said. "Our nation is in need of healing.
A. presidential commission is an
important and needed step toward
building a bridge:'
Min. Louis Farrakhan does not want
the commission to be esrablisbed unless
it will show proven results.
"I am not interested in another
conference to deceive the people,'' he
said.
Still, several Congressional Black
Caucus members spoke at the march,
including Reps. Kwcisi Mfume (D• Md.), John Conyers and Charles
Rangel.
'The march was a mind-blowing
experience, a day I'll treasure the rest
of my life,'' Rangel said.

•

Rangel agreed with the other dlvisions in America.
congressional members that a
"We believe a new· presidential•
presidential commission shou.ld be appointed, bipartisan commission may
established.
lead to a healthy discussion between the
There was asimilar commission in races," stated the congressional
1968 by President Lyndon B. Johnson, propo5al for the commission.
whoconcludedaftertheirfindingsthat
Ointon agreed with the members'
~ U.S. was moving toward aseparate
thoughtsandatare~lectionfundraiscr
and unequal racially polariz.ed society. said, ''Racism is tearing at the heart of
Other congressional leaders said the • America ... no more. We must become
march and its organizer, Farrakhan, . one. Wedonottoleratetbeexistenceof
created a stronger d.ivision between two Americas."
Blacks and Whites.
Clinton will plan to read the
"'The Nation of Islam does prove commission proposal as soon as a
themselves as hate-mongers and racisls, decision is agreed upon. He stressed
there is no question about that:' Rep. that he also wants to see a dialogue
Gary Fran.ks (R·Conn.) said. 'Their between the races.
record is very clear, they would like a
"We really should have any citizen
•separate America!'
seek out a person from a different race
Leaderswantan organized pancl of or ethnic group and engage in
experts to research and examine racial conversatioO:' Omton said.

Del. Eleanor Holmes Norton, a supporter of the proposed race
relations commlslon .

One reason given by the Dole their agenda," he said.
campaign staff for refusing the check·
Some Howard students said this
was the Log Cabin's position on was not a wise political move for Dole.
homosexuals in the military. They
"I thought this was not only very
stated it was "100 percent" at odds sad, but also politically a stupid move,"
with Dole's belief.
said Scrrita White, a senior majoring
When Dole was asked if he would in political science. "I don't care how
accept another donation from the much you do not like a group, you do
group, he said, " I don't want tQ open not express it openly to them if you are
it all up again. It's all <Ner." Members running for office. Not only will a
at the Log Cabin Group said ii would politician lose many votes from
be a long lime before they would give
homosexuals, but with other
another contribution to his campaign. minorities as well, because such forms
Some see this incident as a of discrimination run hand in hand."
contradiction of Dole.
Other Senate Republicans have
"What I didn't want was the accepted gifts from the Log Cabin
pei:ception that we were buying into Republicans. Sen. Allen Specter (R·
some special rights for any group, Pa.)receiveda$1,0'.Xl gift. He said that
with gays or anyone else,'' said Dole he has always seen the Republican
during an interview on the ABC news party as "an inclusive, big tent party."
program, "This Week with David
Many homosexuals. have felt left
Brinkley,'' on Sept. 17.
out of the political process. Though
However, on Oct. 17, in an there is only one openly gay
interview with Ohio reporters, Dole Republican member in the House of
modified his words.
Representatives, Steve Gunderson,
" I th ink if they would have (R•W1S.), some capitol Hill insiders
consulted me, we wouldn't have done say there are as many as half a doz.en
that. My view is, because you accept who are gay.
money doesn't mean you agree with
Livia Miller, a senior majoring in

:i

sociology said gays, oo
position they hold in . ·
discriminate<;I against.
"Any known homose
discriminated against whe
politically or socially;' she ·
only way discrimination
avoided is if someone's
preference is not known."
Other student said R
not the only group that d' ·
against homosexuals. Beatt
statements that some rcgaidi
homophopic made by Min.
Farrakhan and member.; of the
of Islam , some Black ga
suggested protesting the
Million Man March.
However, Jabari Dunbar, I
majoring in political science
(being] homQphobic means
religious convictions that are
to homosexual acts, then I
claim is valid; but ifit means
bashing or brutalizing gays,
claim, as far as I know, is u
should make a distinction
religious convictions and

Clinton, Congress pointing finge
By Jonathan L Wharton
Hilltop Staff Writer
Within the past month, Congress
and President Clinton have been in
several major disputes, especially
regarding the budget proposal in 1996.
The Republican leadership has
accused the president of being
partisan, as the president has referred
to Congress as "threatening."
"We realize President Clinton
thinks everyday is Halloween. He
finds a new group to fiighten everyday,
seniors, farmers, whatever," Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole (R·Ka.)
said.
Republicans are complaining that
Ointon is using his leadership position
to influence America with th e
democratic agenda and the 1996
presidential campaign.
"We're serious people trying to do
a serious job. [Ointoo] is running for
re-elect ion, leaving the country •
without a fundamental president,"
House Speaker Newt Gingrich (R·
Ga.)said.
But White House officials are
angry about the Republican leadership
trying to rush radical GOP bills for
Clinton's approval.
''This is just plain blackmail. The
Republicans are acting irresponsiblx"
White House Deputy Chief of Staff
Harold Ickes said oo CBS 's ''Face the
Nation."
Finger pointing between the two
political parties still continues even
though there is no written budget;
which may lead to a government
shutdown.
"We shouldn 't threaten to shut
down the government or anything
else, ifin fact we're determined and the
president is determined to have an

President BIii Clinton finds problems with the pro
1996 bud9et.

agreement,'' Dole said.
But Ickes said that the White
House will plan to play hard ball too.
"We wiU veto and say 'you ::an,t
leave town until you do the country's
business,"' Ickes said.
· Still, Republicans are determined
to make the changes in the
government and social programs.
G(?P leaders pledge that they are
gomg to complete the legislative work
they were elected to do.
"It's n?t easy, its heavy lifting, but
we're gomg to do these things we
promised to do,'' Dole said.
But Clinton is fearful of the

Republican agenda and wadi
their proposals.
"I am worried Con
skewed view,'' Clinton said.
been open to negotiations
with Republicans."
Yet, Gingrich claims
president has been m
relations between the two
much worse.
''The president is using
minors. This is exactly
about this city:' Gingrich
on thevcrgeofbeingoutof
reality. You really have to
what he is thinking of."
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Hillary Clinton supports Nicaragua's president

n

ir• 1rw Mwa1!9lyelye
1110P Staff Writer

----

Dllill•tteent f1Ve-day tour to
,..A,icrica. Fir..1 Lady Hillary
11619 Clinton met with
....- President Violetta
~IOpraisc her new reform

The visit was a part of the United
States' continuous efforts to
strengthen U.S. relations with
countries in the western
hemisphere.
Her visit 10 Ullin America marks
a scheduled follow-up 10 the
Summit of the Americas held in
Miami, Fla., last December. At the
summit, leaders of the western

Distract German
pnotography
depicts different
facets of life
) CJtJAlrdrMGrady

lalp Stall Writer

I Goethe lnstitutc/fhe
lliObal Center, along with
Project for the Arts,

a series of German
• wortstitlcd~Absencc
"The exhibit will run

•LbeGoclhc Institute

photographers arc
ii IOday's international
Km Ashlon, director of

The second family is a husband
and wife team in Toyko, Japan. The
third photograph is of a German
family, consisting of a father and
mother with three children. In each
picture, the idea of family unity is
stressed.
James said however, that
Struth's artwork did not display
what she expected to see.
"I don't see the relationship of
this photographer's work to the
theme 'Absence and Presence,'"
she said.
Showing creativity and depth of
an
arphitect's
designs,
photographers Bernd and Hilla
Beecher, in their series of pictures
of manufacturing plants titled
"Factor Hills," illustrate the
importance of architecture in
modem society.
"The photographer is lening the
architecture tell the story,'' Ashton
said. ''This project is more than
pure aesthetic; the purpose of this
exhibit is to show human activity
through absence."
Candid Hofer, another renown
photographer, captures the division
of class and social structure by
giving the viewer a glimpse of the
lives of the wealthy and upper c.lass.
The first three photographs arc
of mansion foyers that lead 10 larger
and more extravagant portions of
the home.
The second set of photographs
are of corporate board rooms. One
is reminiscent of the United
Nations General Assembly room.
These rooms are meetin,g places
for the powerful and show the
importance of the theme of
"Absence and Presence"- class
and social structure.
The recreational lifestyle of 1hc
upper class is conveyed through
images of elite and lavish
ballrooms. These images port.ray
the division between the upper and
lower class. , The ballrooms
represent power and success for
the rich and reveals a lack of status
for the poor.
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hemisphere promised to work
together for the prosperity of all
Western nations.
Having established herself as a
strong voice for women's and
children's rights, Mrs. Clinton was
believed to be the best possible
candidate to advance the nation's
efforts.
"With her deep interests in
heallh and education and in women
and children, the first lady will be
a strong spokesperson for the
administration's commitment 10 the
fundamental social values that unite
this hemisphere," President Clinton
said.
Clinton made Nicaragua her first
stop in Latin America, from there
she continued to Chile, Brazil and
Paraguay.
While meeting with Nicaragua's
president, the first lady noted the
remarkable advances the country
has made in women's rights.
Current ly, Nicaragua is the only
country in the western hemisphere
to be headed by a women prcsidcn1.
"I wan1 to thank your presidenl
for reminding our political leaders
that prosperity, democracy and
social progre.ss cannot be sustained
in countries where women and girls
arc not valued as full and equal
partners in society," Clinton said,
while addressing an audience of
over 2000 women at the

Nicaraguan Institute for Women in assure that all children are born as
Managua.
healthy as possible and all mothers
During her speech, she also are protected," she said.
expressed her admiration for the
She endorsed Chamorro's
socia l reforms of Nicaraguan efforlS 10 improve the quality of
President Viqlctta Chamorro.
education.
"[Chamorro) embodies the spirit
"Opening the doors of learning
and the win of the people of to girls and women is a critical step
Nicaragua and of Central that Nicaragua has taken more
America,'' she said.
quickly than and boldly than many
Keeping in mind what she said other countries," Clin1on said.
was the issue closest to her heart,
She stre.<;Sed that Nicaragua is a
the first lady did not miss an vital force in the march for
opportunity to reinforce her democracy that has transformed
determination to sec the world treat North and South America.
women with more respect.
The first lady spoke broadly on
"We arc discovering here in several other issues facing the
Nicaragua and in many other world today. She condemned
coun1rics that investing in pooplc, nations that disrcspec1 the rights of
particularly
women
and citizens. She also accused nations
children ... yiclds greater dividends of investing more in weapons of
1han any other kind of inves1mcnt mass destruction, staging wars and
a nation can make:' she said.
violating basic human rights.
Remembering the recent
In au cffor1 10 upgrade the
Women's International Conference . s1andard of cduca1ion for poor and
held in Beijing, Clinton said such rural children, the U.S. launched
conferences are important for the Partnership for Education Reform
bctlcrment of women.
(PERA}, a collaborative project
Reiterating her famous line that wilh the Ministry of Education in
"human rights arc women's rights;• Nicaragua that is designed 10
Clinton urged women to "make that increase the network of private and
consensus and move forward wilh public cn1crprises working 10
it."
assure that children receive good
Clinton also praised Chamorro training so that they can be
for the improved health and competent in the global arena.
prenatal care.
The Nicaraguan government is
· "This is a critical first step to also working to improve its p~blic

health adm inistration.
"I was very glad to learn recently
that the Ministry of Public Health
has es1ablished the special
commission to address the issue of
domestic violence which affects
not only women in this country,
not only in my country, but in every
country in the world," Clinton said.
Backing her up on this
statement, Cecil Saborio, minister
counselor at the Nicaraguan
Embassy, agreed. "Men run the
show," Saborio said. "They arc 1hc
politicians. The most important
members of society are men."
However, Saborio added that
women arc now taking more
control as leaders and arc beginning
to hold high positions in
government.
Speaking on the economic
situation in Nicaragua, Clinton
praised Chamorro for guiding the
nation "from economic stagna1ion
10 recovery."
"You have shown the resilience
and determination needed to
achieve true econom ic progress and
political freedom;• Cl inton said. "I
want 10 assure you today lhat the
United States and the president will
continue 10 stand by you as your
_nation works to improve the lives of
all its people and the prosperity
here and throughout our
hemisphere."

Institute educates students
about Afro-Hispanic culture
publishing house for Afro-Hispanic
literature. Presently, it is in the
Hillto~ Staff Writer
process of (clcasing "Bajo Lapicl
Some say t c conunuous neglect de los Tambores,'' :t novel by
of contributions by people of Equudorian author Luz Argentina.
African descent in all areas of Smart said he is enthusiastic about
scholarship is not a new issue. As releasing the book because ii is the
a result, many people may take first Black-feminist novel in
Spanish classes throughout their Spanish. The book is scheduled 10
high school and college years, be in university bookstores early
never realizing the absence of the next year.
study of the contributions of
Aside from literature, the
African people 10 the Spanish Institute offers people a chance to
culture and language.
learn about the Afro-Hispanic
To correct this, in 1981 tlleAfro- culture, history and music.
Hispanic ' Institute in N. W.
Examples of the conccplS and
Washington was founded I by a theories behind Afro-Hispanic
group of scholars to promote the studies may be obtained from the
study of the in0uence of people of institute as well as from Smart's
African descent on the literature own literary criticisms.
and culture of Spanish people.
In his criticisms, Smart
The Institute, the brainchild of examines the relationships between
former Howard professor Stanley African cultural ties and what Black
Cyrus, was formed with the writers today call the Black
assistance of administration experience of social and political
assistant Donna Alleo, former oppression and the evolution of
Howard professor Henry Richards multi-racial cultures on Spanish
and current professor Ian Smart.
language and literature.
Their first project, the "Afro"Hispanicity is a product of
Hispanic Journal," was a literary Africans. Black Spain (Black
outlet that discussed publications culture that is Spanish) was created
and issues by and about Spanish- under the tutelage of Black male
speaking African people. It has moors who were African Arabicsince been sold to the University of speaking Muslims,'' Smart said.
Missouri-Columbia because funds
Smart also added that the first
were not generated to keep the book of Spanish literature is an
program at Howard.
epic poem about Antar, a Nonh
"The journal was too much for African poet who developed
us because we got no help from Spanish literature. Music from
Howard University," Smart said. Spain, which is similar 10 that of
''We sold it to the University of West African countries, such as
Missouri and it is still going strong, Mali, accompanies the poem.
but the prospective is no longer
Smart said there arc three
consistently and unequivocally African injections in Latin
Afrocent.ric."
America. The first is the input of
The Institute serves as a Africans from upper Egypt in the
By Muthonl Wambu

,,
,,

7th and 8th centuries B.C. The
second is when the Spaniards
arrived in 1492 and they found
people who had already been
in0uenced by Africans. The lhird is
from the Africans who were ·
brought to Nonh America as slaves.
Although the Afro-Hispanic

program offered al the University.
He added thal as wi th many
areas of African studies, there are
1hose whose works arc nol Afrieancen 1cred. These works try to
approach African-Hispanola with a
neo-liberal "all things to all people"
and de-emphasizes the historical

African influence, he said.
Anyone interested in further
information on the area of African•
Hispanic studies should call the
Afro-Hispanic Institute ·at (202)
966-7-783.
'

Glance Around the World
Strasbourg, France-The
Washington Post recently
reported that Nigeria is being
condemned by the European
Parliament for its hWllan rights
abuses.
The European parliament
wants the European Union (EU)
to suspend a trade-and-aid pact
currently in effect with Nigeria.
Nigerian leader Gen. Sani
Abacha 's government has been
criticized by the Union for
abolishing
democratic
institutions, holding mass public
executions and convicting
opposition leaders of treason in
secret trials. Parliament also
called for an independent
international body to examine
illegal executions.

Johannesburg,
South
Africa-A serial killer who has
reportedly killed more than 40
women over the past year and a
half, has been captured by the
South African po lice, recent
reports said.
Over the past several months,
the South African Police

discovered the bodies of L5
women in Attridge, a city near
Pretoria. Similarly, the same types
of murders, also numbering 15
occurred in Cleveland, which is
near Johannesburg.
Only after discovering a field
containing the bodies of I 0
women, did police, with the aid of
a former FBI investigator who
specializes in serial killings,
conclude that all three cases were

linked.
The prime suspect of the
murders is Moses Sithole. Before
being caught, police said, Si thole
tried to attack officers with an ax,
but was shot and has been
hospitalized.
Cuba-Recently. a bill that
would moderately tighten the
United States' embargo against
Cuba was overwhelmingly
approved by the senate, 74 to 24.
The bill states that any country
that buys products from Cuba,
such as sugar and molasses,
cannot resell either product Lo the
U.S.
The bill also seeks to reduce

aid to Russia by $200 million,
which is the same amount Russia
reportedly pays Cuba to rem an
electronic intelligence gathering
base, The New York Times
reported.
This legislation also orders the
administration to block Cuba
from becoming a member of
international
financial
institutions. The chairman of the
U.S. Senate Foreign Relation
Committee, Jesse Helms,
sponsored 'the measure.
TI1e administration also plans
to seek a world-wide embargo
against Cuba from the United
Nations. The U.S. is the only
country in the world to bar trade
with Cuba.
Having received a U.S. visa to
the United Nation's 50th
anniversary, Cuban President
Fidel Castro raised the issue when
he spoke to the Oenerdl Assembly
of the U.N. earlier this week.

Ha rare ,Zl mbabwe Ndabaningi Sitbole, a veteran
politician and origi~al found_er of
the Zimbabwe Afncan National

Union (Zt\.NU) party, was
arrested recently in connection
with an alleged plot to assassinate
the Zimbabwe president Robert
Mugabe, the Washington Post
reported.
Police said Sithole was taken
from his borne for questioning
after prosecutors said a small
dissident
group,
called
Chimwenje Freedom Fighters,
plotted to ambush Mugabe's
motorcade on Aug. 18. The
group claims loyalty LO Sithole's
party, ZANU-Ndoga.
The plot unraveled after one of
the group's members was found
with an assault rifle and an antiperso.nnel mine beside a road
Mugabe was scheduled to use.
'Iwo men have been charged
with conspiracy to commit
murder and engage in acts of
terrorism and sabotage.
Sitholc's party has the only
two opposition seats in the 150seat legislature.
Compiled by Ndimyake
Mwakalyelye
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Jan Smart , a professor In the department of Modern
Languages, operates the Institute single-handedly.

Institute is small, Smart is hopefu l
that people will support it. He plans
to continue to request the necessary
resources to fund the program at
Howard because Smart says the
Institute is unlike any other
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AluIDni apathy clouds
HU's financial picture
as Ho-ward Inn closes
omecoming is a time when many ~umni
flock back to Howard's campus to renumsce
on old times and renew school spirit. This
renewal of spirit can cause some alumni to give
back to the University in the form of financial contributions. Such contributions have been few and
are declining. Howard has a legacy of low alumni support, accounting for just over S perc!lnt of
the total budget. The average non-predominately Black college rec~ives near\y 30 percent of its
budget from alumru contr1buuons._
Sixty percent of our budget 1s provided by federal
appropriations from Congr~ss. This allows the
government 10 have a large say in what transpires al our
University. Alumni clout is diminished through their
apathy, which deteriorates the integrity of the school.
!low o,any former students agree with the Howard
University Hotel closing on Monday? Where will the
alumni stay during Homecoming and graduation for now
on? How many were asked their opinion on the mauer,
and for those who were, what bearmg did ii have on the
final decision?
The Howard University Hotel is currently the only
Black-owned and operated hotel in th~ Washington metro
area. In three days there will be no such establishment.
The hotel has been home to many celebrities, but most
imponantly it has been home 10 the Howard family and
community for many years.

H

1
]

The hotel has rcponedly lost money for the past few
years. Bui if the hotel was open for more than just profit,
then maybe the business could stay open. A training
ground for hospilalitr, management and ~1her ,:n_ajors
would be ideal. Bui hke Howard's other big ent111es-WHMM, WHUR and Wonder Plaza- students are
allowed liule, if any, panicipation in operations.
Again, if the voice of the alumni was greater, they
could have helped 10 save the hotel. Bui the administration
didn '1 seem 10 seek any advise or assistance when
deciding 10 close the historic building. City officials
claim that the District government could have saved the
hotel. Edward Murphy, original owner of the Harambee
House (which used 10 be the Howard Hotel). says he could
have pul 1oge1her a business plan and group 10 purchase
the establishment and keep 11 as lhe only Black-owned
hotel in the area. And of course students were again left
oul of the decision process.
"I wouldn'I give back 10 Howard the way they trea1 _fr!e,
either:' and "Blacks never support 1heir own," are fam,har
but unfortunate s1a1ements made by studenlS. The biggest
problem with these comments is 1ha1 they have some 1ru1h
in them. But if you have a grievance with the way you
were 1rea1ed during your stay al this University, 1ha1 is
even more reason 10 give financial backing 10 Howard.
Those who sign the checks are 1hose who are consulted
when decisions need to be made. Until we provide on the
front end, we will always be reacting on the back end.
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Republicans railroad
poor, elderly, whil e
catering to r ich
I
t is startling to watch, on the nightly news, p0liticians
nonchalantly debate whether or not the federal government will shut down. The American government
has run out of money and Democrats and Republicans
can't seem to agree on a new fiscal budget. At the heart of
Ibis debate is Medicare and Medicaid, welfare reform, true
breaks, and general budget spending. Unfortunately, both
sides' priorities paint a bleak future for America.
Under the lcadershii> of House Speaker Newt
Gingrich (R-Ga.), the GOP has proposed 10 pull the
federal sate1y nel Crom under Ilic poor, elderly, and
disabled, cul spending in education while building
more prisons, spending billions more on defense ana
giving a tax break 10 the wealthy. The budget balancing
bill, which includes provisions which call for a decrease
in federal appropriations 1hat could adversely affect
Howard Umverstty, has been vetoed by the President
once already.
In 1he Oc10bersof 1857, 1929, and 1987, the Uni1ed
Stales suffered devastating financial panics. Now in
October 1995, the county 1s already in somewhat of a
financial panic, bu1 the si1ua1ion may intensify
lr~mcndously. Gingrich and company seek to scapegoat
the so-called "unproductive" element of society with
culs in welfare, medical benefits, social programs,
and urban educalion. Republicans want 10 cul Medicare
by 20 percent, eliminating$58 billion from it~ budget.

Over 2 million rur:.I American citizens, including I
mill ion children, will lose out on Medicaid with the
proposed $45 billion cul. Medicare and Medicaid are
federal prow-ams which reimburse doctors who care for
eligible pat tents, without charge. Without these safety
nets intact, many of America's poor, elderly, ani:1
disabled will go without medical care.
Congress aaims 1ha1 there is simply not enough
money 10 continue these programs. Yet, there never
seems to be a shortage when new prisons need 10 be
buill or new military weapons need 10 be made. In fact,
Congress awarded the Pentagon, America's military
headquaners, more money that ii asked for last year.
The GOP also plans on giving a 1ax breal< 10
unearned income, like that oblained through the stock
market and derivatives, yet another way ofgiving a lax
break to the rich. Some Democrats argue that
Republicans want 10 cul Medicaid and Mcclicare 10
make room for this tax break. In 01hcr words, break the
backs of the poor in order 10 appease the rich.
Funding for pub Iic education has also decreased due
10 budget shonfalls. Though children represent lhe
future, they are also currently unproductive, hence
assessable to the Republican ax. The country is nearly
$5 trillion in debt and steadily gelling worse.
Congress is proposing resolu1ions which may be
today's answer, but tomorrow's nightmare.

Entire Howard community has role
inmakingHomeromingasu~
ach year Homecoming seems to lose more of its
appeal. Howard's Homecoming was once regarded
as one of the most celebrated events in Black America. The annual pilgrimage to "the Mecca" bas now dimin•
ishcd in stature. One week before the festivities and you
could hardly see an advertisement on campus. As late as
last weekend, many students were still wondering who was
performing at the concert. And though the artists who are
performing sell millions of records, many students feel the
strictly hardcore hip-hop rappers should be balanced out.
Some students blame the Homecoming Steering
Commillee for their frustration, but the commillee
isn't entirely a1 fault. Past commiuee chairpersons
have commented on the fact 1ha1 lhere is liule if any
faculty and admin istrative suppon or assistance. Each
year, 1be Steering Commilleelias to reinvent the wheel
and deal with University politics.
Much of lhe reason for the decline in Homecoming
is the change in location of the game and some major
activities. When the big game was played on campus
al Greene Stadium rather than a1 RFK, there was much
more spirit and excitement. Though i1 made for a
logistical and security nigh1mare, the environment was
extremely lively.
In recent years, the concert has been off campus as
well, further distancing Howard's Homecoming from
its students. This year the concert has been moved back
on campus, and 1here is now a desire for it 10 be off
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campus for fear of the crowd 1hat anists like Redman,
Me1hod Man, and the rest of the Def Jam line-up will
appeal to.
Controversy always seems 10 surround
Homecoming and its organizers. Each year a so-called
"sca nd al" breaks out around the comm ittee
chairperson. As in previous years, criticism over
unsigned contracts and unconfirmed events has
surfaced. No mauer how valid the crilicism, critics
should look inward. Homecoming belongs to the entire
Howard community and shouldn't be left entirely 10 a
few s1uden1s to coordinate. How many of us
participated in the poll 10 select artists for the concert
or how many have volunteered 10 assist in making this
year's Homecoming a success?
One suggestion would be to capi1alize on the
consciousness and energy of the Milhon Man March
and for one night escape from the normally frivolous
activities of Homecoming and concen1ra1e on the
future of Black studenlS.
'
There are many improvements which can be made.
Bui Howard still has one of the best Homecomings
among colle11es in this country. No mailer whal the
hang-ups, 1h1s year's activities will undoubtedly be a
success. But al "the Mecca" we should s1 rive for
perfection. This would take a unified effort of s1uden1S,
faculty, administration, and alumni.

Lette r t o the Editor:
History must r eflect March correctly
Dear Editor:
Tne Million Man March proved
to be the greatest evenl in American
history. Despite racist Park Police
projections, over one million Black
men and some women filled
downtown Washington 10 accept
rcsponsibilily for their fulure.
ii 's imperative that Black people
not allow the Park Service or any
oth er age ncy lo misrep resent
history. ff we lei those outside our
community write our history, i1 will

be gross ly dis1or1ed. ABC
commissioned a count to be made
by a Boston Univcrsi1y scholar who
used Park Police photographs 10
estimate 870,000 people, with an
adm iued margin of error which
could take thal count 10 as high as
1.1 million. II is still off, but gelling
closer.
Beyond lhe count, what's most
important is what the Black
community does now. If we begin
10 implement the princiJ?lcs
aniculaled on the Mall that glorious
day, then we will demand that

o,

5

history reacct that Oct. 16 began a
new millennium of prosperily.
As students, we must also begin
10 lake leadership positions in our
communities and not use a1;1e as an
excuse for being apalhellc. The
doors have been open for us to step
up and accept lhe challenge of
improv ing our condition in
America.
Jonathan Stilh
Junior, psychology major
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WE W ELCOM E YOUR LETTERS AND C OMMENTS

THE HILLTOP welcomes your views 011 a11y public issue. Fawlty, admi11istrators, staff, st11den~
a11d alumni are encouraged to share tl1eir origi11al ideas and opi11io11s.
We p11blish only material addressed to 11s. We ro11ti11ely edit letters for ~pace and correct rrrorsa
style, spelling and p1111ct11atio11. Letters as wdl as commentaries 11111st be typed and signed, complete U'ltl
/111/ address and telephone 1111mber.
The opinions expressed 011 the Editorial Page o{THE HILLTOP are solely the views of the Editor·
ial Board, and do not necessarily reflect the opinions o/Howard University, its administration, THE HlU·
TOP Board or the students.
Please address letters and comments to:
Editorial Editor
THE HILLTOP

2251 Sherman Ave. N.W.
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Managing Ed it or
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PERSPECTIVES
What black
Jlliddle class?

'BMW pushers'

part of probletn,
~not solution

intended to write this

about the Million Man
I IQJly don't have the
)'CL So 11151Cad we'll deal

die thanes of the march,
!Nkpcoocncc. This is the
is 111bc rooc of a good
Illa people's problems.
dlumons for our lack of
bas been the
· ty of the Black
To understand the
bnetocxaminctoday's
· and its origins.
• IDOYC any further, it is
to define the Black
Karl Marx, who
lbe term in his
Manifesto, defines the
■ die~ that contrOls
af prock:tion.
lake much to realize
clas of Black people
means or product1oh
IOI ~ in the Black
Therefore in the
~ is no such
bowgeois.
there are cenai n
dial m po5sesscd by
documol the means of
6!C D!lllifl:st •"i:msclves
Americans-mainly
.S individualism.
people possess these
'ildlcupperandmiddle
ii is manifested in its
• is110t because this class
people is any more
dim other Blacks, but
they possess an
lawful means of being
I is bani to lawfully
second Mercedes
JOG only make five

The Million Man March Was
just
the
beginning
----------Why has the accurate figure of those
who I?articipated in the march not
been m the media? The number is
The long-awaited day bas now closer to 1.8 million people, not the
come and gone. So now what? Where ludicrous figure 400,000. They made
do Black men go from here? And foe it seem as if the Million Man March
that mattec, will the treatment of was· a mere gathering, a group of
Black women finally improve?
people who jusJ decided to get
The answers will only come from together in hopes to accomplish
us,just like the initiative was taken to something. But not only did we
create the Million Man March. · exceed every expectation about the
Thing$ will soon follow suit and numbers that showed up, but we even
begin 10 be rectified.
ascended our own hopes. We
1touble still lies ahead, though. The succeeded in every aspect. No goals
dark hands of racism have once again were left not met, no dreams were left
gripped our necks so tight we can not heard and nQ love was left not
hardly exhale. The trouble lies with our given to a fellow brother or sister.
nemesis for lifi>-yes, the White man.
However, it is the.condescending
Will he ever give us peace?
remarks made by White America
Last Monda~ we were one, united about the march that are filling the air
for a cause. We were independent of waves and print media. Their disgust
the White man and his money, of bis is being voiced and comments are
help and of his opinion. For once, he molding and shaping this nation's
was irrelevant and ignored as we have views. Forgive me if I'm wrong, but
been through the years-excuse me, was it, or was it not OUR day? I
through the centuries.
thought the M.illion Man March was
The media has basically made created by Black people for Black
light of what happened on Oci. 16. men to atone and reconcile with
By Sharon Grevlous

themselves. Why is the White man
forcing his way into something he'll
never have the first clue aboutbeing a Black man in America?
The White man never ceases to1
amaze me. He swears he wants us to
go bacli to Africa or if we must stay
in this country (that we built), he
says, can't we at least try to separate
ourselves from them and give them
their space?
,
Do we always have to try and
survive? Must we forever attempt to
keep afloat in this sea of hatred we
refer to ever-so-affectionate! y as "the
land of the free?"Thcy don't want us
to work with them, but only for them.
They can't stand for us to have what
they have. But the second we try and
do something by and for ourscl vcs as
a whole (you know they don't like it
when we get along), they are the first
ones to open up their mouths and say
something. Yet, when we reluctantly
call to them for help, they turn their
backs, chuckle and say, "That's not
our problem."
And so, not long after the Holy

Day, new statements are coming out
from every corner on the globe;
mostly about the exclusion ofwomen
from the march, the "anti-White"
message behind the facade of
atonement and reconciliation, or
better yet, the rumor about Min.
Farrakhan's plot to convert millions
of people into Muslims (which
Whites tend to think of as a cult).
Moreove~ Whites are angry at us
for publicly expressing our exhaustion
from being behind politically,
economically and socially. They must
believe that ifeverything'is right with
them, then it's right for everyone.
They are wrong and will be even
more so when they actually begin to
see the drastic changes in the Black
community.
I've said all of this just 10 let you
know that in no way is our struggle
over. We still have a huge amount of
fighting to do, so don't put down
your dujces yet.

The movement focused on extrastructural changes, as opposed to
intra-structural changes. In other
words it dealt with White America's
problems as oppoSed to our own.
The second problem was the lack
of planning and direction. Again, the
goals of I.he mov~me:nt were not
focused on commumty unprovement,
but on giving Black people a way out.
The issue of what 10 do once we got
out was never addressed.
So when the Black bourgeois
emerged in the seventies, instead of
auempting to improve the place they
came from, they generally a11empted
to pursue the American dream. The
American dream is a mother, a father,
The writer is a sophomore in the
two and a half kids, a dog, and a nice
school of communication.
house. Nowhere is community
development mentioned. Think about
it. How many of us spend our
Chri.stmases, or Thanksgivings at
soup kitchens?
How much of our money really
goes back to collective community
dcvelo{>ment?
It 1s this climate of rank
began in the 1950s after World War services for those in need.. Thc case issue involves students because menlal
individualism and materialism that
By Fay Ely
Il because of the visibility of so many has not yet been finalized. The illness touches every family. There
the emerging Black bourgeois
men who were rejected for armed District of Columbia has agreed to are individual and societal responsistepped into. Without a plan for
There arc currently 33 percent services because of mental health provide the services, but the services bilities to act, to influence policy
collective Black empowerment, the more mentally ill patients
Black bourgeois has emerged as incarcerated than there are in mental problems. By 1995, one-half million are not available or nonexistent. , makers and to make a po5itive dif.
Even the health care proposals fcrence. Otherwise, the inhumanity
carnival of BM W's and five- hospitals. Before the 1900's, the patients were in mental health
hospitals nationally. The outgrowth under health care reform do not of the complex problems and of the
bedroom homes.
mentally ill were cared for at home by
But unlike a true middle class they their family members. After the of the civil rights movement had an provide clear language about the care lack of care for the mentally ill will
control notliing and are in fact a cheap I 900s, there was reform for public indirect bearing on the mentally ill of the mentally ill. And this neglected continue.
The sad reality is that, if Johrt Doe
masquerade for sorry and responsibility, thus mental hospitals because civil rights lawyers began to population continues to utilize the
advocate
for
the
disadvantaged
pittance
of
services
from
Supplewere
in a menial hospital for a year,
economically ineffective people. and institutions were created.
mentally ill after the heyday of the mental Security Income and Medicaid the cost would be staggering. If he
Don't believe me, look around you.
By the I 950s, however, these
Who owns the food markets in your institutions · became custodial civil ri$hts movement. This was the if they are fortunate enough to have the were in jail of prison for a year, it
would cost less than the mental
community? Who bankrolls your warehouses and the patients were bcginmng of deinstitutionalization. intervention of a family mcmbet
Other
issues
began
to
be
quesMany
are
homeless
or
in
jails
or
hospital. If he were a student at
"mainstream" leaders? Who largely ignored. Because of th.is, a
tioned,
such
as
the
right
of
insanity
prisons.
Howard University for a year, his
bankrolls Howanl? Ifyou want to buy surge in the nation's moral conscience
pleas
for
the
criminally
mentally
ill.
Citizen's
groups
and
the
families
of
tuition
would cost even less than the
a house, who do you have to borrow and value system needs to occur for
An
important
legal
case,
Dixon
vs.
the
mentally
ill
should
voice
their
conmental
hospital or prison.
money from? These are the any crucial change to be made in the
Winberger,
now
known
as
Dixon
vs.
cerns.
Students
can
write
to
their
institutions in our community and the nation's mental health care system.
Barr~ began in 1972. The issue of the congressmen and organize group
The writer is a junior majoring in
people who control them don't look
Natio,:ial mental health policy case was to provide mental health efforts to voice their opinions. The vocational counseling.
like us.
In "The Wretched of Earth,"
author Frantz Fanon, in observing the
bourgeois of countries who recently
gained independence, noted that
"over-indulgence is ... at the core of
the national bourgeois, because it
identifies with the Vkstern bourgeois.
II follows the Western bourgeois
7. We demand that all black students participate
2. We will develop coalitions among
\
By De~nls Rodgers
along its path of decadence without
in the policy and financial decision making process organizations to hold the media accolll)table for
ever havin~ emulated the first stage
on all college and university campuses.
negative images and stereotypes of Black people.
of explorauon and invention."
The Million Man March was an obvious
3. We will create a task force to research and
8. We will support the creation of independent
So it is with Black bourgeois, success. We must now take steps to ensure that the political parties and also recruit and endorse analy:ze the affects of denigrating and exeloitative
whic.h
after
gaining
its best possible outcome is obtained through the responsible community activities fur local, state, advertisements of products marketed m Black
"independence" and integration, that energy and mobilization that the march produced. and national offices.
communities. ·
there has been no "exploration and
During the weekend of the March, the National
9. We will conduct voter registration and
4, We will fight for the resurrection of Blackinvention:• only "decadence" and African American Student Association (NAASA) education drives to increase voter turnout in the 0"'lled cinemas and distribution companies.
"over-Indulgence." Needless to say held its annual student leadership conference. The Black community.
5. We demand that advertisers and businesses
that as long as we continue this path, following points were agreed upon by student
10. We will institute a complete rollback of who profit from Black consumers, return 33
we as ~le won't go pass "symbolic government presidents, organizational heads and tuition funds in public universities, -and we will percent of their revenue to our communities for
liberation • (BMW's and suburban other student leader.. from across the country.
investigate mismanagement, misappropriation and reinvestment..
homes) to "real liberation"
In the are of economic development, the the restoration of budget funds.
6. We will formalize coalitions with artists,
(controlling the institutions in our leadership body proposed these agenda points:
11. We will create a national watchdog network organizers, community leaders, and youth activists
community).
l. We will locate and form equitable relation- 10 monitor US. domestic and international affairs. 10 fight the right wing attack on hip-bop culture and
It is important to say as a footnote ships with the Black businesses in our communities.
12. We will create public policy and legislation Black youth.
that all middle-class Blacks don't fit
2. We will aequire property, land and mineral to impose heavy fines on companies that participate
7. We will organize.teach-ins, forums and panel
into my definition of the "Black rights in urban, commercial, residential and rural in the destruction of Mother Earth.
discussions to educate artists and Black youth
bourgeois." Some. have actively senings throughout the world.
13. We charge the American government with about leadership skills, organ izations, and
attempted to build viable institutions
·
3. We will produce and distribute pro- malpractice in providing health care to the Black community accountability.
in the community. But it's like ducts/services needed for our communities.
8. We will demand that hip-hop artists, athletes
people of this country and we demand ))roper
comparing a monsoon to an
and entertainers financially invest in programs
4. We will actively participate in global heall.b care reforms.
afternoon drizzle. We need more.
14. We demand that the United Nations force developed to relieve distressed Black communities.
economics.
This week is homecoming at
9. We support the formation of inter-faith
5. We will promote entrepreneurship by the United States to make reparations for the
Howard and its high time we reflect focusing on internships, scholarships, workshops injustices and violations of human rights accords religious coalitions to establish a base of
on our own home and what we're and learning and training centers.
understanding 10 combat all discord and distrust
as it pertains to Black people \VOrld wide.
doing to better it. In between the
6. We will boycott the state of Pennsylvania and
In the arc of education ·we proposed the· amongst religious organizations.
10. We will create a pledge of allegiance 10 our
festivities and after-parties we need to all productS coming out of Pennsylvania until the following items:
reacct on our whole purpose for release of Brother Mumia Abu-Jamal.
1. We will institutionalize a core curriculum and brothers and sisters that will instill the cohesiveness
being at Howard. Are we training to
7. We wiJI create a national network of non- create educational programs to replace existing 'and coo~ration that the Black community needs.
11. We will advocate a (>OSitive definition of
be F.! of the colle'ctive so!ution or profit organizations that will address the needs of programs that fail to meet the needs or address the
Black beauty and holistic counseling to deal wi!h
individualistic, BMW-pushing parts the Black community.
issues of concern of Black youth.
2. We will create independent Black educational the various issues regarding all forms of abuse m
of the problem?
8. We will boycott and expose any Black non.
institutions
and support those that are already in Black communities.
profit organization that mislJl\C funds, rni~rcsents
12.
We
will
hold
our
playwrights,
directors,
existence.
it!s constituents and fails to econormcally and
3. We will create an international Black producers, and actors accountablcfor exploiting our
idcologicaUy support other Black institutions.
9. We implore all African Americans to communications network for the pucpose of people through their productions.
13. We will endorse and promote playwrights,
vigorously participate in recycling at home and in exchanging information through multimedia.
directors,
producers, and actors who uplift our
4.
We
will
improve
admissions
procedures
and
their communities.
In the area of politics, the leadership body create Black recruitment and reten!ion pro- people and advance our causes through. their art.
14. We will initiate and support the maintenance
grams/centers.
proposed the following:
and
boautification of Black neighborhoods.
5. We will mobilize our community to ensure
1. We will promote political education by
15.
We must and will build a National Black
increasing awareness and demanding the immediate. that all governing bodies of educational institutions
Museum
to eradicate the deadly' ignorance and
act
in
the
best
interest
of
Black
youth.
release of all political prisoners and prisoners ofwar.
6. We will develop policy and programs to apathy of society.
We "will demand the opening of FBI Counter
16. We \viii fight to reduce the excessive number
Intelligence Program (C'OINTELPRO).and similar facilitate awareness and action in obtaining tax
of
liquor
stores and bars in our communities !tnd
intelligence ~Jes. 'Ml will demand the abolition of dollars.for our communities that wiJI be channeled
demand
a
continued reduction through regulanon.
to
the
educational
needs
of
Black
youth.
political rep,cssion (i.e.. gag rule, crime bill and
17.
We
implore Black businesses and o'!ler
7.
We
will
educate
our
people
in
the
tactics
used
Contract with Ame~ica). We will abolish the death
businesses
in our communities to provide
in
alcohol
advertisements
and
on
health
problems
pemllty and we demand the immediate release of
employment
for brothers and sisters who are
incurred from prolonged usage.
.
. .
Mumia Abu•Jamal.
released
from
the r.cnal system.
8.
We
will
develop
a
comprehensive
tramIDg
2. Each member of NAASA will initiate and
18. We will bmld a Black network of support
program
10
discipI,ine
the
mind
and
body.
maintain a regular correspondence with one
9. We will develop educational programs for gun systems and counseling fur perpetrators and victims
incarcerated brother or sister.
of domestic violence.
3. We demand an immediate end to police handling and safety.
There is obviously always room for
10. We will develop training programs on
brutality and infiltration in our communities.
improvement. The NAASA encourages all
mental,
physical
and
legal
self-defense
in
order
to
4. We will stop privatization and increase
students to make any suggestions they feel
empower Black communities.
community control of public institutions.
The last area that we listed actton items foi was necessary. A student agenda setting conference
5. We will increase student involvement in hiring
will be held soon on Howard's campus where
university oft'icials and creating university policies. arts and culture, which were:
support
or criticism can be given to this agenda.
1. We will use Black television, radio, and print
6. We will open up the facilities of public
The
writer is president of rhe National
institutions tot he COmmllllities and create campus media throughout the country, as, an outlet for
African-American
Student Association.
communicatio_ns among our people.
community centers.

InhuD1anity toward nientally
·ill Inust end

Student -agenda ·must follow Million
Man March

ease submit
erspectives
· les to David
·ther in the
top office at
owardPlaza
ers West or
02) 806-6866.
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Muslim Slllderus of Howard Unive:rsil)'
Muslim Ah1mni Association

CAN YOU KEEP A SECRET?

Office or Ille ..
Facul1y/Staff Islamic Advisory AS!.IOCl,111 ••

P.O. Box 404 • Howard Univeml)' • Washington. D.C. 20059 • (202) 291-3790

As-Salaam Alalkum Brothers and Sisters,

INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY CONSULTING ISN'T JUST
FOR BUSINESS MAJORS

Bain&Company
is accepting resumes from all majors of

Welcome back to "The Mecca• of African-American higher learning from the Howard
University Muslim Alumni Associaoon (HUMAA) and The H U Muslim Community. The
Muslim Alumni would like to congratulate you on your efforts In the broader community and
society throughout the diaspora. The Islamic community on the University campus has grown
steadily over the years, whlk continuing in the tradition of bringing the clear message of Al/alt
and the message of His last prophet, Muhammad ibn Abdullah (my Allah be pleased wilh him),
to the ears and hearts of both MusUms and Non-Muslims from al home and abroad.
The Howard University Muslim Community maintains an active, scholarly and posiliv,
schedule of programs Including a main campus Musallah (Carnegie Bldg) open for dally
prayers andJuman (l-2pm year-round) prayers, visiling Imams, Sunday Islamic, Qu'ranic and
Tajwttd clasfts, special lectures and social galhtrings for the benefit of stiuknts, facu/Jy, staff
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and the community.

the class of 1996

Wilh the coordinaJed help of the Muslim Sludents of Howard University (MSHU), The
Howard University Pacu/Jy and Staff Islamic Assocalion (HUPSIA), The Offu;e of the Amir
of Muslims and the newly formed H UMAA we pray thal the Muslim community al Howard

Resume deadline:
NOVEMBER 1, 1995

will continue to flourish.

Wt coordually Invite all alumni to:
An Open-House at the Main Campus Musallah
Carnegie BulldJng on
SalUrt/ay October 28th, 1995
3:00pm -7:00pm

Resume, transcript and coverletter
should be forwarded to
Bain & Company
Liz Cimino
Two Copley Place
Boston, MA 02117-0897

ii

,,

We trust in Allah thal you have a peaceful vis/J to our alma mater and a safe return to your
home and community, lnsha Allah. For more tnfonnaJlon about The MusUm Community at
Howard University call 202-806-7280 or PAX 806-4641.
As·Salaam Alaikum,
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Al-Hajj Hodarl Abdul-Ali,
Prtsidtnt of th, HU Muslim Alumni Assocaition

Al-Hajj Joharl Abdul-Mallk,
Howard Univtristy Amir of Muslims
\

Saturda)', November 4, 1995
8:00pm
The George Waahiogton University
, Charles E. Smith Center
600 22nd S1tect, N.W.
Washington; D.C.

!M!Foggy Bottom/GWU Metro

IF AT FIRST YOU SUCCEED,
TRY, TRY AGAIN.
I

n the latest DALBAR Consumer
·
Satisfaction Survey, a comprehensive
study of2,000 financial service companies
- banks, mutual funds, brokerages, and
insurers - TIAA, CREF was voted the
leading provider of retirement plans.
We'll try to do better next time.
Not that we mind the recognition, it's
just that a lot of people expect nothing less
than the best from us. Over 1.8 million individuals in higher education and research, to
be exact. And frankly, so do we.
Day after day, for over 75 years, we've
put everything we've got into giving our par·

ticipants all they need to help fulfill their
financial goals and long•tenn expectations.
In the yea.rs to come, we11 work even
harder to enhance the level of personal service and innovative solutions we offer to
help them build a secure and rewarding
tomorrow. Maybe that's why so many of the
best minds in the nation trust us not just
with their money, but with their future.
Find out more about America'$
retirement planning experts. Call us at
I 800 842,2776 weekdays 8 am to 11 pm ET.
or visit our Web site on the lntcmet at
http://www.tiaa,cref.org.

Ensuring the futw:e
for those who shape it.~
CREF eenifieate:t are di11l'ibuted by T IAA-CRe1: Ind ividual and ln,titution•I Service,. Inc.
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DWIGHT DAVlD EISENHOWER
TRANSPORTATION FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

HOW ARD UNIVERSITY

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE FELLOWSHIPS

WHO MAY APPLY
FULL-TIME
• JUNIORS
• SENIORS
• MASTERS

Include GPA and career
development plans

TUITION AND FEES
Full tuition, fees and stipend will
be paid for students with a transportation-related major or minor
and an iqterest in pursuing a
transportation-related career.

FOR INFORMATION

•
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FIELDS OF STUDY
LAW

CRITERIA

HOLLYWOOD PICTURES,_
•--..CARi\VAN PICTURES ,ROGER BIRNBAU~VDANTELGRODNIK.......
'POWDER' .\'ICTOR SALVA,.. MARY STEENBURGEN SEAN PATRICK FLANERY
L\J,CE HENRIK EN and JEFF GOLDBLUM ....!:DENNIS MURPHY
~THO)! \SR. BURMAN & BARI DREIBAND-BURJ\IAN •-.:JERRY GOLDSMITH
i..DF.~\IS \I. IIIU, "..:;:WALDE\IAR KALINOWSKI l'i.~ JERZY ZIELIJ,SKI
Y~ \TIIRY'\ ELLIS HOBERT SNUKAL ~ HOGER BI RN BAUM DANIEL GR01N
.
_
l.::Jt'VICTOR SALVA !'tt.=.\d:·1<iu@iftJ' ..r..~

,f

Dr. Errol C. Noel
(202) 806-6668

BUSINESS
ECONOMICS
PSYCHOLOGY
ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS
ARCHITECTURE
POLITICAL SCIENCE
COMPUTER SCIENCE
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PERIOD COVERED
One full academic year
starting in the Fall 1996
~hammer excluded

FOR APPLICATION
Room 1026, L.K. Downing Hall
Dept. of Civil Engineering

APPLICATION DEADLINE

December 29, 1995

J•

October 27 At Theatres Everywhere!

OPEN TO ALL MAJORS

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE MINOR
SPRING COURSES AVAILABLE:

• 308-158 Environmental Impact Analysis
308-174 Environmental Science
•
308-197 Water Quality & Health

For more information,
call 806-7114 or 806-6570
'

Learn more about the
world we live in!
- - ·- -·------ - -- -- - -
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In honor of Howard Unlvererty'6 Homecoming
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CITY HEAT BANND
SPECIAL ENCiLl$H.MA
GUESTS & .MA<<ABI

I

FOR HOMECOMING

OCTOBER 26TH, 27TH & 28TH
FROM THE EAST COAST TO THE WEST COAST!

THURSDAY •••

WU TANG CLAN
FRIDAY •••

THE noaa POUND
SATURDAY •••
MAD LION
CHANNEL LIVE
FAT JOE
& M I FF a WESSON
CAPONE

· PRARSYDE

LORD FINESSE

THE CREW

UGO

MADAROKA
YOU CAN EVEN USE vo·uR "DISCOUNT CARD"
FOR INFO 202-515-6386

~i;:·cuLTVRE
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with JOSEPH H~•-•special guest BL.ACK SHEEP

voice

~~~:
e
F
R
I
N

guitari6t

5ring Your

24 ~::::,9

DIBLO
AND

MATOIAT-CIIA BAND

WED

TifURS

FRI

5 :3OPM-2AM

5:30PM-2AM

AREA'S LIVELIEST HAPPY

FR.EE

ROOTS REGGAE

HOUR 5:30-llPM

A DMISSION
2 FOR 1 DRIN KS

2 FOR 1DRJNKS
FREEADMISSlON

FREE 6UFFET, FREE
ADMISSION UNTIL 9PM

Tickets available at Kilimamaro 6 ox Office 202-328 -3839 - All TicketMaster Outlet·
5im1,a Records 202-986-4 110• West Indian Record Mart 301-4 22-1728

C~~N;~i',! 202•328•3838 GEN~::~202•328•38]~
1724 CALIFORNIA ST. NW • IN HEART OF ADAMS MORCiAN

Luey E. Moten Fellowship
for

ATTENTION

Study Abt-oad
1995 - 1996

PREMEDICAL STUDENTS

PURPOSE AND DESIGN
The purpose of the Lucy E. Moten Fellowship is to enable undcrgruduate students at Howard University to expand and enrich their education through short

The Howard University
College of Medicine

periods of trnbcl and study abroad. usually during the summer months.
The awards are dctemlined by the applicant ·s plan of study and specified
requirements for study abroad.

will sponsor a

BREAKFAST
PROGRAM
•

EI,IGmR ITY
Competition for fellowships is open to currently enrolled HU students who
have maintained a 3.00 GPA and who will have complctccl 60 semester hours at
the time of the award

for

Howard University Premedical Students

TO 'I'BE APPLICANT
It is the applicant's rcsponsibilty to see that a completed application to see that a

on

completed application, that includes three letters of references, a foreign language

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1995

evaluation form, and a copy of the mosl recent print-out of gr.ides, be submitted 10

9:00 a.m. - 12 n oon

the Committee Chairman by the deadline.

in the
Howard University Hospital
Cafeteria and Auditorium

PLEASE REGISTER AT THE CENTER FOR PREPROFESSIONAL
EDUCATION, ROOM 103, NORTH FACULTY BUILDING
Phone: 806-7232
by

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1995

Please return completed applications to :
Dr. Effie J. Baldridge, Chairman
Lucy E. Moten Fellowship Committee
Department of Modem Languages and Literatures
Locke Hall, Room 326

APPLCATION DEADLINE : 4:00 P.M.
TUESDAY DECEMBER 12, 1995
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Brown Suga, Happy Hour hosted by
.
r

.
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at

Bravo, t Bravo
0

l 001 Connecticut Ave, NW

A 11 I a d i es ·f re e t i 11 . . .
Doors open at 4 :00 ·
•
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Battle of the sleaze TV talk shows i ntensifies
By Natalie Y. Moore
Hilltop Staff Writer

seur.
And she
isn ·1 picky.
either.

Livi ng wit h Kris made it nearly
impossible to tune out. By the time
the theme chorus began, all stereos
were off and non-long-d istance
phone ca ll s halted. My feeble
a11empts to study would be interrupted with '·Hey, Nat, look at her
_______
o_utfit!" or .. Omigod! They're
about to figh t!.. or
"Look, they're
gay!"
When the
chat shows
sta rt ed
rolling,

ID be ~poilcd

points out,
lbal C3U'iC food

dents
trickled into
I h e i r
Whether
rooms and
the show was
our usually
broadcast as the
rowdy hallway
sun seeped through
generated an echo.
our curtains or during the
That is, until the preheight of prime time. Kristina sat
dictable antics such as fights, finger
transfixed before the tube. She snappin', wig pull in', signifyin ·,
wou ld jeer at stupid guests, shout weave snatchin ' and shoutin'
expletives at audience members or matches fired up.
double over with laughter at
By then, the roaring laughter
Nielsen-conscious hosts. In short, poured into the hall and our disKristina woke up with them and she gruntled resident assistant repeatwent 10 sleep with them.
ed!y requested adherence to the
·'They're better than soap designated "quiet hours."
operas." the television major said.
Ricki Lake. Jenny Jones, Jerry
But Kristina is not alone in her Springer, Richard Bey and Gordon
obsessive passion for these hyper- Elliot are considered tal k-show
bolic melodramas.
icons by college students. Their
The floor we lived on last year- off-the-wall subjects and off-thcthird floor Baldwin- shared sis- wal l guests serve as comedy in its
terly bonding sessions. One of the purest form. The popu lar genre
many rituals was 10 infom1 each doublcs·as a brief hiatus from the
other of juicy-sounding talk show da ily grind of life at Howard.
commercial previews. Topics like
Freshman Kristy Hunt grew up
•·Teenage moms who have been in a household where daily doses of
pregnant not once. twice, but three talk shows were normal. Her mom
times," "I know I'm ugly ... but I tapes six hours of talk shows everycan get anyone I wont!," '·Marry day.
me or else" and "My man is a Don
"They're funny," she said. "TI1ey
Juan" aroused the curiosity of faith- exploit guests, but the guests know
ful viewers.

what's happening. The way they
[guests) act is not normal. You can
tell it's fake."
Hunt also tunes in 10 Phil Donahue who, like number one rated
queen Oprah Winfrey, offers le.-,s
sensationalized topics.
Oprah's weekly makeovers and
White, middle-class homemakergeared topics bore younger audiences and Donahue is too educational for some.
But Hunt defended Donahue. " I
learn from his show." ·
Patricia Priest, Ph.D has
authored Public Intimacies (Hamp1on Press, 1995) about former talk
show guests. She has also explored
the dynamics of talk show television. Priest became intrigued by
the nature of talk shows while writing her dissertation for 1he University of Georgia (Athens).
"[Talk shows) expand race and
social class, but arc now going to
lower class people. We watch them
mindlessly," she said.
Sophomore Kenneth Gregory
took his talk show fascina1ion to
another level: he went on Richard
Bey this past summer.
The
topic:
"Oversexed
Teenagers."
Gregory's friend phoned in for
him, knowing the subject would be
of interest to him. Laughing it off,
~regory thought his friend wasjokmg.
But a few weeks later, he
received a call from Bey·s producers. Before he could say "oversexed
teen;' Gregory, a New York native,
drove down 10 Bey's New Jersey
office for a preliminary interview.
The producers grilled him. Gregory remembers being asked how
many girls he had had sex with,
how many times, the best place, the
best posi tion, the best sex, what
types of girls he a11rac1s, etc.
Gregory, who admitted to having
sex with 20 10 30 people in one
year, fueled the producers' fire by
telling them about high school
orgies with Catholic girls and wild

spots where they engaged in sex.
" 1 was a nympho," sa id the
music business major, who now
does not associate with that type of
lifestyle. " II was like a drug."
So "The Richard Bey'' staff
found Gregory's story amusing and
put him on as a panelist. He didn't
mind exposi ng his wild sex ual
encounters with the rest of the
nation.
•·1 didn't care. I was being as
honest as I could. Why not go on
one [talk show]? Live a little."
Going on a syndicated program
proved fair to Gregory. He lef1 the

show $100 richer and met a couple of girls in a club who recognized him from the show.
But Priest said most participants
go on talk shows for an intended
purpose.
"It 's a chance for self-representation. It 's a free chance to be on
TV. Producers capitalize off of the
lower class."
Sometimes the exp loitat ion
works both ways, Priest said.
"People are aware shows are
using them. But they arc using [the
shows) as a vehicle for their own
purposes;' Priest said.

Jenny Jones

TALK s H·o w PERSONALITY
TYPES
Patricia Priest bas traveled around the country, interviewing former
talk show guests. From rape survivors 10 transsexuals, she found everyone had a purpose:
1. Evangelical: Driven to be on a show. even if ridiculed; Wants to

spread a message; Proudly proclaims identity or promotes lifestyle to
warn others.
2, Plaintiff: Goes on TV to complain or bicker.

J. Marketer: Book seller or promoter.
;I. Moths:

Attracted to flickering light of TV; Wants the notoriety of

being on TV; Wrote or called to be on.
Rickie Lake

VIOLENCE AND TALK SHOWS
While audiences may get a hearty laugh and producers gain gigantic boosts in ratings from someone's embarrassment or misfortune. shock TV has proven to be deadly.
"Ambush., TV is the new frend in 1~e t~lk show game: It happens when spont~neous fights break out or
secret croshcs are revealed to someones dismay or surpnse tears roU at the guest s expense.
One of Gregory's ex-girlfriends cou ld have accidcntly tuned in to him yapping about bis ful611ed sex life
and become overwhelmed with anger, leading to just about anything.
A secret homosexual crush led to the death of Scott Amcdure last March. His heterosexual object of affection, Jon Schmitz, left "The Jenny Jones Show" humiliated. Three days later, he shot Amedure.
Nctisha Williams and David Ruff were featured on an episod~ of''The Richard Bey Show" which featured
men who believed their girlfriend~ were on \y af1_cr them for 1hc1~ money. In June, Ruff fatally shot Williams
before taking his own life, according to University Park, Ill. police.
Show officials were unavai lable for comment and Deputy Chief Craig Martin said the deaths were not necessarily related to the show.
People ma_gazine repo~ed that a (om1!lr guest on •:111e Mon1el Willi3J!1S Show" s~ed after the program
revealed her sister was having an affair with lier boyfriend. The guest received an undisclosed amount.
Ricki Lake and Jenny Jones, who a~e about 10 dethrone Oprah \Yinfrcy as th~ "queen of talk" by being
ranked two and three in the top IO syndicated talk shows, cater to then young audiences (such as college students) by providing lurid topic.~.
And Priest said, the worse is yet 10 come.
"Sh~k TV is incredibly successful. ~roducers ~ecp5pinning plates, like in a circus, fast.er an~ more shocking revelations. This new trend is potenltally harm mg. [Shows) arc outrageous. It's hard 10 imagine them more
outrageous but (they] ¢an [be]."
Oprah W infrey
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Forlller Ho-ward students beconie celebritie
By Katrina Pratt
Hilltop Staff Wrtter
Many celebr ities once
experienced the joys and
pains of being a student 'at
" the Mecca."
From songbird Roberta
Flack, to soulful songstress
A ngela Winbush, many
famous African Americans
in the entertainment industry
are among those who once
sat in the classrooms of
Howard University.
For years, many watched
Phy li cia Rashad as TV's
favorite mom, Claire Huxtable, the wife of Bill Cosby
on "The Cosby Show:"
While Rashad had her
hands full with "The Cosby
Show," which remained a
highly rated show throughout the '80s, her sister
Debbie Allen achieved her
own fame by appearing in,
directing and choreo graphing several musicals,

Marlon Wayans, front,
attended Howard.

R&B Divas Pure Soul started at "the Mecca".

as well as directing and producing
the ever-popul ar sitcom '·A
Different World." Allen also
directed "Out of Sync," an
independently produced movie,
starring rapper L.L. Cool J. Her
most recent accomplishment was a
starring role on the show "In The
House." Allen was involved in the
Campus Pals organization here at
the Mecca.
Another Howard alumna who

was also a Campus Pal is Rox ie
Roker, who played Helen on the
classic comedy, "The Jeffersons."
Roker is also the mother of rock star
Lenny Kravitz.
The late Donny Hathaway was
another celebrity Bison. His string
of hits during the 1970s included
classics like "The Ghetto" and his
duets with alumnus Roberta Flack,
"The Closer I Get To You" and
" Where ls The Love." Although it

is rumored that Hathaway took his
own life his music is still kept alive
as it cir;ulates over the airways of
many rad io stations. Flack is still
making albums.
Other famous Howard alumni
include world-renowned artist Lois
Mail ou-Jones., whose work has
been showcased all over the world.
Mailou-Jones was one of the first
African Amer icans 10 have her
work internationally praised.
Donald Byrd is current member
of the Howard communi ty who
broke into the entertainment arena.
A professor here, Byrd put together
a group called The Blac~byrds,
composed of Howard studen ts.
Since then , Byrd has become a
respected member of the jazz
community.
,
Lynn Whitfield, who received
national attention for her portrayal
of Josephine Baker in "The
Josephine Baker Story," a lso
attended Howard. She has also
starred in "The Women of Brewster
Place" with Oprah Winfrey and
Robin Givens and "The Cosby

Mysteries" wilh Bill SosbJ
The newest gcnerauon
spent time at the Mecca
new R&B divas Pure
platinum recording ar1i511
Bad Boy En1ertainme111
mogul Scan " Puffy''
Shawn Wayans or "The
Brothers," Doodle Bug fni
grammy award• winning~group Digable Planets, and
Dickerson, who directed
and "Surviving the Game.•

Platlnum artists, ~

Power Move Productions lives up· to reputation
By Ashlea Leak
Hilltop Staff Writer
Many Howard students remember Power Move Productions
from their various parties, movie screenings, and merchandise. This
1radi1ion will continue on Saturday, Oct. 28, when they throw their
homecoming party at Da Bomb Shelter, located on the corner of
Lamont and Georgia Avenues. Featured performers will include Das
EFX, Busta Rhymes, and 8 off lbe Assassin.
Power Move Productions, which is a subsidiary of R.N.F. Inc.,
operates between \¼shington, D.C. and New York. The company
deals with promotiQns, production, and management. Currently, two
groups from Howard are being managed by Power Move: rap group
One Step Beyond, which consists of alumnus Amiri Baraka, a.k.a.
"Midi", who received his degree in education, and Michael Jeeter,
a.k.a. Kenyaflow, who is in his last year in the School of
Communications, and hip-hop group l.r ROCK, wh.ich includes
Tucey Lee, who earned a degree in radio produc1ion, and OJ Jay

Perr)\ who has his degree in economies.
Director of promotions Lance Williams is in his lat
Howard, majoring in radio production.
Williams feels that being here at Howard, su~
people from different parts of the country, has truly
them by exposing them to various types of music.
us 10 be better businessmen because we know
around the country want,'' he said. One issue that
concerns Williams is the fact t.hat some people are
by the name of their company: R.N.F. stands for~
Flow. What some may not know is that .. nigga;• a
the members of Power Move Productions Inc., is an
for Never Ignorant, Genin' Goals Accomplished~
With continued support from the Howard comm ·
lnc. and Power Move Promotions can use their expe ·
as a stepping stone to the even more positive goals thcy
to reach.
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Power Move Productions are throwing a Homecoming Party Saturday at Da Bomb
Shelter.

Some freshman have low expectations for homecomin
By Shenlkwa Stratford
Hilltop Staff Writer
Freshman Tiffany Hurt just can't
seem to get excited. For her,
homecoming has become just
another ,veek out of the year.
" I'm really just not excited!
There's been little publicity and it's
just 100 d**n expensive! It 'sjust no
big deal," the New Jersey native
said.
Negative energy regarding what
some students feel is poor advertising
and cost ly ticket prices have
overpowered many of homecoming's

"positive vibrations." What should be
one of the most memorable events in
a Bison's college career may be quite
forgettable for those who share
Tiffany's vibe.
"I have an older brother who came
here in I994, so l am expecting lots
of people, parties, and fun-but so
far, there's been no hype!'' freshman
Bradley Green said.
The schedule of events for this
year's homecom ing, "Posi tive
Vibrations," was released only two
weeks ago. Some upperclassmen fear
this may be a repeat of 1994 's
homecoming. Last year's festivities
were tarnished by last-m inute

promotions and the cancellation of
the popular hip-hop concert.
"It's already homecoming week,
and some people don't even know
what's going on! I just hope it's not
like last year's,'' one disgruntled
sophomore said.
High ticket prices arc forcing
others to choose between different
events.
"It just costs so much I The only
event I'm really concerned about is
the Wu-Tong concert, but student
tickets cost $21.50! Students at
Morgan State paid Sl 5 for the same
concert," freshman Omar Moody
said.

Jamie Harr is is prepared to
spend as much as SlOO, but still
fears she'll have to miss out on
some activities.
" I heard, like. 100,000 people
come out; it's, like, the biggest thing
for Black colleges outside of the
Bayou Classic. But, the prices are so
much that I can't do it all. I wish
prices were lcs.~ for students," the
freshman sa.id.
Freshman Jasmyn Hollie is
budgeting her money 10 do as much
as she can.
" I have probably $50 that I am
going to spend on activities, but that
doesn't include money for clothes

-

and stuff that you may want to buy 10
wear 10 homecoming," she said.
Most students don·1 mind the fact
that mosl events are off c-.unpus, as
long as there is transportation
provided.
"Greene Stadium can't hold all
the people that turn out. As long a.~
there is a way 10 get there, there won't
be any problems. Plus, it ·s beucr for
pcopk visiting. Since homecoming's
in D.C., there is always something to
do," Harris said.
Despite the negative energy. many
students are remaining optimistic.
They are prepared 10 spend what they
have to, in order to have a good time.

"I'm going todo asmuci
and spend what I have 10.1 ·
to sec what its lil,-e," said
native or New York.
Many upperclassmen fed
homecom ing is always the~
encourage students to do ISIJ
they can, despite advcrsiticl.
.. It is only what you JIiii
HU homecomings bring 1111
just ~tudenL, and alumni, lid
from cvcry,vherc,'' senior
Chase said.
Junior Damien lshmen
never as good as the fllSI t'
something )'Ou'll alwdys

on:·

Despite being disappointed with previous Homecoming, students
anticipate 'Positive Vibrations' for upcoming celebration
ln facl, junior Jason Moore said that the last three

By Carmla Marshall
Hilltop Staff Wrtter
Over the years, Howard University has gained the
reputation of hosting some of the most enjoyable,
memorable, and organized homecoming festivities
around. During this time, the campus is often filled with
families, friends, and alumni who have traveled long
distances to participalc in the special events.
However, some arc curious as to whether this year's
return home will be worthw hile because of
disappointment with "A Meeting at the Crossroads,''
last year's homecoming celebrat ion. Some claim the
1994 event was not organized to the its full potential.

homecomings have definitely not been what he
expected.
"In 1993, the Howardfest was better. The concert
was better. Organizat ion was better. There were more
performances from the new and upcoming rappers.
Unfortunately, last year's Howardfcst was more like a
picnic!"
There has been a substantial increase in the cost 10
take part in certain homecoming events. Senior Enrique
Malabar explained why he has not participated in
homecoming activities within the last few years.
"I didn't participate because I was broke!''
The homecoming celebration which seems to have
captured the most hearts was 1993's. Senior Heather

"In 1993, the Howardfest was better.
The concert was better. Organization was better.
There were more performances from the new and
upcoming rappers. Unfortunately, last year's
Howardfest was more like a picnic!"
-Jason Moore

"I can't wait for homecoming.
I'm looking forward to having fun."
-Jamiylah Brown
Pcndellon, who has participated in three homecomings,
said that 1993 was the most exciting year.
"We had two concerts: Ice Cube,
Boss and Redman and another
conccrt with A Tribe Called Quest
and Eric Sermon. Everyth ing was
organized. It was the best year."
Senior Anthony Maynard agrees
that 1993 was, indeed, .. the bomb"
year.
" Homecoming was live not only
because of the activities offered, but
because oft he amount of people that
actually showed up."
Although there were several
compla ints about last year's
homecom ing, many s tudents are
enthusiastic about this year's.
"I can't wait for homecoming. I'm
look ing forwar~ to having fun,"
sophomore Jam,y lah Brown said . .__ __.
Sophomore Zakiyyahh Salim is also

eagerly awaiting this year's events.
" I can't until all my tests arc over, so I

r ----------------------
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Memorabilia from Homecoming 1993.
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writing for the Pulse Page,
contact Miguel at 806-6866.
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• I:kit atWayans,
a former
"the Mecca," in an
Hilltop interview,

die positive and negative

as a Howard student.
left Howard during the
11?.51cr or 1992, having
lissophomorc xear with
The film maJor, who
ii drama1 believes that
Jid;s skilis in preparing
10 excel in Ille movie
II need.~ to broaden the

6ecause there is more

BmJluinQ. There is more
idl: to it.'"hc said.
llldentS are ill-prepared

,s11crcd
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from th~ lr(!e
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;:"Wayans continued by
or kids come out
4 "A lolMany
jjiaid.
think al l you
••• script and it's donoi"I lite that. Poli1ics a re
al ,J,a"
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&ii ii Hollywood.

by
ed

a true

Mar!o n
learning

Angeles. I learned stuff

P6 ...., rully be taught to
>le ~ . I ~ish there was
die)' Jprofcssors) could

lly
dlat [leaming) into their
led ...-,dlal_lhc: students could
ga ....-i whal 1his industry
:10 -

.....

The Wayans Brothers and John
Witherspoon.

Marlon credits the film
departmenl with bringing in
celebrated and establislied film
personalities. However, he believes
that stud_e!)IS aren't give!"' ample
op~rtum11cs 10 network with them.
'When someone comes in, it 's in
a small auditorium; it needs 10 be
done in Crnmton where everybody
wi_ll have the opportunity 10 see," he
Satd.
"There are so many students that
arc unab le 10 clearly hear the
message the speakers are
conver,mg, because of the lack of
space.'
Marl o n also feel s that the
professors in the film department
need 10 re-eva lua1e their lesson
plans.
"[Howard's film instructors] do
no t criticize their own program. I
can make 1hcm aware oT their
problem, but I can '1 solve it," he
said. " I' m no t the preside nt of the
school. If Howard doesn't address

these problems, then the reason for
the consequence is on them!'
Marlon does not totally
condemn the University. He says
that Howa.r d has had a tremendous
imr.act o n his life.
'Howard taught me how 10 be
my own man and 10 learn how 10
get things done wi1hou1 my parents
telling me, 'Boy, you need 10 gel
this done,"' he said.
" fHoward 's curriculum1leaches
you now 10 be a man wi11iou1 just
pushing you out into the real
world."
When his schedule will permit,
Marlon plans 10 return 10 Howard
and share his experience and
knowledge with studems.
"Maybe one day I' ll go and
1each a seminar-si1 down with the
students and tell 1hem what is going
on in Hollywood and how it reallr,
is, how much work it really is, '
Marlon said.
" I think Howard University has
a lot of great potential. If it wen1
back 10 what it used 10 be it would
be a lot belier."
Shawn also plans 10 contribute a
scholarship fund to the school to aid
those students wi1h financial need.
In February, the Wayans
brothers will release their movie
" Don't Be a Menace 10 South
Ccn1ral While Drinking Your Juice
in the Hood." The movie is a parody
of 1he hit movies " Menace 10
Society," " South Central,'' and
" Boyz n the Hood."
.
"The Wayans Bros.'' airs on
Wednesday nights at 8:00 p.m., on
the Warner Brothers Ne1work
(Channel 50).

By Miguel Burke
Hillto Staff Writer

I s p at. ou JUSI ave to get
it and listen lo it. Everybody's
oona big up lheirown s••t, but it's
'LiquiuSwords"] bangin'!," the
~ eoius/GZA said.
Much creative executing and
planning has been involved with
"Liquid Swords."
"Some lyrics took over a year to
write, but as far as us recording this
album, it took a few months,'' he
said.
Now that the album is
completed, the Genius/OZA and
the rest of Wu-Tang Clan will
continue 10 make moves. However
loyal fans will just have 10 wait and
sec exactly wfiat those moves are.
"We got quite a few things
coming up. We got more music
with other artists; we're just
growing. It'd be 100 soon to speak
·on ever)'thing no'Yi ~ul just look for
it,'' the Genius/G~ said.
He also expressed how he felt
about hip-hop today, as opposed 10
the golden decade where Run
DMCand LL Cool J dominated the
airwaves.
"!l's all good. It's a whole bunch

o
s, ut everyone 1s not a
good as others. The business ·
flooded. IL just makes it ~arder fo
someone lo shine, but everyone i
not going 10 shine," he said.
The first sinl?le off the album
"Labels," uses tlie names of majo
recording labels as metaphors, a
he tells a story within his rhymes
He talks about how record label
will try 10 take advantage o
rappers. The Genius/GZA ca
relate to this, having had problem
with Cold Chillin' Records, wh
released his first album, "Word
From The Genius." Other singles t
look for are "Cold World," and th
title track, "Liquid Swords."
The Genius/OZA also spoke o
how ridiculous he thinks the wa
between the east and west coasts is
"They need to can that s••t!
East coast, west coast, one coast,'
he said.
Realizing that he has faos a
Howard, the Genius/GZA sent
brief message to all his listene
here al ''the Mecca."
"Peace, one love and muc
respect 10 Howard," he said.
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~: rite GooDie Mob provides spiritual nourishment
By Benjamin Joh nson
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GooOle Mob

Hilltop Staff writer
The GooDie Mob presents a view of a
world that is not trapped in the eternal
ballle of the east vs. wcst, with their debut
album, " Soulfood." Coming straight out of
the musical breeding ground of Atlanta,
The GooDie Mob and their camp of
producers, Organized Noise (who have
worked with TLC, Queen Latifah, Xscape
and Ou1Kas1), have managed 10 define a
sound that emphasizes their southern roots,
while creating a bridge between the lands
of the rising and the seuing suns by offering
solutions 10 the common problems faced by
members of the Nubian community.

"We're going to r.ut the id ea in
everybody'sllead-1ha1 its time we 'toe' up
(unify) and do what we're supposed 10 do.
We're killing each other over nonsense. It 's
time we unify and change things for the
belier," said Tee, one of the members of The
GooDieMob.
The GooDie Mob, which stands for the
Good Die Mostly over Bulls.. ,, is
composed of four members: Khujo, Cee•
Lo, T-Mo and Big Gipp, who hope 10
eliminate what many feel is madness that
is so pervasive in fiip-hop culture. Ther,
speak not with the voice of"chicken little,'
running around screaming that the sky is
falling, but rather from the stance of a man
standing in the middle of the eye of a

s1orm, surveying the turmoil that whirs
around him, but ~olding onto enough of liis
reason so that he may offer a viable solution
to the rest of his people still trapped in the
maelstrom.
"We feel it's time to say something other
than ' I got this girl here, I' m ridin' 10 this
' lac~ (Oidillac) l ' m in the bathtub chillin ',
drinking Moel;1 ii ain't about all that-it's
about bnnging people 1oge1her," T-Mo said.
With tlieir firs1 single, "Cell Therapy,''
The GooDie Mob opens up a veritable can
of worms on the true reasons behind the
poor being kepi in gated communities.
Group member Cee-Lo, eloq uent ly
Slates, "We're in the midst of a spiritual
war; it's not Black or White, it's the spirit

of wha1 's inside of you."
The GooDie Mob is also tired of all of
the artists in the industry who glamorize
instant success in the industry.
"When brothers come on tlieir firs1 video
with swimming pools and fine women,
giving off a false image that as soon as you
si_gn a deal you just mstantly come up, it
gives a false reality 10 somebody who
aoesn 't even have the opportunity 10 do
what you arc doing.
It 's not guaran1eed that you can get rich
off of a record deal, so if you at least put
some kind of message in your music, at
least you'll be in the projects with someone
who has started to think a different way,''
Cee-Lo said . .
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PEOPLE
One-Blan sha\V featured at Kennedy Center
Jewish actor breathes life into diverse characters
I

way that sounds, let me do that.'
They just came out." He reflects on
his inner dialogue as a manifestation
of his upbringing. "When I'm
walking down the street, I'm thinking
in Spanish or West Indian Patois." He
has an car for language, its
differences and similarities. The son
of a speech pathologist mother, he
, often says that she taught him how to
listen, not to speak. Hoch
successfully recreates the inflection,
tone and mannerisms of his fellow
New Yorkers ,vithout being
patronizing or paternalistic. Whether
his characters speak "correct or
broken" English, slang or Spanish,
his intention is that we all try to
understand each other.
Danny Hoch is fascinated by the
West Indian and Latino cultures of
the Caribbean. Hoch frequently
spends time in Cuba. While the
position of the U.S. is steadfast in its
media and economic embargo of the
island nation, Hocb's gives a different
picture. When he speaks of poverty
and hopelessness, he says, " It's
nothing compared to the situation
here." His love for the country my be
attributed to his godmother, a Cuban
exile, who took part in raising him.
While at home, be likes to watch
television shows from other countries 1
in various languages, Ii.ke Chinese
soap operas and Korean game shows.
"I 'II have friends over and tl\e
Danny tloch In "Some People"
television will be on .. : when they
realize what's on, they jump up and
tum the channel like they're being
creates
in
his
solo
!heater
performance
By Adrienne N. Young
"Some People." He wants you to listen attacked."
Hilltop Staff Writer
Hoch is quintessentially New
to what they say, what they don't say
and to pay attention to whether you York. His 8-boy look is mucli more
Danny Hoch doesn't want you to can understand them. It's all about authentic than any suburban
concentrate on the fact that he's a language.
wannabe. Always traveling, he
White, Jewish kid from New York
Growing up in Queens, Hoch cites occasionally feels out of touch. "I
City. He wants you to envision his culturally diverse neighborhood grew up in the beginnings of hip-hop.
."Blanca," "Floe;' "Caribbean 1iger" as the influence for his characters. " I I feel hip-hop culture is a part of
and the myriad other characters he ncverconsciouslysaid, 'Oh, I Ii.lie the me." He often has to catch up on the

music of his youth through friends
and listening to radio shows like
"Stretch Armstrong's."
.
The 24-year-old performer has
been
miming and
doing
impersonations since he was a kid,
but drugs and tagging also inhabited
his youth. "Everybody in my
neighborhood was doing it." While
his mother was arguing, he credits his
father for just being there. "He never
told me no. Some of the thingi; I was
into ... be believed it was a phase, a
part of growing up in New York." At
his mother's insistence he auditioned
for the High School of the
Performing Arts. He got his act
together, graduated and left the drugs
behind as he headed to the North
Carolina School of the Arts, a drama
conservatory. Although he enhanced
his acting skills, he felt unfulfiUeil and
dropped out. The emphasis on
auditioning for agents and getting

commercials sent him back home to
New York to put on his own
productions. He was hired by New
York University as an actor in a
program that brought theater and
conflict resolution through theater to
high schools and jails.
Often compared to other solo
performers like John Leguizamo,
Anna DeVere Smith and Bric
Bogosian, I-loch has participated in a
spoken word episode of MTV's
Unr,Jugged series. An edited version
of' Some People" appeared on HBO
last month. He continues to shun
Hollywood, and while he is not
averse to doing film or television, he
just doesn't like what they're sending
him. In an article in the Los Angeles
T1mes, be said: ''I'm not doing this for
the money ... I'm still young and
idealistic. I want to get paid for what
I do, but theater is about community
and money is about the antithesis of

community, it's about se
Hoch's humor and b
make his characters en
honest and enlightening. ~
with Cesar, who has lost
child and empathize, for his
true urban reality. Laugh ·
yet shake your head at her ·
AIDS awareness. Her
ignorance is the plague thal
young African Ameri
Latinos at an alarming
knowingly at the Caribbean
his DJ-style wilt strike a
in those who strain to
the lilting West Indian
talent is not only his ability
these characters to life,
disappear into them as well.
Hoch brings his aw
one-man show "Some P
Kennedy Center's Terrace
Oct. 31 through Nov. 4.
$11 with student ID.
r

Vital Statistics

'

'''

Name:
Danny Hoch
•
· Age: 24
Hometown: Queens, N.Y.
Profession: Performer
Words of Wisdom: '~Just listen"

HOWA RD U NIVERSl:l'Y HOMECOMING '95
•

- ·:

•

The Ladies o f Alpha .C h a p t ~ r

D~lta Sigma Theta Sorority, l11c.

D
IN CONJUNCTION WITH RON DEBERRY, HANSOLO, AND ABDUL'S

OLD SCHOOLREIJNION '85-'95 with DEAD PRESIDENTS
AT ] HE

14TH & M STREET, N.W. on THOMAS CIRCLE

$10 A v. -.-,c ~

........ :

~

Charge by phone 202-432-SEAT or purchase at any Tlcketrnaster
lnclud!ng Cra,mton's Box .Office on H.U. Campus 202-806-7198/7199
Attire: Fashionable, absolutely r10 tennis shoes or athletic wear

CASH BAR e LAVISH BUFFET · e 2 PARTY ROOMS - VIP SECTION
Sponsored·by "Mr. Loverman": The.Novel based on the upcoming movie in bookstores this fall!
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.Studen-t s handle costly hoR1econ11ng prices
By Tina-Renee Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer

,

Students must decide which events to attend based on their homecoming budgets.

When people think of Howard
University's Homecoming they think
of live parties, non-stop activities,
meeting new people and attracting
, potential dates. School work becomes
an after thought as a congested
Georgia Ave. overflows with school
spirit.
The feeling duri ng past
Homecomings has been described
by one senior as "complete,
unbelievable, indescribable phatness!
It was 100 much fun.. .l was on a
natural high all week."
While many students can second
that emotion, others have another
feeli ng when Homecomi ng is
mentioned-the feeliiig of empty
pockets after t~c week is over. .
"I cringe every time I hear the
word Homecoming, because I'm
always broke after it's all said and
done," said Marcus Ryan, a senior
majoring in economics. ''During my
freshman year, I wanted to be down
and go to all of the events, so I spent
a little bit here for this event and a
little bit there for that party. After the
football game that Saturday, me and
my boys wanted to get soivething to
eat, but after digging in my wallet and
pockets for about 10 minutes, I could
only come up with $3! I spent about
$250 in one week!"
The cost of attending every event
for Howard University students ,:,,ho

buy their tickets in advance is about
$130. For people attending second
showings and buying tickets at the
door the cost creeps to around $ 160.
'
That
can hurt many Siudents '
pockets who wa nt to e~joy
Homecoming as much as possible.
" I really want to go to as much as
possible since this is my first year,''
said Corine Tay lor; a freshma n
majoring in political science. "But it's
hard, because I have to think about
other things. My mother only puts so
much money in my account every
month and I don't think that she'd be
too happy if I spent a good chu"!< of
my all owa nce on Homecommg.
Besides the tickets, I want to get my
hair and nails done and buy a couple
ofnew outfits. You have to look good
for Homecoming!"
Taylor said she plans on spending
at least $300 this year.
Donna Jones, a senior majoring in
business management said many
students spend a lot of money during
Homecoming their firs t year at
Howard and end up regretting it later.
" I used to be the girl who had to
attend every event and was dressed to '
tl1e nines doing it. I wasted so much
money that year that I cried," she
said. "But l learned from that
experience and now I budget myself
for the activities that I choose to go
to, provided they 're on campus and
cheap."
Several students have also learned
10 keep more than lint in their pocket
when itcomes to Homecoming. They

say planning ahead, budg~
picking two or three events is
way 10 enjoy the week and SIi
money left over.
"After registration is over,
pay for my books and get
I start saving for Homecomuw;
Tanja Wynne, a junior ma· ·
history. "Homccommg should
put a dent in your pocke~ ·
wort.h it."
Bruce Hervey, a sop
english major, also plans
Homecoming.
"First I look at the schedule
it comes out, then I pick the
want to go to,'' he said. "If I
afford to go to every eve111
picked then I go, if not, then I
the ones on the top of my list
don't have to go to every
enjoy Homecoming."
Taking their cue last year
students who complained
campus Homecoming events
too expensive and ina
Homecoming Steering
moved most events on ca
But that still doesn't please
students.
'"This year, Homecomin&
expensive-even the eve
camplL'>." said Robena Tho
senior broadcast journalism
mean, look at the Hip Hop
I don't care who's coming, it
no sense for students to have
$21.50 for a concert at
Auditorium!"

Automated teller
machine celebrates 30
year s of service
By Tina-Renee Johnson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Thirty years ago no one would
have imagin ed th e affect the
automated teller machine (ATM)
would have on people's lives.
Today, bank tellers are nearly
obsolete and it is unnecessary for
customers to do everyday business
in a bank.
"The J'JM has really changed
the way people do business .... the
way the world does business," said
Cheryl Divens, self-employed sales
representative. People, like me,
never go inside the bank and can
just conduct their business at ATM

Women weigh benefits of
pursuing family and career

machines."

The idea behind the ATM
machine came from England where
they were using prototypes for a
voucher-based cash dispensing
machine.
When a voucher wonh up to 10
poun ds was inserted into th e
machine, an envelope with the same
amount of cash would drop down
into the reception bin.
Don Wetze l, a market ing
executive from Texas was waiting
in line at a teller's window. He
envisioned a machin e that
cardholders could access money
direct from their bank accounts at
any time by using a plastic card.
In 1969, the first ATM machine
was installed at Chemical Bank in

(28 percent of the entire group) had no children.

By Azure Thompson
Hilltop Staff Writer
Long Island, New York.
Senior nursi ng major Michelle
Nalley said so me stude nts'
sched ules don't coincide with
banking hours so most of their time
is spent in long lines in front of
ATM machines.
"I'd go crazy if I didn't have my
ATM card, because I can never
reach the bank in time;' she said. "J
do every thing with my card,
withdrawa ls, deposits, grocery
shopping and buyi ng gas. God
bless the man who invented the
machine."

Last year, more than 8 billion
ATM transactions took place in the
U.S.
Some Howard students said that
number illustrates how dependent
people have become on ATMs.
"ATMs are taking over," said Joe
Pritchett, a sophomore fil m major.
"Today I can buy gas with my ATM
card and use it as a debit card 10
replace my checks. Tomorrow I'II
be able to pay my bills with it over
the telephone. The ATM card may
very we ll take over credit
cards ... you never know."

Career vs. family is a battle women are constantly
fighting. And many women graduating from Howard
will soon face this battle as they begin their quest "to
have it all. "
A study conducted by Claudia D. Goldin said half
of those women graduating from college in I9 IOchose
a career over children. Their countcrpans in the 1930s
opted to raise families after working for a while. Women
who graduated during the post-war era, the mid- J950s,
stressed marriage and chi ldren first and then joined the
labor force, often as teachers.
Women who received their degrees in the late 1960s
through the late I 970s are most similar to today's
college women. However, by 1991, when the group was
37 to 47 years old, Goldin found that only 24 to 33
percent had achieved acareer (defined as holding a fulltime job with pay) above the lowest 25 percent of
comparable male graduates. Half of these career women

Many Howard women said having a family
more imponant to them than having a career,
though they hope they can balance both.
" Family would take precedence," said
Anderson, a sophomore advenising major. "I ,.._
have chi ldren early enough 10 play with them ...
right now I would pick a career."
Sheila Bunn, a recent graduate and an CJC
assistant, said, "Career is of imponance but there·
family aspect included in that career vision ... my
has a career, husband and three kids, it's doable, tu
not easy."
There is no longer a negative stigma for women
choose a career over children.
"Years ago it wasn't an option; you were taughl
role in sodety was to do a certain thing but now
have the option to seek a career:• said Natasha J
a 27-year-old legislative assistant.
"It has become an economic necessity to hM
salaries in the home in order to maintain a family.•

Business Highlights
By Shenlkwa Stratford

Becoming a More Economically
Literate Woman

Top U.S. Franchises
according to Success magazine

By Shenlkwa Stratford

Harn,

Began

1. McDonald's

1966

fa.st food

2. Pizza Hut

1969

pizza

7,630

3. Ace Hardwar e

1928

tools

5,000

4. Burger King

1954

fast food

6,426

6. American Fast Signs

1986

Business

# o! Frapobises
10,218

signs

240

6 . Bruegger's Franchise 1993

bagels

183

7. Interim Services

1966

temporaries

463

8. Subway' ,

1974

sandwiches

9 ,800

9. Mail Boxes, Etc. USA 1980

packaging

2,786

10. TOI Friday's

r estaurant

289

1969

Joline 'Godfrey, author of No More Frogs to ~ ss, offers ten tips to b
young females become more economically literate:
1. Learn comparison sh.opping that focuses on prices and quality.
2. Subscribe to a gener al-interest business publication:
3. Subscribe to an on-line internet service.
4. Observer another making negotiations on a car or other major purchase.
5. Open and use a checking account.
6. Choose a female role model-a doctor, lawyer, etc.
7. Keep an address book to build a networ king system.
8. Play the stock market with imaginary investments.
9. Build a vocabulary using common business terms.
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THE NO-DRAINER fUNORAISER!

HOW DOES rr WOIIK1 It's easyl Have your Soro<ily/ Fraternity o, Student Croup
help us (X)()R!lnatc promotions from various flnan:laV teleoommunications COl'l'f)anies
and your group makes moneyl It's""....,.~ cail ii a No Braine,I You make money

and h doesn't cost you a dime.

HOW DO YOU GET STARTED1 Even caslerl Just give us a call. We'll answer all your
questions and schedule your No-Bralne, Fundraiser. We'll come and WOik with your
group for the scheduled days...then you re<:eive your checklll

IT'S EASY! • IT'S MINDLESS! • IT'S A NO-BRAINER!!I
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JD BTART CAl.l US AT: 1-800-888-7878
1·U . 111 P.a. CIITUl
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THE (HOSEN FEW.

Expect the most for
your career.
Make it happen at ,v•~-IMUS!
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We hm outslanding ww opport,Jrlllcs avallablt right rir,,, fot btig:h~ innovative and
energel!c Individuals who want lo loin a growing national finn dt<f,:ated lo mana&tn& health
and sodal seMteS P<OW""'· Exdling positions exirt fot participation In a new naUonal
p,ogram, providing 1aiso1, and supporl lo soclaJ service organlz.tlions a,oond t'1e country.
Our stanc/a,d is tlicelenct and we expect yours is too.
We are seddng qiAd< learners wtio are awes,;ve,eager lo aa,pt le<f)OOSibility and com•
fortable woodn& il a aimpetitive, fast·paied «M10nmeol Requirements Include:
• a Colese degree
• genera, expo,1ence using PCs for typing and/or data entry
• excepllonal organizational slciUs
attention lo detai
• strong ""1Vl>Jnlcatlon/lnttrpersonal slcllls
• p,ofes,iooai exporience in t'1e soclaJ services field a plus
Maxlmus offers career nowth with a slatting salaJy of S25·30k, a congerial, non•smoklng
office envlrooment, anoa comprel,ensjye bentfits packag,, Inducing 40100 and FBA lllans.

ano

If -,wr sta.ndaid ~ excelle<,(e, fax cover letter/resume lo; Bob Melxntf at (703) 620-MSl.
No pt,..,. cal~ plea,e, Al1 Equal Oppo,u,rlty E•yer,
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by Is the world's premier JnformatJoo Technology think tank
ng to spend 24 months and bun- .
of thousands of dollars training
tnremdy talenttd, but tecbni•
lnnperienced, graduates? •

answu, !lite virtually evtrythlng
about Gartner Group, is qui~e surlng. Ambitious; loteUectuall •
s lndl~ duaJ.s \\1th superb COJll·
nication sklUs and lmpressivl'
demic crtdeotials can I ~ more.
ut this_ unique opJ!O,rtunl at our

presentailon

Oil

WednadaY: Novem-

lil!i' 8, 1995-. J>ltase contact
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Benefits Administration. Inc.
H.U. ENTREPRENEURS
IfYOU are In business or you want to start a '
business and you need one or more of the
following for yourself or your employees:

• A line of credit - Up to $ 10,000
• Free credit union membersWp
• ·Free home securttv system. (specially desl~ed
or apartments ancl. lious§I
• $25,00 free life insurance
• $0.16/minute cellular phone
• International long distance as low as $0.16/
minute
• $2.00/month auto club !AAA)
• Financial, Bookkeeping and payroll services
Anyone can become a member of Benefits Adrnlnlstratlon,
Inc. for $25 and have access to all of the above
services and more at discount rates and fees.

(202) 434..4533
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Breast cancer: Early detection is a woman's best defen
Breast Cancer
step-by-step
self-examinatio
guide

make sure that I'm okay," the 20
year-old-junior said. "1 think that
everything happens for a reason;
Thousands of women will Goo never gives you more than you
experience the fear of finding a can bear. If he gives you a
lump in their breast, either by mountain, he gives you the strength
accident or during a routine exam. 10 climb-th.is struggle is part of
Some will breathe a sigh of relief who I am."
when they learn 1ha1 the node isn't
One in eight women will share
cancerous; others will brace Clark's story du ring her lifetime.
themselves for the future, when "The breast cancer rate has
they discover that a long road lies increased tremendously," said
Rosemary Williams, director of
ahead.
"My mother passed on Mother's tumor registry in the oncology uqit
Day. She had to have a of Howard University Hospital and
.hysterectomy done before she project manager of the High Risk
eventually died of cancer of the Breast Cancer Screening Program.
uterus. Cancer is very prominent in "In 1968 one in sixteen women was
my fam ily," said Meedie Clark, a diagnosed with the disease, now
the number has been cut in half."
nursing major.
''One day I was pulling lotion on According to the National Cancer
after getting out of the shower and Institute,182,000 women were
I felt a lump ab.out the size of a diagnosed with breast cancer in
penny i.n my breast. I was really 1994--one every three minutes.
· scared, so I dido 'l tell anybody; I Despite the increase in numbers,
dido 't want to think about what the factS may not be as alarming as
could be wrong-I was only 17 at they sound.
the time."
''One of the teasons why the
"I finally told my family and breast cancer rate has increased is
fa~ed the problem this past because women are living longer.
February. I bad a biopsy done and There's also technology to detect
the lump was benign; I'm having a breast cancer earlier. We have
mammogram done in two weeks to peop le living Jong enough to
By Criste! WIii iams
Hilltop Staff Writer

actually develop cancer that may
not have been detected in the past,"
Williams said.
Breast cancer is a disease that
often affects women 55 and older,
but young women need to pa)'.
attention to the changes in their
bodies.
"There is no cure for breast
cancer, so it's important for women
to check their breasts. Our research
has shown that Black women under
40 are more likely to develop breast
cancer than White women the same
age. But after age 40, it's White
women who are more at risk,
Will Iiams said. "We've also found
that a woman's chances of
developing the disease are greater
if she drinks, smokes, or has a
family history of cancer. Two
cancer genes, BRCAl and P53,
have recently been discovered, but
research is still inconclusive."
Women are 50 percent more
likely to develop cancer if first or
second generation family member
also had it. A woman is also at risk
if she began menstruating before
she was 12 or went through
menopause after age SO.
"Breast cancer is a hormonal
disease and it feeds off of estrogen.

Women who menstruate early or go
through menopause late produce
estrogen longer and are more at
risk:' Williams said. Obese women
are likely candidates because they
produce more estrogen than thin
women.
"A woman's greatest weapon is
early detection,'' Williams said.
"During the insitu or zero stage, .
when lumps arc microscopic, a cure
is 90 to 95 percent possible. During
stages one and two, when masses
are about an i.nch wide, a woman
can still be cured, but the longer the
cancer has 10 develop, the chances
for a cure becomes less likely."
Self-breast exams should be
done once a month. Women should
avoid performing exams around
menstruation, because breasts often
swell and become tender. Breast
exams are most accurate when done
in front of the mirror and while the
skin is wet. Look for changes in
skin color, discharge from the
nipples and lumps; rcpon anything
out of the ordinary to a doctor.
"Young women need 10 watch
and take care of their breasts,"
Williams said. "It could mean the
difference between life and death."

By Criste! WIiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer

1. Check your breasts about one week after
period
2. Press firmly with the pads of your finge
Move your left hand over your right br
in a circle.
3. Now check your left breast with your ri
hand the same way.
If there are any lumps, knots, or changes,
your doctor right away.

Breast cancer may be cured with early
detection!

Feeling vibrant with vitamins
eaters can still enjoy thiamine 's energy
boosting effects by eating fresh pasta, egg
noodles, pine nuts and sunflower seeds.
Riboflavin: Exploding with energy
With such a large array of vitamins and
This B vitamin plays a critical role in
, minerals on the market, choosing the best and convening food into energy.
the brightest in the vitamin galaxy can be '
"StudentS should take riboflavin for healthy
difficult. Here's the low down on important hair and skin," Goldson said. An abµndance of
vitamins and minerals, and a guide on how to riboflavin can be found in milk, cheese, yogun
select the foods rich in the nutriems your body and fish.
craves.
Folate: Giving blood a boost
Vitamin A: Grade A for general good health
Folate, also called Colic acid, is the B vitamin
When it comes to nulrientS, Vitamin A is one used to manufacture tissue, new blood tells,
of nature's star performers. It aids in everyday and aid the immune system. Include spinach,
functions that many of us take advantage of, pinto beans, asparagus and lima beans in your
such as good vision, heal thy skin, the diet 10 get this nutrient, Goldson said.
manufacturing of red blood cells and a healthy
Vitamin C: Ingesting an infection fighter
immune system.
Vitamin C is the key to healthy bones, teeth
"All vitamins are importan t for cell and warding off colds. Most people know that
manufacturing and energy," said Jacqueline citrus fruits such as oranges and grapefruit arc
Goldson, a pharmacist at Consumer Value and rich in Vitamin C; but brussels sprouts,
Service. "But Vitamin A is a nutrient students broccoli, strawberries and red bell peppers are
can't afford to ignore." It can be found in also rich in this nutrient, Goldson said.
By Criste! WIiiiams
Hilltop Staff Writer

Green Power!:
'Straightedge'
youth find identity
•
•
1~
vegan1sm
By Reglnold Royston
Hilltop Staff Writer

A rock concert in upstate New
York is the last place one would
expect to find .a snack bar serving
soy shakes and vegetable patties.
But amongSt a sea of closely shaven
heads, vegan youth by th e
thousands can be spotted wearing
T-shirts with the slogans "Meat is
Murder" and "Green Power."
It is here where vegetarian
fanaticism and' rock music arc
strange bedfellows i'n an
underground youth culture known
as Slraightedge.
.
During the early '80s, reformed
addicts and survivors of a
crumb ling musical subculture,
punk rock, were looking for a
change. The countcrcultural values
and beliefs that characterized the
punks' eccentric and, at times,
violent lifestyle led to its eventual
demise, as did a series of drugrelated deaths and suicides of
leading punk performers during the
era.
In Washington, D.C., however, a
new, more aggressive and cleaner
off-shoot of the punk scene, known
as hardcore, began embracing tile
tenets of strict vegetarianism,
nonviolence and self-improvement.
The words to the 1981 hardcore
song, "Straightedge" and the
messages of self-reliance advocated
by the D.C. band Minor Threat who
sang it, became the anthem of the
movement and later its name.
Jeremiah Costello, a strict vegan
and currently a member of the
hardcore group Ryga, considered
himself straightedge for 18 years
and has published in music
111agazines a multitude of articles
concerning veganism.
"Straightedge and vcganism are
two different things. Veganism is a
way of life, a particular way of
viewing the world. (But] most
people would agree though that you
can't be straightedge without being
vegan," Costello said.
Straightedge as a movement

came to embody. the ideals of the
lower-class, working Whites who
make up the largest number in its
underground. Central to its
philosophy is the exclusion of meat
from the diet.
Vegan activistS panake in animal
rights protests and demonstrations,
flooding college campuses and rock
concerts with home-prod uced
papers and youth magazines called
"fanzines,'' espousing vegetarian
propaganda and condemning the
once-familiar combat boots and
"biker" jacketS worn by their late
predecessors.
Straightedge lifestyle prides
itself on being staunchly and, at
times, violently opposed to the use
of animals for food consumption as
in the case of Syracuse, N. Y., and
parts of Minnesota, where
s traightedge gangs have been
known to harass patrons of fastfood restaurants.
Along with "V," the vegan
identity symbol, straightedgers
have also adopted for their symbol
large Xs, which often adorn the
covers of hardcore albums and their
numerous fanzines, in parody of
the under-21 markings drawn on
their hands at nightclubs.
"A lot of people see straightedge
as means for rebelling against
society's norms, gelling away from
their parents or friends who might
use drugs or abuse themselves,"
Costello said.
As a writer and producer for the
scene in years past, he generally
agrees with the aggressive antidrug, anti-meat dogma of
straightedge, but advises that when
taken to the extreme, some
individuals in straightedge
marginalize others to the point
where positive messages can be
lost.
"Straightedge and veganism- it
can be like a religion. It tells you
what to think, act and do and that
can be very comforting for young
adults forming their identity, trying
to figure out what life's all about."

carrots, spinach, tuna, baked sweet potatoes,
cantaloupe and mango. Liver and giblets arc
rich i.o Vitamin A, but they're also high in
cholesterol, which is something you don't want
in your diet.
Thiamine: Carbohydrate power
Pork eaters will be happy to know that this
meat is dripping with thiamine, a carbohydrateconverting B vitamin, Goldson said. Non-pork

Iron: Red blood cell refresher
"Iron is especially important to African
Americans, who are more likely to suffer from
sickle-cell anemia,'' Goldson said. "Women
also need iron because they lose it during
menstruation." Without sufficient iron, the
body cannot create the hemoglobin packed red
blood cells that transport oxygen in the blood.
Green vegetables, red meat, egg yolks and soy

beans are rich in iron.
Zinc: Zapping wounds out of the body
"Zinc is essential for a wound 10
properly; it also helps skin stay hea
Goldson says. Meal is the richest so
zinc, but this trace mineral can also be
in fish. nulS, wheat cereals and liver.
Magnesium: Guardian of good health
·'Magnesium is a must-have aid for
good health," Goldson says. This trace ·
helps protect the bones, heart, arteries
blood pressure. Wheat cereals, al
pumpkin seeds, spinach and soy beans
good sources of magnesium.
Vitamin E: Helping the body heal ilSd/
"Vitamin E can be found in gels, oils,
and lotions because of its healing powen
in and outside the body," says Goldson.
oxidating agent that helps grow red blood
which helps the body heal faster. M
apples, peanut. almond and sunflower oil!
rich in Vitamin E.

Calcium: Preventing brittle bones
Calcium is the key to strong bones, teetl
normal blood pressure levels. "It's im
that women get enough calcium when
young," Goldson says. "Our bones arc
calcium and it's the only way for wo
help prevent osteoporosis." Dairy p
such as yogun, milk and cheese are ridj
calcium.

ASK THE EXTERN
Do you have a medical question?
Write into ASK THE EXTERN, a news col_...
on the Health & Fitness page..
Submit questions to the Hilltop
· c/o Health & Fitness.
Here's to your health!!!
,
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS FACULTY LOUNGE
ENGINEERING/SCIENTIFIC/TECHNICAL

BLACKB-U RN CENTER BALLROOM
Wednesday and Thursday, November 1 & 2
11 :00 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m.
Come as you are ... this is a very informal event
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P.O. BOX 190968

•

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02119
(617) 361-3631
Millions of dollars in scholarships, fellowships, grants, internships, work study programs
and special student aid funds go unused every year because students simply don't
know where to apply or how to get their share.
The secret in locating money for college, lies in your strategy. You need step-by-step
information on what aid is available and how you can get it. The time to apply is now!
You can apply as early as your junior year in high school, or during your undergraduate
or graduate study. Aid can be used at any accredited college or trade school.
This Directory will provide information for Students or Individuals wishing or attending
high schools, business schools, technical schools, graduate schools, law schools,
me dical schools, vocational institutions, undergraduate schools, research programs,
and leadership programs.
Corporations, Trusts, Foundations, Religious Groups and other Organizations offer
Scholarships, Fellow~hips, Grants, Internships, and Work Study Programs to students
. ann ually, regardless of grades or parents income levels.

r - ----------------------------- --------=- ORDER FORM =Please send me a cqpy of the Scholarship Directory - Enclosed is $25.00
Name:

I

,
.

I.
I

L____

_____________ ____________

Address:

__;_

-----------------------

City: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ State: - - - - Zip _ _ _ __

_________
-------------------------PROFESSIONAL NETWORK ASSOCIATION, INC.• P.O. BOX 190968 • BOSTON MA 02119
'
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*REGISTRATION NOTICE*
'

Let's have another successful registration!!!

GENERAL REGISTRATION
For
SPRING 1996

Monday October 23, 1995 through
Friday November 3, 1995
9:00 am to 5:00 pm

*PAYMENT DUE BY*

DECEMBER 22, 1995

January 1996 will be
LATE REGISTRATION

'
'
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M.Y.
ENTERPRISES
* UNIVERSITY STORAGE AND

MOVING
* THE CARPET PEOPLE
* FLOWERS EXRESS
Thank You For Your Support!!!
"Designed to meet the needs of
today's college student"

(202) 434-451 2
Stude_nts

I

ACOMIC TALE
OF HORROR
..... ",. .....,, ..
AND SEDUCTION.

~)loAft·t D/1.rl(~>;,~,
·Joseph's Hair/Nail Salon
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Curl............
Wrap &, Curl..................

S20.00
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Do., SZ..qh°t
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( lraduate studies are the best

prescription or career advancement.
Bou,.-

Tho
Coll,ge ol l'hat!N<y and H" lth
Sdences al Nonhetstem Vnh'fflity offers
gradwtt studies for tho&t who wlt'lt to exl"tl in
• hea.lth-rebi,d prole,,ion.
You'D bt taug)it by lacully who hlvt dbtin-

TO RE SIDENTS & VISITORS
~ UNIVERSITY-HOUSING.

ANY VIOLATION OF

THE P ROHIBITION ON
WEAPONS&
ILLEGAL DRUGS
WILL RESULT IN
IMMEDIATE
VICTIONAND/ORARREST

guished lhoms,h-es bl both lt-'<hblg ""1
rcstuth. Your studies will bu n.ric:hed through
Bou\·e's t ffili.ltlons with some ol Bo5ton•s
6nost medsal and rese'1th bciubes. Study
rnt.y lNid to amaster's dtgl\"<t, certi6catt of
advwed gtadUlte lludy (CACS), or doctoal

dtgrtt. Most progranu are offered on a
put-time as wtll as a full-timtba.\U. For your
toM'tnltnct, <0ursts mttt in the 1attr
afternoon and m ly " """"·
For mort iruon!tltioo.<'11(617)~~ or
lu (617) 373-1701 or WTite Cradualt Sdiool,
College of l'NtlNCJ' and Hwth
Sd<m,, 2113 Mupr Lile 5<iM<t, Building,
Northtastem Unh'ttSlty, blOI\, MA 02115,

Bou..-

Gr,1du.1te l'rogr,uns and Degrees
f ounwlin~ 1\} (holu~~. lkh.ahilitJlion
,rnd Spt·tiJI I Ju<Jlion:
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THE INTEREST OF EVERYONE'S HEALT
&SAFETY
OFFICE OF RESIDENCE LJFE
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CAMPUS POLJCE

SAS Institute Inc.
r
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Career Opportunities
Institute Inc. is one of the world's largest independent
are development companies. With a customer renewal
of over 90% and a n employee r etention rate better than
e times the industry average, SAS Institute lives up to
standards of satisfaction.
Institute offers a progressive at~osphere, _with ~xce~~nt
efits and competitive salaries. W1th offices 1n maJor c1t1es
ss the U.S. , our h eadquarters is a campus-like setting
ted in North Carolina b etween Raleigh and the Resear ch
gle Park, a location that offers unique educational, cul, and recreational opportunities.
Institute offers entry-level positions for college graduin the areas of research and development, software testtechnical support, and quality assurance. If yo1;1 ~eek pro·onal growth and the chance to put yo~r. creat1~1ty to the
we invite you to explore the opportunities available to
at SAS Institute.
are invited to attend an information session and recephosted by SAS Institute immediately fo_llowing th~ reguscheduled NESBE m eeting in the Lew1s_K. Down1ng
ding, Engineering Library. C.O.B. I.S. Society members
invited to attend.
more information, contact your_campus representative
e National Society of Black Engineers.

~tut~ is an F.t(ual Oppor\llnity/ Affirmntivt, Action E111ploy~r HOF. ~VF/DN
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lh·.llth 1'mf<'""io11s:

The unconscious,
subco nscious
or reactive mind
underl ies and
enslave s man .

It's the source
of your nightmares,
unreasonable fears,
upsets and any
insecurity .

Get rid of your
r eactive mind .
Buy and read

UIHH[llCS
m MOOfRH JtllHtUf Mrnm HIIIIH
by L. Ron Hubbard

Dianetics contains
discoveries heralded
as greater than
the wheel or fire .

$6 . 9 9 p ape rback .
Get your copy t o da y a t
the Howard unive r s ity
Book s t o re

NEED COMPUTER TRAINING?

offers low cost Macintosh, IBM, Mainframe,
and Internet training.
For more information, call 202-806-5383 and
ask for Carol Braswell.
HUstudents. $5, HUfaculty and staff• $15, and others · $30.
Pay workshop fees at the Cashier's office located in the Administration Building.
Schedules available at ISAS sites around campus or on-line at
http://sparrow.acc~howard.edu/acc,lschedule/schedule.html

October 27, 1~
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THIRD STAR PRODUCTIONS
PRESENTS
THE BOMB COLLEGE NIGHT
PARTIES OF THE YEAR 1995
STARTING

i

i

HOWARD UNIVERSITY HOMECOMING '95

I~.~ I•J;.\'t-: •It:t ifl:i i: a:J :J1~ ~r!,1j I
Th e

Alpl1a Ii.a1•1•a Alpl1a So1.•01.•ity, hie.

After Fashion Show
PARTY

i

EVERY

IN CONJUNCTION WITH RON DEBERRY, HANSOLO, A ND A BDUL' S

OLD SCHOOL REUNION '85-'95 with DEAD PRESIDENTS

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1995

AT T HE

RAMADA PLAZA HOTEL

HOWARD U., GEORGETOWN U.,
MARYLAND U., OTHERS
ATTHE
FUNKYEST

I

14TH & M STREET, N.W. on THOMAS CI R C LE

$:LO ADV. TICKETS FOR THE :I.ST S00 PEOPLE!
Cha,ge by phone 202-432 SEAT or purchosc: at anyTlcl<0tfno~tcr
Including C r o,riton's Box Offloo on H.U. Con,pus 202 806 '7198/7199
Attire: Fashlonoble. nbsolutoly no tonnls shoos or ol.hl cllc we<.."Of

e

e

CASH BAR
L A VI S H BUFFE T
2 PARTY R OO M S - V IP SECTI O N
Sponsored by "Mr. loverman·: The Novel based on the upeoming movie in bookstores this fall!

I

IMAGE
NIGHTCLUB

A l p h ::> C h n p t c:,, r

L::>cli CS c,f

613 K STREET, NW
1 BLOCK FROM 6th & NEW YORK AVE

RON DEBERRY, NEW YORK, SHALL PROCEED TO GIVE UWHAT UNEED!

Music By: THE EAST COAST FATTES

HOWARD HOMECOMING '95

f.-:f;S i 11;;3 •1;S*ill •X ➔ ifJ:i i: ■

DJ SHA-BLAST

~IID'W ~~~ 5PM-9 PM

invited guest: NY's Own D oo-Wop - Bounce

DIRECTLY AFTER THE G A ME

.

89ward vs. Morehouse

NYC, PHILI, DEL, BALT, CHIC, LA,
TX, FL, others REPRESENT

AT T HE
LARGEST CLUB ON TH E EAST COAST!

BABY, BABY, BAAAABYYYYY

T_H E RITZ

1ST 25 LADIES IN MINI SKIRTS OR
SPANDEX FREE
FREE DRINKS BEFORE 10:00 PM

9

8

1 \...I E>

J E : t e l r " .S.

$$$$$ BUTTERFLY CONTEST$$$$$$

Along with
,
Digable Planets - CKnowledge

BEN611EY

TIIE LARGEST HOMECOMING
LOVEllMAN
IHPHOP
PRODUCTIONS
EXTRAVAGANZA
Presents
.
EVER'!

·

•

AT~
~~~m

:21:2 24TH PLACE N .6.

Special Invited Guests

FATJOE·THE GANGSfA MAD IJON

Smit & Wea.aun
Method Man
Redman
The W u Tu C lan
The D099 Pound
L.oat Boyz

PHARCYDE NAZ CHANNELLlVE C.O.C.
U.G.O.&MADAROCKA ~wJC~¥iplanm)
F.MPIRE THE C.R.U. THE STllHJP·KIDZ
HOSTED BY FlAVA 1sgo 'S

STEPH LOVER

Open Mic Session
NO NONSENSE SECURITY

By DC. POLICE

S t ..-eE>t

NVV

HOSTED BY: DIAMOND. ROB . ART A N D

COVER CHARGE: $5.00 B4 11:00 PM

~ @~ij®~~@
LIVE Performances by

E

:1 S T :LOO L.A.C> I E S F ~ E E I

'

(SELECTED)

Saturday October 28
9pm • Until

:1.. 9

Spino.In' Reggae & Hlp Uop
AllNlte

DJ. Arm-Steady

HU

i~-··

II

! ~~

: : =:=:- . .-!~-~,.,--

~10 Before 10:30pm t15 after w/8,L,P card ~ "=
- ==
...

Flyer by Cap Icons 301.808.0705

~r'\ci

l

~

f""'\r'"\ 1 :S

El r c:,

J I M - NI CE
t

.A. I I C>W CSl- d

o,

.,

.,_'/1, 1995
HHS
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IHURSDJt~,.
DOORS. OPEN ,9:30PM
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Saturday Oct. 28th 1995
9pm • until

f

r

DI Bemanl

Jj:,e Reeves ~nte...__
Corner of 14th & U Street NW}1- - 1mmediolely following Zei hoppy hour

1v c•l ; :1 :3 ; c•1 'f-:3 =,

"ALIVE AND KICKING ......... TO THE MAX!"

1995

Fall

Fashion Show

I
~

'

'I

I

A

Chief Coordinator: Photographer
Max-Arthur Mantle
Co-Coordinator :Autumn L Mazyck

Ton.i.g;b.. "t

•••••••
-------

Friday, October 27, (1995)
Cramton Auditorium
Howard University Main Campus

''°Yo-..:a. "Will FeeI. It 1'1'1'1'%""

Show 1
Tickets

7 p.m.
H.U.students
: General

Show 2

: 10 p.m.
: H.U. students $12
$15
:·General

$$
$12

'-'vtl.lO~, '- , ~

1
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HILLTOPICS

All MILLTOPI CS arc due, paid
in full, the Monday before publication. Announcements by campus organizations for meeti ngs,
seminars or non-profit events arc
(rec for 10 words or less :md $ I
for every additional five words.
Campus an nouncements for profit
arc charged as individua ls. lndividuals advertising for the purpose o( announcing a service,
buying or sell ing arc charged $5
for the first 20 words and $1 for
every add itional five words.Local
companies arc charged $10 for the
first 20 words and $2 for every
five words thereafter. Personal
ads arc $2 for the first 10 words
and$ ) for every additional five
words therea fter.

ANNO0NCEMEN'I S
Al'l'EN l'ION! l'he A.M.E. Student
Fellowship Invites you to join us in an
evcnlng of fellowship ::rnd dialogue !
Come meet Bishop Frederick C. James
of the AFRICAN METIIODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, Wednesday. Nov. I,
1995 al 7:00 pm in tbe Rankin
Memorial Chapel Lounge
L SA1' Prep. will mec1 in RM 3IS,
School of Business o n Sat. Oct 28
Lf•ol11u?. 101 ~omcthin1,! to dt1 ath!r the
ltomccun11ng Foo1b,11l C1amc. lk c ..,H.
lhi\ c:\COI \\a "i planned Vwilh ,ou m

miod. IIOMF.l OMl:-IG CHRISTIA
Ff.l ,U)WSIUI'. 1101itl1y_fnn-~ I~ Ne"
JL-r.,.cy Aw:, l'ooJ•Ch11,ti:rn D,1n,c
Ttou1~ •Dj- ,\:uon with Night I ighl
Minbtrir,~Pcrli,rmanL·L' h} l\1111~Jj;1n
.ind Prc•Apllllc t:1knt win11c.:r ••( irad uu,
Orttnny'' ,tlso ,tpp,u:ring. llo\\,mJ Un,
H r:-.ity C,llnmunit) Choir u 1:: \ 1-: NOT
n>NFOllMl•:n TO THIS WORI.I>!!
Drc,!\y 1\U irc Onl)
S.7.00 rick1,.•i-,.
Avail:lhk a l ('r.mlhUl Auditorium
Al I EN I ION ALL CAMPOS
ORGANIZATION!!! Organizational
Pictures is November 5, Come ~ig.n up
your organization outside the Bison
Yearbook office ASAP. The co~t is only
$25. You must have a census form on
file in the Office of Student Activities
in o rder 10 be photographed for yearbook.
Chicago Peoples Onion will lake IO
thank thOM! individuals who assisted us
on October J6 at the Conven1 ion Center
in wclcomins the men from Chic-ago to
the Mill ion Mun March.
ht lir-,th,·r• .., ,~ l'r •i ·h1 ,\lpha
Mu, ITuh nil~ hu: \lph Cl 111uer i.;
nd to prt'M-'11 Ph' \11>~ " ·ek.
'io 5tl , ,. t Ith

p ,

Al I EN I ION: Cl11cago People 16m•
morrow we will meec ac 1he cnlranC\: of
RFK Stadium for the Homecoming
game al 11:45 nm. r-rom 1hcrc we will
proceed co ~cc1ion I04 where wc will
be scat in~.
n
'°lOi.l

o,

•e.,. hu
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NCNw Oakc Sale- Wed. Nov I
I OAM-1 l'M in the School of Bu,iness
& School of Communication
NCNW- llallowcen Party at the Rc.c.
CTR. 5-6 Pm. Oct. 31
Do you h3\IC a connecll\'C tissue disorder.. . lupus. rheumatoid? Do you know
someone wilh one of 1hcsc disordcrl'i'!
I' m in1ercstcd in :-.tarting a :,upporl
group. Call me i f you arc aho
inter~
cstcd. Y\'clle 865-0 I 11
vOLEN IEERS Need lor lluso 01g
Brother Big- Sister Program . Meeting
will be held on 1l1ur:,, Nov. 2 in Black~
burn Rending Room From 3-4, more
info please call Bobby Caballero 31 8067007
AJ I ENI ION: Chmc:il Lab Science
Students. llallowcen Mix+Mingle
moved 10 Oe1hunc Annex Seminar
Room. Tues Oct. 31 6-8:30 PM Costumes Welco(l'led. Oe There!! !
Al I EN I ION: All NAOA members!
Please submit your Resume ASAP for
Resume Book Question ??'!
(202) 672-92 I I
NABA GENERAL MEEI ING
Wednesday / 11/ 1 4 pm Rm. 200 S8
Dowling with NAOA h1day Ji 1/.3
Blackburn Center 7pm all paid members bowl FREE
SPRING BREAR.. Nass:rn/Parad1se
Island. Concun and Jamaica from
$299.00. Air, llotcl, Tr:insfcrs. Partic,.
and More! Organize u small group and
earn a r-REE tri1> plus comm!'.sions!
Call 1-800-822-032 1.
l'hc Ondergradua1e Studen1 Assembly
would like 10 wish all Alumni, Faculty
and S1Uden1s a happy and safe I lownrd
Uni\rcr:,ity Homecoming.

'l'RE CALI CLOO
will he holding a meeting
TI!urs, November 2nd Douglass Hall
Rm. 301 7:00pm
S1gn·up lor Orga111za11011:.1 l p1ccurcs lor
the OISON YEAR BOOK taken
November 5th 11am-7pm Call Brandi
Fergueson at 806-7870
Anyone interested in coordinating an
event fo r the Spring Black Arts Festival
must not forgel to submi1 thier proposal
by November 3, 1995, 10 the Undergraduate Student Assemblies' office,
RM 108 or 11 0 in the Blackburn Center. For addi1ion~1I
lnformation
call 806-69 I8/69 I9

U you had ::in interview ior a position
in UGSA, don't be d iscouraged. we
haven't yet made our final deci:,;ion. Su
hang in there.
Models Needed for a " Pl IAI h ,sh1on
Show! If you've got it, then come
Flaunt it o n Novem\)er I ST From 6-t 0
pm at the Fine Arts Auditorium. S3.00.
Ladies need 3~· Heels, Gentlemen no
Athletic Shoes.
Do you play the saxophone or read
poetry that you write yourself'? Are you

1111,•rcst(d In ijhowinj\ your skil l~? Call
Rt,5-2b 12 ur 865-KJ(>(l.
r-a c. m n ·rec roun ~tnp
I ighl anywhere in the domestic United
States. Contncl Ton al 865-8788.

OLINIANS SC Club Meeting Monday
Oct 30 @ 7 PM Douglas 204
a unique uctton
dvcnture with humor romance and sus•
pensc now on sale at the 11.U. Book
Store.
am ~ stu cnt o 1 1c ama rts
seeking a similnr .student organization
in1erc,1ed ( exercising and spa:iring).
My disciplines arc strccti1tg figh1ing,
aikido. and some Gracey-style jiujitsu
Please con1nc1 111c if willing and/ or
interested
e 1 1 1 annun
rot er - - rot 1cr
youth conference ·'S EIZE OUR
STOLEN L EGACY, THE RESURRECTION OF THE BLACK.MAN"
ponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc., Beta Cahp1cr. Arts & Science
Student Council and Concerned Black
Men, On Tuesday Nov. 14, I995
o untccr 111 rica. atm mer1ca.
One year postd in environmrnt, health,
journalism, community devclopmen1.
human rights, democratization. youth.
scientific & social research. Call (202)
625- 7402
npaid positions a.v,li lable with Jntcr.1c1ivc Television Association. Seeking
talented scudems with research, communication, graphic design, and polilical skills lO assist coali1ion including:
broadcast. cable, llollywood, Bady
3clls, advertising and more. Fast-paced
involvement on Jcading edge of infor•
mat ion Superhighway. Corporate,
media and gov't con1ac1s.
{202) 408-0008

T I VE OUTLET? Come join us ( The
A.M.E. Student Fellowship) fo r Bible
Study! Every Wednesday 7:00 pmRankin Memorial Chapel Lower Conference Room. ( The Doors of Hcnwo
are Open to Those Who Open the
Doors o r their Heart To Christ.

A Four bedroom house to share. Private bath, w/w carpel and accessible to
the metro. Residence in walking dis•
tance to the lvers:me Shopping Mall,
Call (30 1) 423- 1749.
l•OR SAL£
lloward SwdcntS/Aiumn1. Gel the··
Knowledge ·1:shirt! " The Shirt mode
especially fo r YOUI White w/black and
Gold Design: Front and Back: XL.
Contact: G:ary A mullcn. P.O. Box
11 276, Bullo., MD 2 12 18 $2 1.95.
Guaranteed.
I here arc posters irom the movie
" DEVIL IN A BLUE DRESS" availnble now. Get n full-size poster of Denzel for your wall ladies. Cnll 387-8616
for more information.
CAI' CII Y wORL I> J.INES'I BALL
CAl'S
(202) 7Z2-070 I
1-800223-8250
Students, Encully, nnd Stall
1l1p Prices Paid For Used And Unwanted To<ttbooks with resale v;llue.
T,\J Book Services (202) 722-070 I
1-800-227-8280
l·or Sale: Womans Whue DKNY Bubble Jacket. Never Worn! Perfect Winter
Jacket Ideal fo r yourself or as a Gift.
Ticket Price is $325.00 Will sell for
$225.00 o r best offer. Call (202) 4831320 for More Information

CONOl{i\TULATIONS I 'lb thu llllh
Hdltlon tho (kntlcmun ut l>rcw
Socit1I (.'luh. ,uut t'oundcr!I Dny w.i,

,,r

stt11lsl11.

our groove on. Ain' t nothing l i ke an

s o u1 our 10 my ro1 ers: n nce an,
LaKecm ( l 3F./08/94 ) represent at HU
fa.~hion Sbow Peace La 'Tocf

HELP wAN'l'E0
Work at Home as Sales Rep. Earn
S100 or more per week. No expcr. nee.
ISyrs+ Call Now (202) 331-4~69
INI ERACllvE
TELEVISION ... PT/FT ad sales jobs.
Learn 1hc advertising business. make
great contacts. earn good money. Interactive Tolcvision Association. Ask For
John. 202-408-0008

SERvlCES
Mary Kay Cosmeuces and Skrn Care
Products Ask: for Pat (301) 336-6749
Spri ng Oreak ·96- SELL I RIP. EA Rl'-l
CASII & GO FREE! !! Student Travel
Services is now hiring campus repre~
scntativcs. Lowest rates to Jamaica.
Cancun, Daytona and Panama Ci1y
Bench. Call l-800-6-18-4849.

,·uch w~ek . lln11py ll0111c,,u11i1111
l'cacc& I uv~ M,l."ncll/ i...,, tJurkc
'lh AJ'U, Sc.,1lan<l Yard, NJ\R. l'crs1111at
Rcspo11,1bilit,. Bok, Road !rip, ll.ah~
Girl, Fl: Siltnt Lka!-tf, .ou.J Grit Mri,1.·r
l1s time to ~how oul! \Vl•'v~ c.unrd it,
rink II.
:md Oc,.1,.Cf\'t: i1 1 I .m:e,
Anubis• I love you. I have IMAN I 1ha1
you can deal w·i1h whatever ails you.
Rest. Your Fomily is here 10 help you.
Ntiann and Ayelo. J\kya
'.\l• A-'1-1 We \\Ork<1l h.ml •nd torn
motfO\\ ii will all payolf! 1 ovc you,
IZM
b ear Kcnessey AKA Popp,e, I know
Rell is cock-blocking this weekend, but
stay in town an extra day ~owe can get

• n I c amous wor s o
a a 1·
{Mnhayya) Jackson " I need Money"
(don't forget to rumble your voice)!!
Oh yeah I almoM forgot doom doom
doom dah doh doom doom doom dah
dah dai iii da da dadada! ! Peace
Sandiggy
a ·c
uga a y:
Toll me )'Our deepest fantasy and I will
nrnke it come true. Luv Y.1, Sexy

PERSONALS
16 the coolest girl I know al M0. stay

empty house. Love Always,
Your 1-\onie
Dear RclJ, Ahhoug h you 're cockblocking this weekend. I would he upset
if you didn't come . I mi,i;sed you. Lei's
call Lance.
La11 la. Whal you need 10 do 1s be president of" 1 he Club" th.at wants you to
..... \ bu know ?'1 Members included
Sandy, Ayanna. Denise, Sharonda, Kofi.
Nikki, Thembi.Toraja and you know
your down jus t admit it!! !!! L:ltifn Presi•
dent& CEO of Club Rama Dama Ding
Dong Imagine That!!! ( Ila Ha)
81sa , Johnny, and Baby Uu1ler;
Welcome back yall, we missed you.
Love, G.N.F.
1
Sha.Cove, Oon i wan11 ?
Mir. <.,o go po,, .11i \ \ t1 ~n~. mig hty
morEhin ttO\\u" Jorc-r..;. 1
Ncsc, Jyron was over our house la')l
nigh1 for a monojetwa, and it was wuck
I don't sec how you put up w/ ii.
(SIKE) Love Y.1n&Son
16 the I loward Dance Ensemble Congnuulations on a job well done! Con1inued sucoess and I hope 10 be perform•
Love.
ing with you soon! All my

Awan)'U
Lance. We need to get 1oge1hcr a plan
fo r the next exam. Tug of car -A. Stomp
of Foot B Wiggle The nose -C, Middle
finge r - D How docs that sound? Sec Y.1
Sandy
16 my dearest Awanya I 61s 1s 1he Sickesc relationsh ip l ever had with anyone
in my life. but I' m glad )Ou'rc my
staffee. Jave those stories in on time ya
hear! t u, Ya M.l.
Ruf I. ok let me get 11 !,,lrn1ghc, t 1rst 11 's
the Sp), then it', Jaspers. What part)
are we g:mna hi1?? \Vcll wlmtcver you
know I'm down? Lo\'e ya cuz. Sandy
16 Miss Awanya: Reep w r111ng those
Slamin pulse stories.. You know )OU
bad. Keep the Faith and trust in Godwith a capital G· and he will see you
through. ) bur ln1erna1ional Christion
Friend.
i\appY I lomccommg to ou•
SJ'<'d,11 Famrl)"
Counni::r Sherm 11 l \ tJ"i
l.tnol !ll>\I k, ~~- \.Qf
Christrnc RowlanU 14 .tll
.\rttha Grten 2S ,\ -911

champions. I will alw:1), be 1
your Endeuvcrs to be MElAC Cl\
Love Always.# 2 Rythm Not;..

lb Chad From lhe SACK ui~
Rcprc,en1 strong in the f
Do n't hold back Show IIU
SACK

I'll E\NI
S : {,ood
)Ollr pu 1'\Uil or Alpha Kap)II
Sororit}. rue. \im n-ullJ h:i,,
tukt, and thh ,u:t'kl'ncl should
thot )OU imnJ,?int;d ii to
S\111.E!! ..
II USA sends a special thaiim
1110-, w ho helped u, make thtll,
Man March a succt..,.~. HP
Swygert, Lt. Jay Searles, 01. iS:
Favors, Dean Archer, Nik Eamct. elc
Karim, Brother David, Oro1bt? vii
nald, llenery Lee. JIU Football vh
Pep Hamilton. 1\vin y. Fred JIii
Rhadi,l-lusa security , oluntcel\.
(Blackburn). Ms. McCloud.
.
School Students. and the Hc<a
•u we missed anyone. we art
lo"e ) ou all !! Let us keep the
tum 1hro ui,.hou1 the histor
Ct! •
VOU are rca 1ng I l'i t
proud of you, IM:cause you Jid,
up on typing all of thc,e llill 1

or

omecomming
fe:ituring: Shawn Juan De,
(a.k.a. the S -wit-Fine<sc). Vcl\~
Chingo. Archie-La. Mixtl Plu.
"T', Blak fak
with ,pccinl appearances by:
Sunny Spoon. Prity Riky. O.G.
John;on. Figerhead Greg ond tltt
zooa K .I. D.
1-1m•pc n. .
l'-'
delusive mackodocious pand«
wa)' of life that makes us d<'p
those pla)• haters and irrcsl\ti'Nc
ladie,. 3. One '"ho ha~ more
and 1ocs than average.
D.T. )>llknOI\~

fu nny MiMi (Monica). and remember
the.,;c ,1-•ords; sonic. chronic. wannic is
llilb)!!"I,
great only if you share the wealth.
(11 ·~ . 0 11
"''•
"DOS'T HURT NOUODY!!I Ee-Zy
world do n<>t do., hat II 11lts
16 my home girl I 1liony irom back
E,eryon~ h l,"l('llmg! Soron., 'Ill
home, Stay out of 1rouble! Ec-Zy
niLC' lhc a\\ CS<'lmC: Jcma.nd
Happy U1rtbday Angela! Luv.M.M.
dfun 1.\:. the t..c-uuu..'\ne .. \ al
A&K
LO! Kem it Productions; Road 10 Star•
sacntfo,
It ha,; bcsn a lonJ,t
Bn:m.
Whacs
up
wuh
the
COO
dom Showcase Friday November 3,
one.
but
our
c-tfous y.iJI not ~•
Club?!? Dichclle
1995; 7:00-10:00 P.M.- Sing.ing- Ac1Therefore.
"-C
mask no d1tfi
Dimples. 1-iere s your ch:1nce to shine..
ng-t)ancing-lns1rumen1al-and Comedy
n1., Ile'.'., ..\. on Oct 28. 19'>5. It 11
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